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Summary
The growth of the Chinese economy has been financed since
2008 by increasing debt. The increasing debt burden threatens
the stability of the Chinese economy. A financial crisis in China would have serious consequences for the global economy. The
Chinese citizens distrust the state, especially after the restrictions
on capital exports.
China’s plan to stabilize Chinese financial markets and promote economic growth, but the two goals cannot be achieved at the
same time. In view of the stagnating domestic demand, China is
trying to export the economic model that has not worked so far
(based on ever increasing debt). The instrument for exporting
one’s own debts is the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Some recipient countries get into a dangerous over-indebtedness situation.
In fact, many Silk Road countries such as Malaysia, the Maldives,
Ethiopia and Sri Lanka have borrowed heavily from Chinese state
banks in recent years. In some places there and elsewhere there is
resistance to the Chinese project.
China is becoming increasingly involved in Iran, In addition to
the favorable economic conditions; a partnership would also have
important military and security implications from a geopolitical
perspective, thereby expanding its influence in the Middle East.
That puts the Gulf States under pressure, especially Saudi Arabia.
In order to prevent this dangerous over-indebtedness, the European countries, the Gulf States and the USA should react to China’s strategies and launch their own infrastructure initiative such
as Japan, especially for Asian developing and emerging countries.
11

So give interest-free loans. In order to save these countries from
over development
Third generation finance, the Islamic banks and the IMF have
to play a major role by providing generous interest-free credit.
Whether it is ‘qualitative’ growth or growth without quality
- if it decreases in China, it will affect the global economy. The
Institute of German Economy calculated the following scenario:
“If Chinese GDP grew by one percentage point less annually in
real terms by 2028 than is currently assumed, global GDP growth
would be 2.8 percentage points lower overall.” If China’s growth
collapsed by as much as three percent, there would be eight percent less growth worldwide.
And should the BRI - the “New Silk Road” - be successful, the
Chinese state would benefit in the long term from the interest
and capital payments of the borrowers. The initiative calls for
more than $ 1,000 billion in Chinese investments in more than
125 countries.
The research objectives of this work are:
1. To analyze the economic and legal framework for the implementation of investments from China under the name of New Silk
Road in the world in general and in particular in the Middle East.
2. Assisting policy makers and investors through the global oversight of Chinese investments, the Belt and Road Initiative, and its
disadvantages and advantages.
12

3. To determine achieved results in attracting FDI and identifying restrictions for the purpose of intensifying the inflow and
outflow of investment. One of the assumptions of integration of
many countries at Chinas The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is
a fulfillment of the conditions of the Stabilization and Association Agreement, which implies the implementation of economic
reforms with the aim of strengthening the economy, business environment and economic policies, and the creation of a favorable
climate for private foreign and domestic investment. The work is
reflected in the critical analysis of the legal and institutional framework of the Belt and Road Initiative, the evaluation of the results achieved and recommendations to create attractiveness and
risk of Chinese capital investments worldwide.
4. To show the degree of possible positive or negative impact
of TOTAL_INVESTMENT IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE (time series analysis) in China on GDP.
5. The increasing of GDP means Economic development. Also,
the increasing of GDP is important component to improve of
standard of living (well-being) and reduce unemployment, beside other important internal and external factors effecting and determining the economic growth of countries, such as democracy,
Human rights, open trade, inflation, exchange rate instability on
account of capital outflows and economic reform to make a robust structural reformation in international capital inflows such
as foreign institutional investment and foreign direct investment.
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Introduction
The ‘One Belt, One Road’ (OBOR) initiative is a foreign policy and economic strategy of the People’s Republic of China. The
term derives from the overland ‘Silk Road Economic Belt’ and the
‘21st-Century Maritime Silk Road’, concepts introduced by PRC
President Xi Jinping in 2013 coordinating development policies.
According to China’s plan, the Silk Road should achieve the
following goals. One Belt One Road should assist many countries in developing infrastructure from transportation to electrical
energy and promotes trade between each country and generates
mutual economic benefits. Also it shortens the distance between
each country and promotes the global economy, and will hopefully see ongoing progress and generate benefits for every country.
But China is feeling the consequences of the trade war with the
USA. China’s economy is growing more slowly than it has been
in 30 years (Figures 1, 2). China is resisting this with new debts,
creating the next problem.
The government is doing everything it can to counter the slowdown in growth. First, the government announced tax breaks of $
400 billion. China has been driving its growth with debt since 2008.
The household debt and the meanwhile national debt now at almost
300 percent of GDP and is growing faster than economic output.
Most of the debt (49.3 percent) of GDP does not fall on the government, but on businesses, households and the banking sector
(Figure 3). Chinese companies are currently at the top with $ 19.7
trillion and private households with $ 6.6 trillion.
17

This increases the risk of a Chinese credit and banking crisis.
Since 2012, the proportion of bad loans on Chinese banks’ balance sheets has almost doubled, even official Chinese statistics say.
According to the Brookings Institution, the growth rate of the
Chinese economy for 2019 is the lowest in 30 years and unemployment calculated at 3.8 percent (Figures 4, 5) and the growth
rate of the Chinese economy for 2020 is the lowest in 40 years.
The decline in the working population is beyond doubt. In 2013,
the current Prime Minister of China Li Keqiang said with the assessment that his country needed economic growth of at least 7.2
percent in order to be able to guarantee a stable labor market. Ten
million new jobs could be created annually and the unemployment rate would remain within limits.
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Figure 1

Figure 2:
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Figure 3

Source: Global Debt Monitor, Devil in the details, January 15, 2019, pag 3. IIF,
institute of international finance
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Figure 4

Figure 5
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For the current year 2021, economists are expecting growth of
5.9 percent for China, according to a survey by the Bloomberg
business service. At the same time, however, the Institute for Economic Research at the People’s University in Beijing comes to the
conclusion that the communist leadership could still achieve one
of its most important goals with growth of 5.8 percent: the promise, namely, the income of the people in the country to double from
2010 to 2020. But many experts believe that real economic output
rose by less than half its official value.
But government capital exports from China are not limited to
the Belt and Road initiative. Over the past 15 years, more than a
hundred mainly Asian and African developing countries have borrowed from China. This represents an epochal shift in cross-border
capital flows. It is particularly noteworthy that, apart from lenders
and borrowers, hardly anyone knows anything about these loans.
Even after China joined the group of countries that report to the
Bank for International Settlements in Basel, it remains unknown
what sums the People’s Republic lent to individual countries.
Restriction on the export of capital for many years, capital flight has not been a problem for the Chinese government. From
1994 to 2014, the People’s Republic had current account surpluses
and private foreign capital flowed into the country. The central
bank bought foreign currencies against Yuan and built up foreign
exchange reserves. The inventories grew steadily and reached an
all-time high in 2014 with the aforementioned 4,000 billion US
dollars. These developments supported the efforts of the Chinese
government to strengthen the role of its own national currency
in the international financial markets. A world power China, so
the main idea, needs a currency that can stand up to the dollar
in the medium term. At the same time, the Chinese government
22

has no interest in strongly fluctuating exchange rates. Should the
Yuan decline, it could be seen as a sign of economic instability
and weakness in China, and this could damage the credibility of
President Xi’s economic policy. It is striking how much the Chinese current account surpluses have declined. In 2015, the plus
was 304 billion US dollars, which corresponds to 2.8 percent of
economic output. This is well below the record highs seen in 2007
and 2008, when China’s current account surplus was $ 353 billion
and $ 420 billion, respectively. Because of the significantly lower
GDP at the time, the surpluses accounted for 9.9 percent (2007)
and 9.1 percent (2008) of the national product. In 2018, according to preliminary figures, the surplus was 0.3 percent of GDP1.
The Chinese economy, unlike Germany, is now only achieving a
very moderate increase in trade in goods and services. On the one
hand, this reduces the criticism of China’s surpluses, but on the
other hand it makes it clear that large capital exports would only
be possible at the expense of their own currency reserves. Private
or even state capital exports on a considerable scale would lead to
current account deficits. The Chinese government can therefore
only finance the Belt and Road Initiative if it only allows a very
small amount of private capital export. For a surprisingly long
time, Beijing managed to keep the exchange rate stable and to gradually liberalize the country’s capital movements.
But the Communist Party’s own citizens have been thwarting
the Communist Party’s plans for some time. You don’t want to
buy another apartment in China, but invest worldwide. Profitable
investment opportunities in the country itself are in short supply.
Real estate is overpriced, the stock markets overvalued. The only
1
Daten für 2007 und 2008: Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) (Hg.), Economic Outlook, Juni 2017, Annex, Tables
61 und 62. Vorläufige Zahlen für 2018: The Economist, 14.3.2019. Verantwortlich für den Rückgang des Leistungsbilanzüberschusses sind unter ande¬rem
die zunehmenden Auslandsreisen von Chinesen.
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thing left for the capital owners is the illegal export of capital.
As early as 2015 it was noticed that there was a gap of around 500
billion dollars between the transfers made by Chinese banks for
imports and the import statistics of the Chinese customs. $ 2,200
billion flowed abroad, while customs only registered imports valued at 1,700 billion dollars.2 In 2015 there was a radical change
of course. Since then, the Chinese government has viewed private
capital exports as a danger. Within twenty months - from June
2014 to February 2016 - the currency reserves sank dramatically,
from 4,000 billion to 3,200 billion dollars. Capital exports have
been limited to $ 50,000 per person per year since 20153.
The central bank has since tightened capital movement restrictions and stabilized the situation. The challenges for the bank have
changed dramatically; it is very different today than in the two
decades before. China’s central bank must ensure that the domestic money supply grows appropriately despite capital outflows and
falling current account surpluses.
The signal from 2015 is clear: Both Chinese and foreign investors are reducing their investments in China in favor of investments abroad. This turnaround could be the harbinger of a financial crisis. If residents want to keep their capital safe abroad, it can
be assumed that they no longer have much confidence in their
own economy. The potential instability of the Chinese financial
system is of course not just of concern to investors and financial
scientists. A crisis in China could also have security implications.
2
Sarah Chan, »Assessing China’s Recent Capital Outflows: Policy Challenges and Implications«, in: China Finance and Economic Review, 5 (2017) 3,
S. 7, <https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s40589-017-0048-0> (eingesehen am 13.3.2019).
3
Sarah Chan, »Assessing China’s Recent Capital Outflows: Policy Challenges and Implications«, in: China Finance and Economic Review, 5 (2017) 3,
Ebd., S. 10f.
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Theoretical context
Chapter I
The economic and political rivalry
between China and the USA
Before 2000, 80% of the countries had more trade with the
United States than with China; By 2018 that number had dropped
to just 30%, As if the map said: Every place that Americans leave
it, the Chinese stay in it and they do so; China’s rise economically and politically has been a constant concern for successive US
administrations; In 2015 Obama wanted to confront China by depriving it of the markets that surround it and tie them to the United States, signing the Trans-Pacific Free Trade Agreement; This
Agreement did not like Trump, who then said: I will withdraw
the United States of America from the Trans-Pacific Free Trade
Agreement; over the course of the first week after taking office as
president, he suspended the deal saying such a treaty is a disaster,
making the American worker a loser to cheap labor in Vietnam
and Malaysia, and said: States United first.
In the inner corridors, the concern was that America’s isolationist policy would benefit China, which would eventually move
to fill the hidden void; At the end of 2020 came the news: the signing of the world’s largest free trade agreement between 15 countries, led by China; in fact this historic announcement was just a
simple hint that the US president had already abandoned the role
of economic leader in the Asia-Pacific region, leaving room for
China, and it was not the last void, as Chinese they were reading
the “America First” doctrine with a striking phrase, filling in the
25

following gaps: Trump may not have left an ally, without attacking
him; intimidating South Korea by demanding payment for protection; worrying Australia as it moves away from the refugee resettlement agreement; hurting Japan in its trade war and causing
it to suffer heavy losses and record very little economic growth,
which reached only 0.2% in 2019; all of these countries will eventually sign with China.
Trump was isolating himself from the world, while China was
signing cooperation agreements with 126 countries and 20 international organizations as part of the so-called “Belt and Road Initiative”; Trump withdrew from the Paris Agreement in 2019 and,
surprisingly, China appeared confirming its “strict implementation” of the agreement, and meeting with France at the forefront
of world leadership to protect the planet’s climate, the two countries even signing trade agreements for the value of 15 billion dollars; Trump stopped funding the World Health Organization in
April 2020, questioning its ability to deal with the Coronavirus
pandemic; In the same week, China announces its adherence to
the role of the organization, increasing its support by $ 30 million.
So Trump was leaving the international arena and “Xi” was taking
advantage of every new void.
So Trump was giving up the international arena, and “Xii” was
taking over every new space; while Trump was saying that “America during my administration is what it really is, I didn’t expect
this reaction, but that’s okay,” and while he stood at the United
Nations and said, “We defend America and the American people,”
the president Chinese was celebrating the China-led international
rapprochement Analysts say the most important offering Beijing
inherited from Washington was soft power.
26

The United States withdraws from UNESCO and the Human
Rights Council of the United Nations, while the Chinese are present in 4 of the 15 United Nations agencies, participating in high
positions in the World Bank, Interpol, the International Telecommunications Union and others, likewise Beijing participates with
more forces in peacekeeping missions than the other permanent
member countries of the Security Council, and sends its generals
on missions to Cyprus, Western Sahara, and the south from Sudan and Mali.
In 2020, Trump was absent from a world summit to confront
the Coronavirus, while China attended along with 40 countries
and promised to pay 2 billion dollars to the countries affected by
the consequences of the pandemic. Trump left the leadership vacuum in world free trade, heading for greater “trade protection”
that is not customary in the GOP tradition and launched his trade
war against Beijing, accusing it of theft and fraud, and imposed
tariffs on his allies closest in Europe, Japan, South Korea and Canada. An American journalist sarcastically asked “man, Canada
too, what happened is that the planet suffered losses estimated at
700 billion dollars; China has not been defeated for sure, on the
contrary, he strengthened his position as “defender of free trade”,
dealing with the American vacuum, and regime.
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Chapter II
Chinas geopolitical factors, demography,
geography historical synthesis and
resources
China has the largest merchant marine in the world, which has
to constantly import energy products. Is also the leading producer
of steel, coal, cement and fertilizers, shipbuilding world with the
largest number of shipyards, 4000, the big global lender has the
largest military in the world. It is one of the five nations that are
permanent members of the Security Council. She is the founder of
the West Asian Summit including India, Australia, New Zealand
and ASEAN.
The dispute over the Senkaku islands, the South China islands
with Taiwanese geopolitics, the Parcel Islands and Spratly archipelagos; China’s string of pearls strategy consists of leasing ports and
logistics facilities on the north coast of India.
2.1 Administrative Division
According to the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, the country’s administrative units are currently based on a
three-tier system.
2.1.1 The country is divided into provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the Central Government;
2.1.2 Provinces and autonomous regions are divided into autonomous Prefectures, counties, autonomous counties and cities; and
2.1.3 Counties, autonomous counties and cities are divided into
townships, ethnic minority townships, and towns.
28

At the moment, China has 23 provinces, 5 autonomous regions, 4 municipalities directly under the Central Government
and 2 special administrative regions.
They are: Hebei province, Shanxi province, Liaoning province,
Jilin province, Heilongjiang province, Jiangsu province, Zhejiang
province, Anhui province, Fujian province, Jiangxi province, Shandong province, Henan province, Hubei province, Hunan province, Guangdong province, Hainan province, Sichuan province,
Guizhou province, Yunnan province, Shaanxi province, Gansu
province, Qinghai province, Taiwan province, Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, Tibet Autonomous Region, Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Beijing municipality, Tianjin
municipality, Shanghai municipality, Chongqing municipality,
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and Macao Special
Administrative Region.
2.2 720 Million Poor
In this area, too, China has come an impressive way. In the middle of the last century, China’s economic output per capita was
lower than it was in 1820, and poverty was correspondingly high.
Now there are a number of billionaires and an expanding affluent
middle class, but China currently ranks only 80th on the global
prosperity scale; it is projected to take until 2049 for China to
become a fully developed industrial nation with corresponding
prosperity for a large population. The number of poor farmers
and migrant workers is still estimated at 720 million, with a total
population of 1.4 billion.
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So if the per capita income of the Chinese last year was roughly that of the population of Macedonia or Algeria, there is still
a lot to be done - even if the country, as some speculate, will become the USA as the largest economy in the year 2028 Earth should
replace. Only about 327 million people live in the US, a quarter of
the population of China.
Bought on credit a certain degree of social peace could therefore be maintained even with growth of less than six percent. That
would not be bad for the development process, the weekly newspaper Die Zeit recently judged: “Currently, growth is shrinking
to a healthy level.” The assessment aims, among other things, at a
potentially explosive problem in the Chinese economy: Much of
the previous economic growth has been bought on credit.
This does not only apply to the ongoing promotion of deficit
and ineffective large state corporations. It also applies to expensive investment programs for airports, highways, high-speed trains.
“Increased prosperity through excessive public investment in the
provinces bought at a high price,” is what Die Zeit calls it. It is
hardly surprising that the country’s debts are gigantic. According
to a report in the Neue Züricher Zeitung4, the total debt is almost
300 percent of the total economic output. These debts are widely
spread among banks, regions, state-owned companies and private
households. In addition to consumption offers, a lack of provision
options promotes this private debt - to provide for old age and
illness. By the way, more than half of private debt is accounted for
by other sources, real estate loans. And the volume of bad loans at
banks has risen sharply. A time bomb when you think of the world
financial crisis of 2008
4
The Neue Züricher Zeitung. https://www.dw.com/de/china-auf-dem-weg-zum-qualitativen-wachstum/a-52041925.
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2.3 Trade agreement as a ceasefire
According to the Chinese statistics agency, one reason for this
is that consumers are no longer quite as happy to buy. Of course,
the trade conflict with the US is also having a negative impact on
the Chinese economy. Export-oriented companies in particular
suffer because of the American extra tariffs. Even the first trade
pact signed on January 15, 2020 between China and the USA will
change little in this regard, because the mutual special tariffs will
initially remain in place. The so-called phase one trade agreement
will do well for the Chinese economy anyway, says Wang Tao,
China’s chief economist at the major Swiss bank UBS: “It’s like a
ceasefire”. There is less uncertainty. This is basically good for the
economy and for itself world trade. One of the biggest risks for
China’s economy this year is the danger that the trade conflict will
escalate again, says Wang Tao.
KEY POINTS
•
•

•

President Trump signed a “phase one” trade agreement with
China as the world’s two biggest economies try to rein in a
more than 18-month trade war.
The deal includes provisions to root out intellectual property theft and forced technology transfers and increase Chinese purchases of U.S. goods, though it leaves open questions
about enforcement.
The Trump administration aims to start negotiating the
next piece of the trade agreement before the November
2020 election.
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Here are some of the deal’s core pieces5
It calls for China to submit an “Action Plan to strengthen
intellectual property protection” within 30 days of the agreement taking effect, according to the trade pact (Figure 6). The
proposal would include “measures that China will take to implement its obligations” and “the date by which each measure
will go into effect.”
•

•
•
•
•

The deal says companies should be able to operate “without any force or pressure from the other Party to transfer
their technology to persons of the other Party.” Technology
transfers “must be based on market terms that are voluntary and reflect mutual agreement,” it reads.
The agreement says China will increase purchases of U.S.
manufacturing, energy and agricultural goods and services
by at least $200 billion over two years.
It makes commitments to try to root out the sale of counterfeit goods.
The deal includes provisions to boost Chinese market access to financial services firms.
Ahead of the signing, the Trump administration also revoked its decision to label China a currency manipulator.

5
Jacob Pramuk, Staff Reporter CNBC. https://www.cnbc.
com/2020/01/15/trump-and-china-sign-phase-one-trade-agreement.html.
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Figure 6

Chinese Vice Premier Liu He and US President Donald Trump sign a
trade agreement between the US and China in the East Room of the White
House in Washington, DC, January 15, 2020.

2.4 Homemade problems
However, many analysts also warn against only looking at the
trade conflict with the USA when it comes to China’s economy,
because the People’s Republic also has many home-made problems. Many state-owned corporations, for example, are hugely
indebted. The often poor productivity and innovative strength of
Chinese companies are also a burden. The big question also remains how credible the official Chinese growth figures are. More
and more non-Chinese analysts consider the 6.1 percent published in 2019 to be far too high. The official growth figures are at
best an indicator of the overall economic activity in China.
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Whether the economy really grows through this activity is a
completely different question. The figures have little to do with
the real processes of the underlying economy, says Michael Pettis, finance professor at Peking University. When it becomes really important, economists in China like to look at other numbers:
for example, the mood of purchasing managers in companies, the
power consumption of industry and the number of containers
handled in Chinese ports.
Ning Jizhe, the head of the Chinese statistical office, emphasized that the value could be seen: “The US economy grew by
around 2.3 percent in 2019. Japan and the euro area are just over
one percent, India a little more than 5 percent. China is still world
champion among the major economies with 6.1 percent.”
The decisive factor is the trend: Compared to the previous
year, Chinese economic growth slowed further in 2019, by 0.5
percentage points.
2.5 Geography
China is a continental power that controls an extensive coastline that runs from the Sea of Japan in the northwest to the Gulf of
Tonkin in the south.
The People’s Republic of China is located in the eastern part of
the Asian continent, on the western Pacific Rim. It is a vast land,
covering 9.6 million square kilometers. China is approximately
seventeen times the size of France, 1 million square kilometers
smaller than all of Europe, and 600,000 square kilometers smaller
than Oceania (Australia, New Zealand, and the islands of the south and central Pacific). Additional offshore territory, including te34

rritorial waters, special economic areas, and the continental shelf,
totals over 3 million square kilometers, bringing China’s overall
territory to almost 13 million square kilometers.
Western China’s Himalayan Mountains are often referred to as
the roof of the world. Mount Qomolangma (known to the West as
Mount Everest), at over 8800 meters in height, is the roof ’s highest
peak. China stretches from its westernmost point on the Pamir
Plateau to the confluence of the Heilongjiang and Wusuli Rivers,
5200 kilometers to the east.
When inhabitants of eastern China are greeting the dawn,
people in western China still face four more hours of darkness.
The northernmost point in China is located at the midpoint of
the-Heilongjiang River, north of Mohe in Heilongjiang Province.
The southernmost point is located at Zengmu’ansha in the Nansha Islands, approximately 5500 kilometers away. When northern
China is still gripped in a world of ice and snow, flowers are already blooming in the balmy south. The Bohai Sea, Yellow Sea,
East China Sea, and South China Sea border China to the east and
south, together forming a vast maritime area. The Yellow Sea, East
China Sea, and South China Sea connect directly with the Pacific
Ocean, while the Bohai Sea, embraced between the two “arms” of
the Liaodong and Shandong peninsulas, forms an inland sea. China’s maritime territory includes 5400 islands, which have a total
area of 80,000 square kilometers. The two largest islands, Taiwan
and Hainan, cover 36,000 square kilometers and 34,000 square
kilometers respectively (Figure 7).
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Figure 7

From north to south, China’s ocean straits consist of the Bohai,
Taiwan, Bashi, and Qiongzhou Straits. China possesses 20,000 kilometers of land border, plus 18,000 kilometers of coastline. Setting out from any point on China’s border and making a complete
circuit back to the starting point, the distance traveled would be
equivalent to circling the globe at the equator.
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2.6 Ethnics, religion and languages6
China is a multiethnic and multilingual nation (Table 1). The
Han ethnic group constitutes 92 % of the Chinese population.
There is a majority in the western province of Sin kiang Muslim
independence movement that is an authentic Chinese powder
keg. Most of the Han population belongs to traditional Chinese religions, Buddhism, the most organized, Confucianism and
Taoism. The Constitution guarantees freedom of worship, however the religious organizations lacking official protection may be
subject to the
The State has little tolerance for the Protestant and Catholic
sectors, which are divided into three branches, one of which, with
dependence on the Vatican, is much persecuted. In China there are 292 languages. The most important is Mandarin Chinese,
spoken by about 836 million people. (See table N° 1).

6

http://www. chinaculture.org
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Ethnic Groups in China
Table 1
Achang Eth- Bai
Ethnic Blang Ethnic Bonan Eth- Bouyei Ethnic Minority Minority
Minority
nic Minority nic Minority
Dai Ethnic Daur Ethnic De’ang Eth- Dong Ethnic D o n g x i a n g
Minority
Minority
nic Minority Minority
Ethnic Minority
Drung Eth- Ewenki Eth- G a o s h a n Gelo Ethnic Han Ethnic
nic Minority nic Minority Ethnic Mino- Minority
Group
rity
Hani Ethnic Hezhe Ethnic Hui Ethnic Jing Ethnic Jingpo Ethnic
Minority
Minority
Minority
Minority
Minority
Jino Ethnic Kazak Ethnic Kirgiz Ethnic Korean Eth- Lahu Ethnic
Minority
Minority
Minority
nic Minority Minority
Lhoba Ethnic Li Ethnic Mi- Lisu Ethnic Manchu Eth- Maonan EthMinority
nority
Minority
nic Minority nic Minority
Miao Ethnic Moinba Eth- M o n g o l i a n Mulam Eth- Naxi Ethnic
Minority
nic Minority Ethnic Mino- nic Minority Minority
rity
Nu
Ethnic Oroqen Eth- Ozbek Ethnic Pumi Ethnic Qiang Ethnic
Minority
nic Minority Minority
Minority
Minority
Russian Eth- Salar Ethnic She Ethnic Shui Ethnic Tajik Ethnic
nic Minority Minority
Minority
Minority
Minority
Tatar Ethnic Tibetan Eth- Tu
Ethnic Tujia Ethnic Uygur Ethnic
Minority
nic Minority Minority
Minority
Minority
Va
Ethnic Xibe Ethnic Yao Ethnic Yi Ethnic Mi- Yugur Ethnic
Minority
Minority
Minority
nority
Minority
Zhuang Ethnic Minority
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2.7 US accuses China of ‘genocide’ of Uyghurs and minority
groups in Xinjiang7
Figure 8

Figure 9

The US has officially determined that China is committing genocide and crimes against humanity against Uyghur Muslims and
ethnic and religious minority groups who live in the northwestern
region of Xinjiang.
“This genocide is ongoing, and ... we are witnessing the systematic attempt to destroy Uyghurs by the Chinese party-state,” US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said in a statement Tuesday, on
the last full day of the Trump administration (Figures 8, 9).
“Since at least March 2017, local authorities dramatically escalated their decades-long campaign of repression against Uyghur Mus7
Jennifer Hansler, Zamira Rahim and Ben Westcott, CNN. https://edition.cnn.com/2021/01/19/us/us-xinjiang-china-genocide-intl/index.html
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lims and members of other ethnic and religious minority groups,
including ethnic Kazakhs and ethnic Kyrgyz,” Pompeo said.
The US State Department has previously estimated that up to
two million Uyghurs, as well as members of other Muslim minority groups, have been detained in a sprawling network of internment camps in the region.
Former reeducation camp detainees have told CNN they experienced political indoctrination and abuse inside the camps,
such as food and sleep deprivation and forced injections. CNN
reporting has also found that some Uyghur women were forced to
use birth control and undergo sterilization as part of a deliberate
attempt to push down birth rates among minorities in Xinjiang.
China denies allegations of such human rights abuses in Xinjiang. It has insisted that its reeducation camps are necessary for
preventing religious extremism and terrorism in the area, which
is home to about 11 million Uyghurs, a predominantly Muslim
ethnic minority that speak a language closely related to Turkish
and have their own distinct culture.
The reports in Chinese state-controlled media have also specifically argued against applying the term “genocide” to the situation.
At a press conference Wednesday, Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokeswoman Hua Chunying accused Pompeo of spreading “poison” with his genocide declaration.
“This is just one of many of his absurd, big lies,” Hua said in
response to CNN’s question. “In our view, Pompeo’s so-called declaration is a piece of scrap paper.”
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Hua singled out Pompeo himself for special criticism. “This
American politician, who is notorious for lying, is turning himself
into a doomsday clown and joke of the century,” Hua said.
The State Department’s declaration won’t automatically trigger
any immediate penalties, but Peter Irwin, senior program officer
at the Uyghur Human Rights Project, said it would have a powerful symbolic impact, both in the US and internationally.
“Determinations like these are only meaningful insofar as
they’re supported by tangible, sustained pressure,” he said. “The
worst thing that the US government can do, especially when we’re
in the midst of a transition of power, is to become self-satisfied
with this powerful rhetorical statement about the crisis without
following it up.”
A Washington-based advocacy group, Campaign for Uyghurs,
welcomed the designation as a step toward justice.
“As any victim will tell you, having the eyes of the world community see us, and acknowledge that our horror is real, means everything,”
said CFU director Rushan Abbas in a statement Tuesday.
“My own sister’s 20 year prison sentence on false charges is
clearly linked to this genocidal intent by the Chinese regime. She,
and all Uyghurs, deserves justice,” she added.
Darren Byler, a Xinjiang expert and postdoctoral research fellow at the University of Colorado, said he anticipated the ruling
would strength Uyghur claims for asylum in the US as well as increase pressure to boycott the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing.
“But I don’t know what it will mean for Uyghurs in China,” he said.
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Concern over human rights issues in Xinjiang is a bipartisan
issue in the US. However, the announcement in the final hours of
the Trump administration could further complicate the incoming
Biden administration’s approach to and dealings with Beijing.
The president-elect has spoken out about China’s human rights abuses and in November 2019 called the mass internment
of Uyghur Muslims “among the worst abuses of human rights
in the world today.” “The US cannot be silent — we must speak
out against this oppression and relentlessly defend human rights
around the world,” Biden tweeted.
In a statement to Politico in August, his campaign spokesperson Andrew Bates described China’s actions in Xinjiang as genocide. On Tuesday, Biden’s nominee for Secretary of State Antony
Blinken said he also agreed with the designation.
In his statement, Pompeo also said he had “directed the US Department of State to continue to investigate and collect relevant information regarding the ongoing atrocities occurring in Xinjiang,
and to make this evidence available to appropriate authorities and
the international community to the extent allowable by law.”
The treatment of Uyghurs and other minorities in Xinjiang has
been widely condemned by the international community. In July
2019, twenty-two countries including Japan and the UK signed
a letter urging China to end its “mass arbitrary detentions and
related violations” and called on Beijing to allow UN experts to
access the region.
In December, the European Parliament adopted a resolution
condemning China over the forced labor allegations. The British
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government has also criticized Beijing and said earlier this month
that it would fine companies which hide connections to Xinjiang.
The new measures are designed to ensure that all British organizations “are not complicit in, nor profiting from, the human
rights violations in Xinjiang,” according to the UK Foreign Office.
2.7.1 China Uighurs: All you need to know on Muslim
“crackdown”8
China is facing growing criticism over its persecution of some
Muslim minority groups, huge numbers of whom are allegedly
being held in internment camps.
In August 2018, a UN committee heard that up to one million
Uighur Muslims and other Muslim groups could be being detained in the western Xinjiang region, where they’re said to be undergoing “re-education” programs.
The claims were made by rights groups, but China denies the
allegations. At the same time, there’s growing evidence of oppressive surveillance against people living in Xinjiang. We’ve developed this new format to try to explain the story to you better.
Who are the Uighurs?
They’re ethnically Turkic Muslims, and there are about 11 million of them in western China.
Where is Xinjiang?
It is in the far west of China and is the largest region in the
country. As an autonomous area, it has (at least in theory) some
8

Roland Huges- BBC News Published on 8/11/2018.
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degree of self-government away from Beijing. Uyghur Muslims
account for less than half of the region’s approximately 26 million
inhabitants.
What’s happening to people in Xinjiang?
Human Rights Watch says Uighur people in particular are subject to intense surveillance and are made to give DNA and biometric samples. Those with relatives in 26 “sensitive” countries have
reportedly been rounded up, and up to a million detained. Rights
groups say people in camps are made to learn Mandarin Chinese
and criticize or renounce their faith.
What has the BBC learned?
Former prisoners told us of physical as well as psychological
torture in the camps. Entire families had disappeared, and we were
told detainees were tortured physically and mentally. We also saw
evidence of almost a complete surveillance state in Xinjiang.
What about Uighur violence?
A number of attacks have been blamed on separatists in Xinjiang and beyond over the past decade. About 200 people - mostly
Han Chinese - were killed in rioting in the regional capital Urumqi in 2009. A crackdown was stepped up after five people were
stabbed to death in February 2017.
What does China say?
It denies there are internment camps but says people in Xinjiang are receiving “vocational training”. A senior official in Xinjiang says the region is facing the “three evil forces” of terrorism,
extremism and separatism.
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What is the world doing?
There’s growing international criticism of China’s treatment of
Uighur Muslims but, as of yet, no country has taken any action
beyond issuing critical statements.
2.8 General Introduction of Rivers and Lakes
China abounds in rivers. More than 1,500 rivers each drain
1,000 square kilometers or larger areas. More than 2,700 billion
cubic meters of water flow along these rivers, 5.8% of the world’s
total. Most of the large rivers find their source in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, and as a result China is rich in water power resources, leading the world in hydropower potential, with reserves of
680 million kilowatts. China’s rivers can be categorized as exterior and interior systems. The drainage area for the exterior rivers that empty into the oceans accounts for 64% of the country’s
total land area. The Yangtze, Yellow, Heilongjiang, Pearl, Liaohe,
Haihe, Huaihe and Lancang rivers flow east, and empty into the
Pacific Ocean. The Yarlung Zangbo River in Tibet, which flows
first east and then south into the Indian Ocean, boasts the Grand
Yarlung Zangbo Canyon, the largest canyon in the world, 504.6
kilometers long and 6,009 meters deep. The Ertix River flows from
the Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region to the Arctic Ocean. The
drainage area for the interior rivers that flow into inland lakes or
disappear into deserts or salt marshes makes up 36% of China’s total land area. The Tarim River, 2,179 kilometers long, in southern
Xinjiang, is China’s longest interior river.
The Yangtze River is the largest river in China, and the third
longest in the world, next only to the Nile in northeast Africa and
the Amazon in South America. It is 6,300 kilometers long, and
has a drainage area of 1.809 million square kilometers. The midd45

le and lower Yangtze River’s warm and humid climate, plentiful
rainfall and fertile soil make the area an important agricultural
region. Known as the “golden waterway”, the Yangtze River is a
transportation artery linking west and east. The Yellow River is
the second largest river in China, 5,464 kilometers in length, with
a drainage area of 752,000 square kilometers. The Yellow River
valley was one of the birthplaces of ancient Chinese civilization.
It has lush pastureland and abundant mineral deposits. The Heilongjiang River is north China’s largest. It has a total length of
4,350 kilometers, of which 3,101 kilometers are within China. The
Pearl River is the largest river in south China, with a total length
of 2,214 kilometers.
In addition to those endowed by nature, China has a famous
man-made river — the grand Canal, running from Beijing in the
north to Hangzhou in the south. Construction work of the Grand
Canal first began as early as in the fifth century BC. The Canal
flows past Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shandong, Jiangsu and Zhejiang and links five major rivers — the Haihe River, Yellow River,
Huaihe River, Yangtze River and Qiantangjiang River. With a total
length of 1,794 kilometers and a drainage area of 4,583 square meters, the Grand Canal is the longest as well as the oldest man-made waterway in the world Topography.
Alongside of abundant rivers, China also has lots of lakes. There are more than 2,800 natural lakes, each having a surface area
of over one square kilometers, and over 130 lakes, each covering
more than 100 square kilometers. There are also a large number
of artificial lakes (reservoirs). With different salt content, the lakes
are classified as saltwater and freshwater lakes. Large lakes are
mainly distributed in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze
River and on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. The Boyang Lake in the
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south of the Yangtze River is the largest freshwater lake in China
while the Qinghai Lake on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau is the largest
saltwater lake.
2.9 Farming
China is a country whose agricultural population represents
an absolute majority, being the agriculture of vital importance
in the national economy. Although the country has a surface At
9,600,000 square kilometers, its arable land totals only 1,270,000
square kilometers, representing approximately 7 percent of the
world total.
These arable lands are mainly concentrated in the plains of the
areas monsoons in the east and in the country’s depressions. Rice,
wheat, corn and soybeans are the main grain crops, while cotton,
peanuts, rapeseed, sugar cane and beets are the main crops of economic value. Almost half of the arable land is irrigated.
2.10 Land and Mineral Resources
China possesses large number of mineral resources on its Liaotong peninsula and the lands high south. Iron reserves are estimated at 40 billion tons. His refined tin production accounts for 8%
worldwide. It has large reserves of magnetite, molybdenum, mercury and manganese. Lead, zinc and copper reserves are lower.
There is uranium in various areas.
The composition and distribution of China’s land resources
have three major characteristics: (1) variety in type -- cultivated
land, forests, grasslands, deserts and tideland; (2) more mountains
and plateaus than flatlands and basins; (3) unbalanced distribu47

tion: farmland mainly concentrates in the east, grasslands largely
in the west and north, and forests mostly in the far northeast and
southwest.
In China today, 130.04 million hectares of land are cultivated,
mainly in the Northeast Plain, the North China Plain, the Middle-Lower Yangtze Plain, the Pearl River Delta Plain and the Sichuan Basin. The fertile black soil of the Northeast Plain is ideal
for growing wheat, corn, sorghum, soybeans, flax and sugar beets.
The deep, brown topsoil of the North China Plain is planted with
wheat, corn, millet, sorghum and cotton. Plenty of lakes and rivers
on the Middle-Lower Yangtze Plain make it particularly suitable
for paddy rice and freshwater fish, hence its designation of “land
of fish and rice”. This area also produces large quantities of tea
and silkworms. The purplish soil of the warm and humid Sichuan
Basin is green with crops in all four seasons, including paddy rice,
rapeseed and sugarcane, making it known as the land of plenty.
The Pearl River Delta abounds with paddy rice, gathered 2-3 times
every year.
Forests blanket 158.94 million hectares of China. The Greater
Hinggan, the Lesser Hinggan and the Changbai mountain ranges
in the northeast are China’s largest natural forest areas. Major tree
species found here include conifers, such as Korean pine, larch
and Olga Bay larch, and broadleaves such as white birch, oak, willow, elm and Northeast China ash. Major tree species of the southwest include the dragon spruce, fir and Yunnan pine, as well as
precious teak trees, red sandalwood, camphor trees, nanmu and
padauk. Often called a kingdom of plants, Xishuangbanna in southern Yunnan Province is a rarity in that it is a tropical broadleaf
forest playing host to more than 5,000 plant species.
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Grasslands in China cover an area of 400 million hectares, stretching more than 3,000 km from the northeast to the southwest.
They are the centers of animal husbandry. The Inner Mongolian
Prairie is China’s largest natural pastureland, and home to Sanhe horses, Sanhe cattle and Mongolian sheep. The famous natural
pasturelands north and south of Tianshan Mountains in Xinjiang
are ideal for stockbreeding. The famous Ili horses and Xinjiang
fine-wool sheep are raised here.
China’s cultivated lands, forests and grasslands are among the
worlds largest in terms of sheer area. But due to China’s large population, the areas of cultivated land, forest and grassland per capita are small, especially in terms of cultivated land -- less than
0.08 hectares per capita, or only one third of the world’s average.
China is rich in mineral resources, and all known minerals in the
world can be found here. To date, geologists have confirmed reserves
of more than 160 different minerals, putting China third in the world
in total reserves. Proven reserves of energy sources include coal, petroleum, natural gas, and oil shale; and radioactive minerals include
uranium and thorium. China’s coal reserves total 1,006.3 billion tons,
mainly distributed in north China, with Shanxi and the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region taking the lead. Petroleum reserves are
mainly in northwest and also in northeast China, north China and
the continental shelves in east China. Proven reserves of ferrous metals include iron, manganese, vanadium and titanium. China’s about
50 billion tons of iron ore are mainly distributed in northeast, north
and southwest China. The Anshan-Benxi Area in Liaoning, east Hebei, and Panzhihua in Sichuan are major iron producers. China has
the world’s largest reserves of tungsten, tin, antimony, zinc, molybdenum, lead, mercury and other nonferrous metals; its reserves of rare
earth metals far exceed the total in the rest of the world.
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2.11 Energy9
China is the world’s leading consumer of energy and needs to
secure the supply for meet your growing demand. The main economic and industrial challenge consists of finding all the necessary oil, gas and other fuels, a challenge that carries with it risk of
conflict. Consequently, dependence on imported fuels is a strategic weakness factor. You need coal, which represents 62% of the
net provision of energy, but this aggravates environmental problems as it is the first country to produce CO2.
In terms of renewable energy, China is the leading producer of
solar panels and of wind turbines. Need more and more oil supply
as a consequence of the growth of its energy consumption, which
has risen to second place.
In 2010 imported 4.8 million barrels a day and is expected to
surpass the US as main importer. Most of the oil it imports today
comes from Saudi Arabia, Iran, Angola, Sudan, Kuwait, Russia,
Kazakhstan, Libya and Venezuela; therefore they have strengthened ties and in some cases have provided considerable military
aid and economical. It has signed important trade agreements
with Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan and
aims for Central Asian countries to become gradually into one of
its main sources of energy, given the instability of the East Medium and high cost of Russian hydrocarbons. Oil from the Middle
East and North Africa still accounts for 60% of imports. China
prefers to receive natural gas liquefied from Vladivostok or the
Arctic, ruling out the western route. The planned supply 38 bcm
(trillion1 cubic meters), is conditioned by the entry into service of
9
http://english.www.gov.cn/archive/china_abc/2014/08/27/content_281474983873401.htm
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the new infrastructures. The arrival of gas to China is estimated
in 5 years, so that until 2030 the volume will not exceed 12 bcm, 8
coming from Sakhalin and 4 from Siberia (Yacutia), so that until
2048 it will not reach 338 bcm.
China is following a policy similar to that of the United States regarding imports of oil, with the difference that it has not demanded
as a counterpart the rhetoric of the democracy and human rights.
2.12 Industry
As of 1996, China tops the world list of steel, coal, cement, fertilizers and televisions.
It is the third largest automobile producer in the world, only
after the US and Japan.
Structure of the Chinese automobile industry is made up of
three main sets:
The first is made up of Chinese auto groups associated with
foreign firms; that constitute companies where brands, technological innovation and strategies are share.
The second group is made up of the global vehicle manufacturers that participate through their companies in partnership with
Chinese groups. This classification includes all foreign companies
that are manufacturing in China.
The third group corresponds to vehicle manufacturing companies whose capital is totally Chinese, in order for the national
industry to grow.
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Around this Chinese policy there are questions regarding the
future reaction of Russia before the unstoppable advance of the
neighboring country towards its traditional sphere of influence,
and on the role of the United States in the area and the consequences for the balance of power in the region.
Maritime dependence on China, both for the shipment of its
manufactures “made in China”
As for the acquisition of raw materials, it represents a danger
to your safety and hence its determination to protect the seas that
surround it and to modernize its naval force. At the same time
China is the largest shipbuilding country, has surpassed Japan and
South Korea, its production accounts for 43% of world production. Your goal is to build warships, although it does not currently
have the technology required by the new military units with their
weapons and communications command systems. Has more than
2,000 companies that include nearly 1,000 shipyards with 800 support centers and in which some 800,000 workers work.
2.13 Economic policy and Commerce10
2.13.1 Economic policy
China is the largest commercial and economic power in the
world. The growing
Chinese commercial presence in the world, its economic growth and its production, therefore one wonders what the secret is.
10
Julio Albert Ferrero, Spanish Institute for Strategic Studies Territoriale Unterschiede: Südchinesisches Meer: Die Spratly-Inseln. Ignacio Rios und
Martha Patricia Camacho.
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The answer is probably in the model of economy followed since
1978 based on the following factors:
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Recognition of the role of the state in the economic process.
Disciplined and austere character of the Chinese people.
Higher qualification in the world of work.
Long working hours
Low wages
Generation of internal savings.
Training of managers and their return from abroad.
Insertion of foreign trade through growing exports.
High growth of foreign investments.
Strength of construction.
Export of services.
Taking advantage of technological innovations.
Promotion of professional training.
Incentive for youth talent and entrepreneurial vocation.
Increasing research and development.

China needs rapid growth, as each year 7 million graduates
university students need jobs and there is still a large poor population with salaries very low.
2.13.2 Commerce
According to the International Monetary Fund, the world economy grew in 2013 by 3% with strong imbalances in the different
areas, while China repeated growth of 7.7%, advanced economies
almost held together, the US grew only 1.9% and Japan grew 1.5%.
World maritime transport increased by 3.7% and marked a new
world record of 9.914 million tons. There are 55,625 ships in the
world merchants, of whom China has 1,750 and is the third coun53

try in the world ranking, the first is Panama and second is Liberia,
and both are flags of convenience.
2.14 Financial policy11
In 2010, China enabled credit lines of $ 37 billion more than
those of the World Bank and the International Development Bank
and the Import Bank and Export from the USA. Two Chinese
banks, the Chinese Development Bank and the Bank of Import
and Export account for the majority of those loans. Most of the
Financing goes to Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela. China offers
credit to countries with low credit profiles in order to diversify
your investments.
Since 2007, China has become the world market for digital business followed by the US. Its currency the Yuan is the most important in all of Asia, the dollar is in slope.
Until a few years ago, China had become a great industrial and
commercial power but with little financial power in the world
concert, with the exception of having a huge reserve of foreign
exchange, had managed to triple its influence in the world economy thanks to the annual increase of 10% of their GDP, while
the US and the EU had kept stable. There were three phenomena
of great importance: China’s strong increase in world exports; second, its increase in energy consumption and third place its great
consumption of minerals and metals. It was estimated that in 2005
there were come to consume between 20 and 30% of iron, zinc,
tin, lead, aluminum and copper.
11
sea Battle.Jan.VanTol. Zentrum für strategische und budgetäre Bewertungen Luft Seeschlacht. Dokument des US Navy Air Sea Battle Office Geostrategischer und geopolitischer Atlas. Editorial Alliance.
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In addition, direct investment by Chinese companies abroad
had increased and the tourism, Chinese CO2 emissions were also
estimated to have exceeded those of The US, due in part to its large population and rapid industrialization.
In relation to the financial integration of China in the world, it
came from international investment and its outstanding position
in the possession of foreign currency, however the great rate of reserve accumulation, was also due to its active policy of containing
the appreciation of its currency, the Yuan, whose rise would have
hurt its exports. The Chinese government welcomed the accumulation of foreign exchange that constituted an insurance against
an eventual balance of payments crisis, with all this, in just 5 years
a spectacular financial integration. The accumulation of foreign
exchange has continued apace, reaching no less than 3,200 million
dollars in 2011 to which were added the Forecasts of increases
in interest rates and the value of the Yuan. China has some Reserves much higher than those of other emerging and developed
countries, tripling the Japan and beating the sum of the next 8
countries in the world ranking. As soon as to the bilateral concert with African countries, in 2013 it reached the record surpassing the 200,000 million dollars, which made it the main partner
in Africa, making reality to what has been said that the Chinese
are not seen but they are everywhere. For its projection in Africa,
both as investments or as benefits, China presents the advantage of having no colonial past and it could happen that it became
the new colonial power in Africa. Investments have also increased
dramatically direct Chinese abroad which in 2010 reached 68,810
million dollars. For African leaders China serves as a model of
development between capitalism and socialism.
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In that year, China became the fifth largest investor abroad,
surpassed only by the United States, Germany, France and Hong
Kong. In terms of investment in Asian countries, China has become the largest holder of U.S. government debt, surpassing Japan.
Regarding its relationship with Spain, it should be noted that
20% of the public debt Spanish is in the hands of China, which in
turn Spanish companies that have invested in China are BBVA,
Banco Santander, La Caixa, Telefónica, Cepsa, Seat and Indra,
and that the recent President Rajoy’s trip has signed a commercial
agreement of about 3,150 million euros.
2.15 International relations12
China is one of the 5 nations that is a permanent member of the
Security Council of the UN. She is the founder of the CAO (West
Asian Summit) which includes India, Australia, New Zealand and
ASEAN. He is also a member of the Organization for Cooperation
Shanghai along with Russia and the Central Asian republics. In
previous years, China reached great successes with the following
actions: construction of a gas pipeline in Burma (the “Land bridge” that provides China with a safe exit to the Indian Ocean) and
negotiation with Thailand in the construction of a canal on the
Isthmus of Kra (to evade the Strait of Malacca). According to recent statements by Russian President Putin, he maintains the best
history relations with Russia. In relations with neighboring countries, the rarefied relations with Japan, mainly due to the demands
Japanese for the Senkaku Islands, as well as the traditional rivalry
with India, true regional power, and on the contrary by its friendship with Pakistan The US is going to establish a new anti-missile
12
Jane´s Figthing Ships, Der Weltverteidigungsalmanach 2012. Militärtechnologie.
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shield, now in the Pacific, justifying it by the need to defend Japan
and South Korea from a potential attack by Korea North.
2.16 Armed forces
They represent the largest armed forces in the world, with
around 3 million people, in addition to the larger army, with
approximately 1,600,000 soldiers.
Chinese Army consists of five main forces consisting of the
Forces Land of the People’s Liberation Army (EPL), the People’s
Army Navy of Liberation, the People’s Liberation Army Air Force,
the Second Corps of Artillery (in charge of strategic nuclear weapons) and the Reserve Forces of the People’s Liberation Army. The
Popular Armed Police, a paramilitary force under the dual control
of the Central Military Commission and the Ministry of Public
Health of China to They are sometimes confused as branches of
the EPL (both are under the jurisdiction of the Commission Central Military).
The regular forces of the land army are composed of 18 groups
of armies, which are combined arms units, each with approximately 30,000 to 65,000 soldiers. The armies comprise, nine armored divisions, three infantry divisions mechanized, 24 motorized
infantry divisions, 15 infantry divisions, two amphibious assault
divisions, one mechanized infantry brigade, 22 infantry brigades
motorized, 12 armored brigades, seven artillery divisions, 14 artillery brigades, 19 anti-aircraft missile artillery brigades and 10
helicopter regiments of the aviation of the army.
In times of crisis, the PLA Ground Forces will be reinforced
by the entry of numerous reserves and paramilitary units. The
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reserve component of the EPL has about 1.2 to 1.5 million people. At least 40% of the divisions and PLA brigades are mechanized or armored. In recent years, a large part of the Force PLA
ground is shrinking special operations forces, aviation military,
surface-to-air missiles, and electronic warfare units have expanded quickly.
2.17 Main interventions13
1927 - 1949: Chinese Civil War against the Kuomintang.
(Conservative Nationalist Party)
1937 - 1945: Second Sino-Japanese War, as part of the
National Army Revolutionary.
1949: Incident of the Yangtze River (battle against British
warships).
1950 - 1953: Korean War (under the name of the People’s
Volunteer Army, although it was made up of regular PLA forces).
1954 - 1955: First crisis of the Taiwan Strait.
1958: Second crisis of the Taiwan Strait.
1962: (October to November): Sino-Indian War (the only one
that China won).
1967: Skirmishes on the border with India.
1965 - 1970: Vietnam War (more than 320,000 Chinese
soldiers served in Vietnam from North).
1969 - 1978: Sino-Soviet border conflict.
1974: Battle of the Paracelsus Islands.
1979: Sino-Vietnamese Conflict.
1986 - 1988: Naval and border skirmishes with Vietnam.
1989: Tiananmen Square protests of 1989.
1995 - 1996: Third crisis of the Straits of Vietnam.
13
Russland von der Scheidung mit dem Westen bis zu den Flitterwochen mit China Francisco J. Ruiz González.IEEE.
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1997: Hong Kong Military Defense Control.
1999: Control of the Military Defense of Macao
The PLA has gone from a vast ground force to a smaller mobile
high-tech able to operate outside its borders, due to the threat of
massive invasion by part of Russia no longer exists as a threat,
but is replaced by a hypothetical Declaration of Independence by
Taiwan supported by the United States, or by a confrontation in
the Spratly Islands, so it has reduced its strength, increasing its
mechanization and its digitization its means, with the capacity to
fight in a war of high intensity in which cyberspace intervenes and
according to the lessons learned in the last US interventions.
It can be considered that the current Navy of the People’s Republic of China had its formal origin from the second half of the last
century, when they were incorporated in full civil war to the communist forces all the ships of the old and obsolete China Navy. In
1949, the Naval Academy was founded in Dailán, made up mostly
of by Soviet instructors. In September 1950 the Chinese Navy was
consolidated with the incorporation of the vessels captured by the
Kuomintang (Chiang’s nationalist party Kai Shek). It is estimated
that in 1954 there were about 2,500 Soviet naval advisers. Two
years later the Navy Air Force was added, beginning the cession
of Soviet ships modern, reorganizing the Navy into three fleets.
The North Sea Fleet (Mar Yellow), the East Sea Fleet (East China
Sea) and the South Sea Fleet (Sea of South China). Regarding the
construction of ships, they first received the aid of Soviet designs
and later began to build their own designs.
The Navy has about 950 ships: 1 aircraft carrier, 25 destroyers,
47 frigates, 5 nuclear ballistic missile submarines, 6 nuclear attack submarines, 52 conventional submarines, 91 missile laun59

chers, 231 patrol boats, 90 hydrofoils, 300 small patrol boats, 23
minesweepers, 3 LPD amphibious ships, 33 landing ships LST, 28
LSM, 150 LCM and 30 LCU, 800 ground-based attack aircraft, 18
aircraft maritime patrol, 72 helicopters, 26 naval bases. The Marine Corps strength is 7000 soldiers. The Northern Fleet has its
headquarters in Qingdao which is its base principal. The Eastern
Fleet has its headquarters in Ningtio which is its main base and
the Southern Fleet has its headquarters in Zhangjiang which is its
main base.
On Hainan Island, China has the modern Sania submarine
base with 11 tunnels 18 meters high capable of housing 10 nuclear
ballistic submarines.
The USSR helped found the new air force on November 11,
1949, shortly after established the People’s Republic of China and
began supplying aircraft to it for 1951. Technology production began two years later. The Soviets also involved in the training of the
new pilots. Russian instructors trained the new crews in Soviet
combat tactics. These new pilots took part, to some degree, in the
Korean War, where he and his Russian colleagues fought to American planes. In 1965, China began supplying fighter jets to North
Vietnamese forces at the beginning of the Vietnam War.
Air Force it is currently deployed in 7 air districts, one for each
military region, which have between 70 and 120 fighter jets and
between 70 and 90 bombers each, 50 squadrons transport and 400
helicopters. Since the beginning of the century, China has undertaken a process rapid modernization. The Chinese Air Force is
made up of approximately 400,000 men and more than 2,000 aircraft making it the largest air force in Asia and the third largest in
the world behind the US Air Force and the Air Force Russian
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2.18 Synthesis of the history of China14
Its history is based on the dynastic cycle of successive dynasties
that went through stages of boom and bust. In the 13th century it
was under the rule of the Mongol emperor Genghis Khan.
From prehistory to the Imperial era ruled by 13 dynasties that
gave way to the modern age. The last dynasty, the Qing dynasty
from Manchuria was a oppressive dynasty that conquered Beijing
and consolidated the territorial expansion of China, incorporating
the Empire, Taiwan (former Formosa), Tibet, Xinjiang and Mongolia. In spite of the fortress of the Qing Empire, rebellions and trade
disputes were maintained with the Western powers that led to the
Opium Wars of the 19th century, in which China faced England
and France. The rivalry with Japan for influence over Korea gave
rise to the first Sino-Japanese War between 1894 and 1895, which
ended with the defeat China, signing the Treaty of Simonoseki by
which Taiwan and the Islands of the Fishermen to Japan and the independence of Korea was recognized, which was Japanese influence. This failure discredited the Qing Dynasty which led to different
movements calling for the advent of the republic.
In October 1911 there was the rebellion against the Qing dynasty, which caused the revolution of Sinhai in 1912 with the overthrow of the last emperor of the Qing dynasty and established the
republic with the country politically divided, dominated by local
leaders and After various political circumstances, General Chiang
Kai Shek was appointed president of the a republic that from the
beginning had to face two problems. The first was the influence of
the Chinese Communist Party which fought to establish a com14
Der Konflikt zwischen China und Taiwan. Marineaspekte Julio Albert. Allgemeines Marinemagazin April 2000.
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munist regime and to other side the imperialism of Japan that in
1931 conquered Manchuria and established the State.
“Puppet” of Manchukúo. In 1937 Japan started the Second Sino-Japanese War with the invasion of China from the north and
east. At the end of 1938 Japan controlled northern China and an
important part of the center.
The entry of the United States into World War II stopped the
Japanese advance in China. This war it was a burden on Japan.
By 1940 the Chinese had successfully attacked by recovering lost
areas. From 1944 Japan attacked again due to the presence in China of airplanes Americans. When Germany surrendered in 1945,
Russia intervened in Manchuria for two days after the nuclear attack on Hiroshima.
At the end of World War II, before the growing power of the
Communists by the strengthening of the USSR, Japan, left Manchuria and Taiwan. After World War II, it resumed the Chinese civil war with progressive communist victory. Korea stopped being
Japanese and was divided into North and South Korea supported
respectively by the USSR and by The USA.
In 1949 the People’s Republic of China was officially proclaimed
with Mao-Tse-Tung as first president, who launched the famous
cultural revolution. Economic reforms promoted by President
Deng Xiaoping between 1970 and 1980 allowed the transformation of China from a poor survival economy to the second world
economic power supported by international trade and the exploitation of its natural resources. Since then China has abandoned
its isolation abroad becoming a power with global interests and a
growing projection foreign, changing its security and defense po62

licy traditionally focused on its territory, to that of the Maritime
Domain, according to Mahan’s ideas that relate the trade with the
international maritime power.
In its international policy, the interest in Africa to which it
allocates more than half of its aid exterior, however it is worth
wondering if it is the last exploiting country of its natural wealth,
or by the opposite will be an example of solidarity international,
putting interests first humanitarian and ecological to their economic interests.
2.19 Geostrategic theaters of China and the Seas of China15
From a strategic point of view, the Geostrategic Theaters can be
considered bordering spaces of China, which are places where Geography has conditioned and throughout history conditions security
and consequently Foreign Policy and Strategy, listed below:
-Geostrategic Theaters of the East China and South China Seas
with their corresponding costs.
-Geostrategic Theater of the Indian Ocean that is complemented by the Geopolitics of riparian nations of the Indian.
-Northern Geostrategic Theater comprising Russia, Mongolia
and Kazakhstan which border Heilongiang Province, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Territory and with the Xinjiang Autonomous
Territory.
-Western Geostrategic Theater including the independent republics of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan and the Chinese
Autonomous Territories of Xinjiang and Tibet.
-Southern Geostrategic Theater comprising Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bhutan, Burma, Laos and Vietnam.
15
Geostrategie des Indischen Ozeans. Julio Albert. Generalmagazin der
Marine. Juni und Juli 1987.
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The seas of China are the East China Sea to the north and the
South China Sea to the south, separated by Taiwan (former Formosa). In turn the northern part of the Sea of East China forms
the Yellow Sea16.
Its theaters of the seas of China are:
-Geostrategic Theater of the East China Sea.
-Geostrategic Theater of the South China Sea.
On the Chinese continental shelf, oil deposits have been discovered whose reserves could be the most important of those discovered so far, on a surface of 206,000 square kilometers containing
three large bags, south of the Bay of Liaodong on the Bohai Sea
that is in the interior of the Yellow Sea: the Theater Geostrategic
of the China Seas is polemologically unstable both because of the
discovery of large oil reserves in the East China Sea as per the Japanese claim on the Senkaku Islands and for the Chinese creation
of an airspace identification under your control.
The East China Sea is bounded by China, Japan, South Korea
and the parallel of Taiwan It has an area of 1,200,000 km2 including the 752,000 from the Yellow Sea. In this Sea are the Senkaku
Islands (Diaoyu for the Chinese) administered by Japan and the
subject of a dispute between China and Japan that manifested with
serious incidents. China has stated about its waters an unrecognized Air Identification Zone for Japan. Both countries have sent
air patrols of reconnaissance and naval units. Recently a escort
ship of the Chinese Carrier Strike Group has intercepted a North
American cruiser of the class Ticonderoga, who had to back down
at full speed to avoid a provoked collision.
16
Geostrategie des Indischen Ozeans, Vizeadmiral Alvarez Maldonado
XX Studienwoche del Mar. Sevilla 2002.
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Chapter III
History of the Silk Road and the
New Silk Road
A brief history of the Silk Road;17 6,400 kilometers of scorching
heat, some 50 degrees Celsius, with the constant threat of armed bandits, the Silk Road is a dangerous challenge, the bones of pack animals
litter the road and are like a warning, but the world’s oldest and most
important trade route was not just one road. In the 2nd century BC,
the Silk Road connected China with the Roman Empire, but it did
not receive its name until 1877, when the German geographer Ferdinand Freiherr von Richthofen, created the term the Silk Road, for
the material much coveted by Roman women, but only the Chinese knew how to produce this valuable fabric. The two-year journey
with up to 1,000 Bactrian camels was worth it. They carried not only
silk, but also spices, lacquerware, furs and porcelain. In return, Europe sent precious stones, gold and glass inventions, such as paper and
black powder, spread and even transmitted religions, Buddhism reached China and Japan via the Silk Road, cities along this route flourished in Samarkand, Bukhara and Tashkent, there was a great deal of
trade, most traders only traveled short distances and then sold their
goods to the next buyers, this made goods more expensive, but also
diseases were transmitted along the train route from Asia. Bubonic
plague killed a third of Europe’s population in the 14th century. The
demise of the Silk Road began mainly because it was replaced by new
sea routes, customs duties and bandits could be avoided and goods
reached their destinations more quickly.
17
Karten des strategischen und geopolitischen Atlas von Alianza Editorial Kilipedia Karten. http://www.ieee.es/Galerias/fichero/docs_marco/2015/
DIEEEM09-2015_China_Actual_JAlbert.pdf.
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A strategic partnership with Iran would be a prime example
of the ideal BRI model. So far, Pakistan has been the model for
China’s relations within the BRI: This alliance included not only
inland and sea transport infrastructure, but also economic and
military cooperation. An agreement with Iran would bring an
energy component into play and thus open up a completely new
geopolitical dimension. It would create a corridor for transport
infrastructure that runs from Xinjiang via Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan to Turkey and Europe. It
would also link China to Iraq by land and Saudi Arabia to the
Persian Gulf and Red Sea by sea.
Asian transport and communication routes are extremely
shaped by the geographic environment. Iran and Afghanistan
are essential for the BRI to survive and develop. On the way
to Europe you can bypass Pakistan, but not Iran, because the
only route between the Caspian Sea and the Indian Ocean leads
through the country.
The “New Silk Road” has also expanded geographically and
now includes not only Eurasia, but also Africa, Oceania, Latin
America and even the Arctic.
According to the “Office for the Promotion of the BRI”, the
authority that publishes official information about the initiative, 125 countries were already part of the program in 2019, in
the same year, the World Bank released a report that identified
70 corridors that connect China with various countries and account for 40 percent of export trade. The World Bank estimates
the total cost of the initiative, which has so far only been partially implemented, at over 500 billion US dollars. Other reports
even anticipate spending over $ 3 trillion.
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3.1 Old Silk Road
An old and a new trade route
The Silk Road was the most important trade route between Europe and China in ancient times and in the middle Ages. But not
only goods were exchanged, but also religions, knowledge, inventions and the plague. Today China is working on a new silk road.
3.2 From China to Venice
The Silk Road (Figure 10)18 - this is a 6,400-kilometer old trade
route that brought traders from China to Rome and Venice in ancient times and in the Middle Ages (200 BC-200 AD and 13th-14th
centuries). The goods were mostly transported on camels. The caravans took up to two years to travel. There were also sea routes. But
they were not used on a large scale until the 15th century.
Figure 10

18

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Silk-Road-trade-route
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3.3 Deserts
The journey was not only arduous, but also life-threatening.
The traders had to wander through the scorching heat and freezing
cold with their heavily loaded beasts of burden. In summer it is
hot in the deserts (Karakum, Taklamakan and Gobi). In winter,
temperatures drop to minus 35 to 40 degrees. The Taklamakan
desert also consists of about 85 percent mobile dunes that can
be more than 200 meters high. From May to August there is the
threat of sandstorms at speeds of more than 20 meters per second.
3.4 High mountains
In addition to deserts, traders also had to overcome high
mountains, for example the Karakoram high mountains (8,611
meters high), which border the Himalayas and lie between the
Pamir Mountains and the Hindu Kush. The best way to do this
was through mountain passes like the Khunjerab Pass. It lies at
4,693 meters and is the highest fortified pass and international
border crossing. As the mass of the high mountain ranges shows,
the terrain here is tectonically active. Earthquakes are possible at
any time. On much of the Silk Road!
3.5 Trample
Few pack animals (Figure 11) can endure such height differences and extreme temperature fluctuations. The camels with
two humps do this best. Its thick fur protects it from the cold.
They can walk through sand because they have special, calloused
hooves. Your eyes are protected from sand by thick lids and long
eyelashes. Trample can close their nostrils from the inside, get by
without water for two weeks, drink more than 100 liters within a
few minutes and carry 250 kilograms of load.
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Figure 11

3.6 Traveler
Like the trample, people on the Silk Road needed special skills:
the ability to suffer and local knowledge. Therefore, dealers rarely
denied all the way. The goods went from hand to hand via many
intermediaries on the Silk Road. Nevertheless, some died on the
trip and many animals. Their bones lined the Silk Road. It is said
that animal bones were used to show other travelers the way or to
warn them of dangers.
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3.7 Monks
“You don’t see a bird in the air or any animal on earth. If one
looks carefully in all directions in order to find the way to cross,
one looks in vain; the only signposts are the parched bones of the
dead.” (from Thomas O. Höllmann: Die Seidenstrasse), lines by
the Buddhist monk Faxian in AD 414 after a long journey across
the Taklamakan Desert. In addition to traders, there were also
monks on the Silk Road, such as Xuanzang (approx. 602-664 AD).
3.8 Ibn Batutta
Ibn Battuta19 (Tangier, 1304-1377) gilded as the Marco Polo of
the medieval Islamic world (Figure 12). When everything is done,
the globetrotter was written, has heard more than 100,000 kilometers in his life. The French writer Jules Verne is also a memorial in the non-fiction book “Découverte de la Terre” (see picture).
Well-known Islamic journeys were also: Al-Masudi (Baghdad,
896-956), Ibn Hawqual (Nisibis, 10th century) and Ibn Chaldun
(Tunis 1332-1406).

19
https://www.br.de/wissen/seidenstrasse-buchdruck-papier-kompass-100.html
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Figure 12

3.9 Fathers of the Silk Road
The German geographer Ferdinand von Richthofen (18331905) was the inventor of the term “Silk Road”. Zhang Qian (195114 BC) is considered to be the founder of the ancient trade route.
Here his statue in the city of Hanzhong, China. The Chinese general is said to have ridden the route twice on the orders of Emperor
Wu (138 and 115 BC) - and has probably linked old already existing routes with one another.
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3.10 The Great Wall of China
The Great Wall of China contributed to the success of the
Silk Road. The building secured the trade route in the northeast
against belligerent nomads and centralized the routes. The construction of this gem took a long time: The first walls were built in
the 7th century BC, the last in the 17th century.
3.11 Sultanhani, Turkey20
Caravanserais (Figure 13) provided travelers with shelter, food
and communication. The rest stops were a day’s journey apart and
were typical of Islamic regions on the Silk Road. Their structure was mostly the same: caravanserais had thick walls and gates.
Multi-story buildings were often built around an inner courtyard
with a fountain. These had bedrooms, dining rooms, stables and
storage / sales halls, as shown in the picture.
Figure 13

20
Ertl, Thomas: Silk, Pepper and Cannons - Globalization in the Middle
Ages (Darmstadt, 2008)
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3.12 Dunhuang, China
An oasis on the crescent moon lake, six kilometers from Dunhuang
The city is located between the Taklamakan Desert and the
Gobi Desert. From here, Buddhism is said to have spread to China. The city is rich in cultural treasures that have been stolen in the
worst possible way by travelers, pilgrims and adventurers through
the centuries (scrape off, smuggle out, lie-borrow-keep). At the
crescent moon lake you can listen to a natural phenomenon: the
singing sand dunes. Sand avalanches are supposed to create the
ringing and hum (Figure 14).
Figure 14

3.13 Bukhara, Uzbekistan
The Ark fortress in Bukhara, Uzbekistan, seat of rulers and defensive posts, commerce on the Silk Road flourished when there
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was peace. In times of war, dangerous regions were bypassed, by
sea (rivers, lakes, sea) where possible, or trading was stopped.
3.14 Kashgar, Xinjiang Autonomous Region, China
Kashgar was an important hub that bundled the network of
main and secondary routes of the Silk Road. The city is the starting
point for routes to China, Europe, India, Tibet and over the Tian
Shan Mountains to Russia. Mongols, the Turkic speaking Timur
and his descendants, Chinese and Muslim rulers from Kokand
(today Uzbekistan) ruled Kashgar. The majority of the population
today consists of Uyghurs who strive for independence. The Chinese government wants to prevent that.
3.15 Silk
Silk was transported on the Silk Road, but also spices, china
and tea. The trade also worked in the opposite direction. China
received wool, parrots, lions, horses, short people and, above all,
slaves from the West. The slaves came from North Africa, the
African Atlantic coast or were non-Christianized Slavs.
3.16 Samarkand, Uzbekistan21
Cultures, inventions, knowledge and religions were also exchanged on the Silk Road. Monks imported Buddhism from
India. Arab rulers took Samarkand in 712 AD (Figure 15) and
spread Islam. This can be seen on the outskirts of the city in the
grave street Shah-i-Sinda, a large complex with thirteen mausoleums and mosques.
21
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Frankopan, Peter: Light from the East (Reinbek near Hamburg, 2017).

Figure 15

3.17 Mosque, Xi’an, China
In Xi’an, the first capital of the Chinese Empire, there is a Muslim quarter and the largest mosque in China. Hui are called the
Chinese with Muslim faith. Among other things, they come from
Arab traders who settled on the Silk Road to reduce the strains of
trade. Over time, the population groups mixed. The Uyghurs in
Kashgar are also Muslims.
3.18 Pest
The plague also came over the Silk Road. The disease spread
from China by land and sea to Europe in the 14th century. The
plague came to Genoa by ship through infected rats. Around 25
million people died of the plague in Europe, around a third of the
population. The plague, the weakening of the Mongol Empire and
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the discovery of the sea routes around the Cape of Good Hope
and to India could be the reasons why the land silk route lost its
importance in the 15th century (Figure 16).
Figure 16

3.19 Stirrups, Mongolia22
Now to a couple of groundbreaking medieval inventions: The
stirrup is one of them. The Asian nomadic tribes Scythians and
Huns were the first to use it. This gave them advantages in combat:
At high speeds, warriors could hold their own in the saddle and
were more agile in combat. The knowledge spread over the Silk
Road, first to Arabia and then to the Carolingian Empire. In the
photo you can see a Mongolian saddle.

22
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Höllmann, Thomas O .: The Silk Road (Munich, 2017).

3.20 Paper
The Chinese official and eunuch Tsai Lun is considered to be
the inventor of paper. Although paper made from plant fibers such
as hemp already existed before that, Lun improved and standardized the manufacturing process in AD 105 so that paper could be
manufactured more cheaply and was writable. Knowledge spread
via the Silk Road. In the Middle Ages, paper replaced parchment
as a writing material (Figure 17).
Figure 17
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3.21 Compass
The magnetic compass (Figure 18) is a Chinese invention. The
magnetic properties of soft iron and the directivity of magnetic
needles were already known there in pre-Christian times. The
compass has been used at sea since the 12th century. Probably in
the form of a device with a magnetized metal needle that floated
on a liquid with the help of cork or wood. In Europe, the device
was further developed into a dry compass and returned to China
in the 16th century via the Silk Road.
Figure 18

3.22 Xi’an, China
Xi’an, which was once called Chang’an, was the first capital of
the Chinese Empire and is the starting point of the Silk Road. The
city wall has survived the ravages of time almost unscathed.
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3.23 Guns and drugs
Today the Silk Road is notorious as a smuggling route for weapons
and drugs. In fact, weapons played a role in the region as early as the
middle Ages. Gunpowder was discovered in China in the 9th century
- during experiments with sulfur, saltpeter and charcoal. Initially only
fireworks were set off with it. Gunpowder and bamboo canes were later used to develop firearms and cannons, which were then exported
to Europe. There they were refined and brought back to China.
3.24 The New Silk Road23
The ancient Silk Road has been forgotten. Now China wants to
revitalize trade relations with Europe and other nations (Russia,
India, Indonesia, Kenya, Djibouti, Tanzania) with the “new silk
road”. Called in China “One belt, one road” (one Belt one Road).
The project provides for train connections, sea routes and a dense
network of oil and gas pipelines. According to a study by the European Chamber of Commerce, however, only 20 European companies have so far been involved in this project (Figure 19).
Figure 19

23

Lye, Keith: 100 legendary travel routes (Bruckmann, 2009).
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3.25 Iron Silk Road benefits from Corona
There has only been regular freight train traffic between China
and Europe for a few years. But the business is growing rapidly24. This
is not least due to the generous subsidies from China (Figure 20).
Figure 20

Source: The information service of the German Economic Institute

At first there were only a few trains a month and then a week. But
now several freight trains run between Europe and China every day.
According to the Chinese railway company China Railway,
10,180 trains ran between Chinese and European cities in the first
eleven months of last year, or around 30 per day. The volume of
intercontinental rail traffic has been increasing rapidly for years.
In 2020, the corona crisis also helped. Because there were
hardly any passenger flights, the price of air freight rose sharply. In addition, at times fewer container ships operated. That
made the freight trains more attractive.
24
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https://www.iwd.de/artikel/die-eiserne-seidenstrasse-87950/

Shipping a container from Europe to China by rail takes around
two weeks, half as long as by ship. A cargo flight would be faster,
but more than twice as expensive even in normal times.
3.26 Solved and unsolved problems
It all started on October 6, 2008, when a train from China
reached the port of Hamburg. Because of the financial and economic crisis, it took until 2013 for the first regular train connections between Łódź in Poland and Chengdu in China to be
established. The western Chinese economic center of Chengdu
is located roughly in the middle of the country, 2,000 kilometers
from the nearest port. Instead of sending goods to the east and
then transporting them to the west by ship, rail transport is the
best option here25.
It is now also possible to book less than a whole container. This
also makes rail transport attractive for large spare parts or machines. Food such as cheese or chocolate can also be transported in
refrigerated containers.
The standard route leads from Poland via Belarus to Moscow.
Then there are two options. The northern route uses a large part
of the Trans-Siberian Railway and ends in Beijing, the southern
route runs through Kazakhstan to Xinjiang in the far northwest
of China.
One problem is the different gauge in Russia. China and Europe have the same track, but in Russia the rails are wider. This
25
Christian Mihatsch, More freight trains from China January 07,
2021. https://www.klimareporter.de/international/eiserne-seidenstrasse-profitiert-von-corona.
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means that the containers have to be reloaded twice or the wheels
of the wagons have to be replaced. Accordingly, the Polish-Belarusian and Chinese-Kazakh borders are considered bottlenecks
where delays can occur.
Another problem is that more goods are delivered from east
to west than vice versa. This leads to empty trips. However, the
question of customs controls in transit countries has been resolved. Containers are sealed in Europe or in China and only opened
again at the destination.
3.27 Subsidized “Silk Road Advertising”
However, it is not certain whether the success story of intercontinental rail freight will continue. So far, Chinese cities and
provinces as well as the central government have subsidized rail
travel. How high these subsidies are is unknown, but they are considered substantial.
For China, the rail connections to Europe are also politically
important. On the one hand, Beijing wants to develop the poorer
regions in the west of the country. Rail connections such as those
from Chengdu to Łódź help here.
On the other hand, the rail connections are a figurehead for the
Belt and Road Initiative of China’s President Xi Jinping. They are
one of the most tangible symbols for the revival of the ancient Silk
Road. A US think tank therefore derides that the subsidies are the
“advertising budget” for the new Silk Road.
It is unclear how long China will be able to afford this. A study
by the industry association International Union of Railways sees
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the discontinuation of Chinese subsidies as the greatest risk to
further growth. Conversely, however, there is still untapped potential: an acceleration of the Trans-Siberian Railway would result
in more rail freight.
Regardless of future developments, one thing remains clear:
compared to sea transport, rail transport remains a niche business
that is only possible for a few percent of all containers.
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Chapter IV
China’s geostrategic projection in the
Caribbean Sea region
Mahan’s thought did. XIX: seeing
British experience and thinking of the US

The United States is woefully unprepared, not only in fact
but in purpose, to assert in the Caribbean and Central America the weight of influence proportionate to its interests. We do
not have a navy that weighs seriously in any dispute with those nations whose interests may conflict with ours. (…) We lack
positions in the interior and on the limits of the Caribbean, but
other nations not only enjoy great natural advantages for the
control of that sea… ”.
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The transfer of geopolitical axes: From the Mediterranean to
the West Atlantic to the Caribbean ... Asia-Pacific26
Domain disputes between England and Spain over the same
geostrategic goal: the Caribbean region. The Dutch and French
joined the spoils of the Caribbean: Curaçao, Aruba; Martinica,
Guadeloupe and the Guyanas…
Historical experience that served as a model for Alm’s proposals. Alfred T. Mahan
Mahan and his perception of China after it happened in
Hawaii (1893)
To the editor of the New York Times:
“There is one aspect of the recent revolution in Hawaii that
seems to have been overlooked; it is about the relationship of
the islands, not only with us and with the European countries,
but with China.
The vital importance that this may have in the future is obvious from the large number of Chinese citizens now living on
the islands, which is relatively large compared to the total population.
(…) It is widely known, though perhaps not generally noticed in our country, that many of the military abroad familiar
with the eastern condition and character, look with concern to
the day when the vast mass of China, now inert, may give in
26
María del Pilar Ostos Cetina, COLUMN ON GEOPOLITICS AND
GEOSTRATEGY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2018.
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to any of those impulses that in past times buried civilization
under a wave of barbaric invasion”.
Analyzing the current model on which China’s geostrategic
projection in the Caribbean Sea region is based allows us to explain the underlying interests that have influenced the continuous
climate of tension between the most relevant players in the international arena, especially the hegemonic presence of the United
States and the growing participation of China and the Russian
Federation, the latter two determined to fight against U.S. predominance in the Caribbean Sea region, a situation that places
us in the face of a new geopolitical map at the dawn of the 21st
century. In this regard, it is interesting to recall what U.S. Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan once said about the present and future
of relations between the United States and China, when he stated: “...in our infancy we were bounded only by the Atlantic; our
youth took our limits to the Gulf of Mexico; today our maturity
sees us on the Pacific”.
This undoubtedly appears as a prophecy that places us in the
present times, facing the geopolitical disputes that are located in the
overseas possessions, in the insular areas to which Admiral Thayer Mahan rightly referred whose thought transcends in time and
endures as an articulating axis of the current foreign and defense
policy of the United States. For its part, China’s rise in the international arena through the establishment of strategic alliances has
been key, an example of which has been the formation in recent
years of the Sino-Russian axis, within the framework of the operations of the so-called Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO),
The latter considered that there is a possibility that by maintaining
its cohesion it could become a real obstacle to the expansion and
control plans of the United States, a situation that entails greater
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investments and expenses on the part of the United States to guarantee its active presence in strategic points of the world geography,
including its active presence in the Caribbean Sea region.
Now, in this new context, in which through the rise of China,
the Caribbean region acquires a renewed importance in what we
could call a true - geopolitical pivot - of this century. Chinese interests in this region lie in the fact that it comprises a broad set of
countries over an area of 2,763,800 km2, which has coasts bathed
by the Caribbean Sea, which would include part of the United States and Mexico, followed by the set of the Greater and Lesser Antilles, the bordering countries of Central America and in the case of
South America, Colombia, Venezuela and the Guyanas converge.
Overseas enclaves or departments belonging to member countries
of the European Union converge in this broad territorial complex
that becomes a connection space with the Atlantic Ocean, such
is the case of Martinique, Guadeloupe and French Guyana, but
they are also configured States under the label of “tax havens”,
attributed to their legal flexibility such as Granada, Saint Lucia,
Barbados, among others. In the case of the Dominican Republic,
as in Costa Rica, its geostrategic value is limited to its relevance in
terms of agricultural and food production, while in terms of gas
and oil production, the deposits of Trinidad and Tobago stand out
Island of Cuba and Venezuela. In addition to the fact that they
control extensive portions of the ocean rich in natural resources,
another relevant aspect of China’s geopolitical interests in this region is that the countries and small islands that make it up have
a vote in international organizations such as the United Nations,
and can contribute to strengthening the influence of China.
Thus, the region of the Caribbean Sea, just as the Asia-Pacific
region has been, has become a true “center of gravity of human ac87

tivity, which was for the first time in Asia, then passed to the Mediterranean, continued towards the Atlantic, to continue (again)
towards the Pacific ”. This accounts for the transfer of geopolitical
axes in their different stages in history, derived from the hegemonic confrontation carried out by the powers as a way of exercising
power in the geographical spaces that provide scope and projection, beyond their national aspirations. Under the same idea, Estanislao Sánchez Rodríguez, points out in an article called “the
fragile balance of security in East Asia” (Foreign Affairs, 2013),
aspects related to this region, arguing that currently the countries
of the region from East Asia stand out for their geostrategic importance in international economic relations, as they are located
between the main commercial and energy supply routes, as well as
the distribution of raw materials from different parts of the world.
In this same scheme of checks and balances between international actors, but applied in this case to the pivotal region of the
Caribbean Sea, it could well be conceived as follows: China under the role of extra-regional power, the United States as regional
hegemonic power and As an equilibrium actor, it would be interesting to consider this characteristic for a country like Mexico,
which converges precisely in the entire area of influence of the
Caribbean. Based on this, certainly the geopolitical condition of
Mexico, limited to its border condition that inevitably brings it
closer politically, commercially, militarily and culturally to the
United States, places that country under the criterion of “country-hinge”, not only from the continent, in the south-north direction and vice versa, but also as it was in the colonial past, serving
as a “link”, a kind of pivot or cardinal point in the horizontal direction that is created from east to west and vice versa. Which suggests that in the face of China’s current activism, the galleons will
arrive en masse, however, the imperative of the Belt and Road ini88

tiative proposed by China with a long-term perspective does not
wait and has given place to other alternative ways of crossing the
American continent and this was evidenced in recent years amid
the ruptures caused between Panama and Taiwan, in exchange for
the tightening of Sino-Panamanian relations, which allows a more
expeditious passage of China through the valuable and traditional
American enclave, which is located on the geopolitical axis that
converges in the so-called American Mediterranean.
4.1 Central America and the Caribbean on the geostrategic
map of China
This route provides an immense possibility of exchanges, ranging from tropical fruits to oil and its derivatives, manufactures,
minerals and all kinds of supplies that accompany the status of
China as a great world factory. This also implies a broad global
journey for the use of raw materials. Along these lines, it is interesting to understand the background of the geostrategic design
that China is developing in relation to Latin America.
The Silk Road is a maritime project that seeks a global presence, but also touches key points that are of hegemonic influence
on its adversaries, such as those of the United States. Following
geopolitical authors like Mahan, the entire region of the Caribbean Sea is conceived as the American Mediterranean.
4.2 Mexico looks to China across the Pacific
“Mexico is experiencing a paradigmatic conjuncture moment,
particularly in the midst of a change of government that is going to
celebrate a year in power, and which is reluctant to give continuity
to what previous governments conceived as a notable activism in
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foreign policy. This has led to a low profile in the discussion of
agreements and international cooperation, which is clearly noted
in the content of the National Development Plan itself, which has
been limited to a Mexico focused on its strict relationship with the
members from North America, mainly the United States and in a
measured way with Canada.
What in the past was attractive from the links that were established with China, overcoming the traditional linkage of the
right-wing governments, almost exclusively for reasons related to
the Dalai Lama, during the Peña Nieto government the search for
rapprochement was motivated more formal with China to put out
to tender the construction of railway routes that in the end were
canceled. There was also talk that China was the possible supplier
for the financing of the work of the so-called Mayan Train, a proposal by the Andrés Manuel López government.
However, the prospects of rapprochement between China and
Mexico today can be observed in a very measured way and without
much progress despite a visit made by Foreign Minister Ebrard to
the Asian country a year ago, just a month before the inauguration
of the current Mexican president. From this perspective, the advances in the Sino-Mexican relationship can be described as moderate, without advances that transcend a commercial activism
different from the one that Mexico continues to maintain with
respect to its colossal and natural neighbor, the United States”.
4.3 China and Latin America in the future
“China will continue to advance in the construction and definition of its fields of power. Its political leadership has a clear vision
to take full advantage of its aspirations as a nation, established by
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the Chinese Communist Party itself. This implies continuing to
advance its advance plans, and the provision of natural, mining,
food, and energy resources, among others, which are a substantial
part of its own survival as a State.
It is a nation of more than 1,400 million inhabitants, but also
as an urgent need to obtain global recognition as a power. Their
aspirations are great, such as becoming an ecological power, a fact
that leads them to see Latin America as a territorial space conducive to their research in aerospace matters. In this sense, the case
of its lunar research base in Argentina for takeoffs to the moon
and thereby obtain Helium 3 from there, are a sign of the latent interest in continuing to have a presence in the American continent
and from there, obtain the media in its imperative of power with
regional and global relevance.
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Chapter V
China’s Belt and Road initiative
(BRI) in the Middle East
China is becoming increasingly involved in Iran (Figure 21),
thereby expanding its influence in the Middle East. That puts
the Gulf States under pressure, especially Saudi Arabia. In the
Near and Middle East there is a geotectonic shift. The outlines
of a Eurasian bloc become visible the more China systematically
and persistently expands its influence. The most recent evidence
is the agreement with which Beijing binds Iran economically and
militarily. Iran, whose economy is holding down American sanctions, is pulling its head out of the noose. For the people of Iran,
the “partnership” with China doesn’t even have to be bad, because
Beijing will decide what to do with the massive investments. They
will flow into the expansion of the railroad and not into the export
of the revolution.
The agreement is only one stage. Beijing is driving stakes in the
Middle East27. In the eastern Mediterranean, China has already
leased or operates ten ports in six countries, including Greece,
Turkey and Israel. Beijing built its first military base outside of
China in Djibouti. Now the second follows in Jask, Iran, at the
entrance from the Indian Ocean to the Strait of Hormuz.

27
Rainer Hermann, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. https://www.faz.
net/aktuell/politik/china-und-der-nahe-osten-eine-nahoestliche-seidenstrasse-16878924.html
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Figure 21

Critics criticize, however, that recipient countries could be
lured into hopeless debt traps by the said financial projects. In
recent years, Iran’s strategic position has steadily increased due
to its economic potential and geopolitical influence, especially
in the energy sector. The demographic, economic and scientific
influence of Iran alone makes the country an attractive partner.
In addition, Iran offers easy access to Europe. The fact that the
country is now urgently dependent on international aid due
to US sanctions and the serious economic consequences of the
Covid 19 pandemic offers China a unique opportunity.
From the Chinese perspective, Iran’s strategic location perfectly complements that of Pakistan. Beijing’s perspective aims
to expand transport infrastructure such as ports, road and rail
networks along these routes. The ports would not only function
as logistic hubs for sea routes, but could later also be used for
military operations.
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These are cooling and heating units for industrial buildings that
will soon be shipped to the United States, Pakistan, Bangladesh
and Mexico. Years ago, projects in other countries depended on
funding from local governments or companies, but since funding
has become available, projects are developing faster. In late April,
38 world leaders met in Beijing to discuss the initiative known
as the Belt and Road, which opens up new space for growth in
the global economy, creates a new platform for international trade
and investment, and provides new avenues for global economic
governance. The Belt and Road initiative is a massive infrastructure investment plan. The new railroads aim to improve connectivity of the Eurasian continent. Investment in ports will open up new
maritime trade routes. Chinese state-owned enterprises, which
have gained experience in major construction projects during
China’s own infrastructure drive over the past 40 years, but there
is criticism of the international initiative many Western countries,
including Germany, are reluctant to sign bilateral agreements on
the Belt and Road, and one of the critics in the global South is
Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Bin Mohammad.
Broad Group’s headquarters architecture points to its international ambitions from Europe to Egypt, Broad has so far opened
offices in 80 countries and although most of the Belt and Road
projects are carried out by Chinese state-owned enterprises, private companies like Broad are experiencing better market access
in many countries, one such country being Pakistan, where it has
agreed to allow bilateral trade in Chinese renminbi passing the
dollar as the currency of exchange. The goal is to reduce currency risks by investing renminbi and receive renminbi in return,
so now they are carefully analyzing these agreements, so far international trade rules have been formed by Western countries,
Chinese enterprises as a broad hope that through their massive
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investments, China will have a larger participation option in these
rules, to better serve Chinese enterprises a one belt one road is a
great project according to internal analysis, it is expected that the
next 15 to 20 years will continue to provide the company with
excellent opportunities abroad. China’s ambitions are on the table,
now it is up to the rest of the world to react.
In this analysis28, the current situation of the People’s Republic
of China, that is of Mainland China, is exposed, its extraordinary
evolution that in two decades has become the first commercial nation in the world, that is, the first nation in terms of the activities
of export and import and its GDP. With its geopolitical weapon,
demography, it is invading the world with its omnipresence in most
countries and its global projection in an increasingly interrelated world. Its extraordinary financial power has qualified it as the
world’s great lender. China is the main creditor of the US, holder of
1.8 billion dollars in Treasury bonds, annually receives almost 50
billion dollars in interest on the debt, which China rushes to invest
in Africa, which is the US. Those that indirectly finance Chinese
expansion in Africa. In less than 20 years the Chinese have washed
away national humiliation by evicting former colonial powers from
their captive market in Africa. All of this has been possible thanks
to the hard-working, disciplined and austere character of the Chinese people, who have achieved extraordinary competitiveness in
their products, and their way of producing and market.
This work describes its geography, historical synthesis, agriculture, mining, industry, commerce, energy, financial policy, international relations and the Armed Forces. The geostrategic theaters
of the seas of China, of the nations that surround China, followed
28
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by geostrategic, geopolitical, economic and financial considerations and by China’s geostrategic, to end with the corresponding
conclusions.
The BRI presented by Xi Jinping in 2013 forms a generic term
for projects with which primarily new markets should be opened up and global supply chains secured in order to become sustainable Chinese economic growth and to contribute to China’s
social stability.
The BRI consists of two components.
The sea route component - the maritime Silk Road (MSRI) connects China across the Middle East with Europe and Africa.
The equivalent for the overland route - the Silk Road economic
belt (SREB) - supposed to be mainly about China Central Asia,
but to a lesser extent also across the Middle East, with Europe
connect. The Maritime Silk Road is far more important for the
Middle East.
She is supposed to cross from the South China Sea the Indian
Ocean, the Gulf of Aden and the Suez Canal to the Greek Port
city of Piraeus run.
There are several reasons why it is close east for the Maritime
Silk Road one plays such a central role. To keep its economy running, China is increasingly dependent on energy imports.
In 2013, China became the largest in the world Importer of
crude oil. Almost half of the Chinese crude oil consumption stems
from the Middle East, as well as 10 to 20 Percent of its natural gas
imports. China is thus strongly from its energy requirement Mi96

ddle East dependent, and energy security is therefore paramount
for the country Importance.
Accordingly, the safety of shipping is an important concern for
China.
Most cargo ships, including oil tankers, have to travel between
China and Europe several bottlenecks in happen in the region.
Up to a third of the crude oil transported by sea crosses the Strait
of Hormuz before the Coast of Iran and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Also runs the sea route between China and Europe
through the Bab al-Mandab strait between Djibouti and Yemen.
This makes China’s energy imports, as well as also its deliveries
of goods, prone to Piracy and obstruction from regional tensions
and conflicts. Therefore Beijing is also looking for alternative routes to find such bottlenecks bypassing the sea routes.
Against this background, China binds the Countries of the region through letters of intent and partnerships of varying intensity. Unsurprisingly, the focus of relationships is on cooperation
in the energy sector and the development of infrastructures. This
includes, for example, the construction of seaports and transport
infrastructures, which as critical to safer sea routes, as well as the
creation of alternative transport routes. Beijing tries but also to
intensify trade relations with the region. In a lesser order In addition, the BRI serves as an interpersonal exchange.
For the projects supported as part of the Maritime Silk Road
a number of new financial instruments ready. These include a
Silk Road fund of 100 billion US dollars and, on the institutional
side, the Asian one Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and
Chinese state banks, including the China Development Bank, the
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Export-Import Bank of China and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China. Also has China with countries in the region a
number of currency swaps concluded in order to facilitate trading.
At the center of the Maritime Silk Road are countries such as
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Iran and Egypt. Beijing has have entered
into extensive strategic partnerships with each of these countries
and given to understand this around wanting to expand further
aspects. It is obvious why these countries are for the Maritime Silk
Road are so important.
Saudi Arabia supplies the majority of the Chinese crude oil imports and earned for this reason alone special attention. The UAE
are on the road from Hormuz and are therefore important for the
smooth passage of oil carriers to China too guarantee. Its location
and its modern infrastructure also make the country an important gateway to the markets of the Middle East.
Iran is also trying to involve China in order to diversify its energy supply and reduce its reliance on Saudi Arabia in this regard.
You also want to work with Tehran step up to the risk of to
minimize disruption to maritime traffic through the Strait of Hormuz. Iran again and again threatens to close the strait conclude
what oil prices are soaring drift and disrupt the energy supply
would. Beijing is therefore keen to build close ties with Tehran. In
addition, Beijing hopes that Iranian oil one day by land to China
can get what the dependence on the sea routes and those associated with them would reduce risks.
Egypt is also important given the importance of the Suez Canal
for the transport of Chinese goods to Europe Still, China is loo98

king for alternatives because of the Mediterranean, for example
through Israel. Israel does this for them too Maritime Silk Road
to a major country, albeit less critical than Egypt (Figure 22).
Figure 22

Figure 23
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This graphic shows the sea routes of China’s Belt29 and Road
Initiative including the ports with Chinese involvement. You can
find out more about the Middle East and China’s new Silk Road in
Lisa Watanabe’s CSS analysis on security policy.
5.1 China is in the Gulf to compete with the United States
Partnership with Arab countries in several areas’ places China
in the position of a possible alternative to the United States, at
least in the field of economic cooperation.
According to a joint statement issued at the end of the visit,
the two countries will work to unify the Chinese “Belt and Road”
initiative with “Kuwait Vision 2035”, and work to encourage the
building of a free trade area between China and the Gulf Cooperation Council countries at an early date.
During the Kuwaiti Emir’s visit to China, Beijing hosted the
eighth session of the “China-Arab Cooperation Forum” at the ministerial level, on July 9, 2019.
The forum - which was also attended by representatives of 21
Arab countries, and the Secretary-General of the League of Arab
States, Ahmed Aboul Gheit - discussed ways to enhance comprehensive cooperation between China and Arab countries, within
the framework of the “Belt and Road” initiative concerned mainly
with employing the constructive role of various relevant regional
and sub-regional platforms that It is regulated by the countries
along the “Belt and Road”.
29
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During the meeting, the Chinese president also pledged to provide loans worth 20 billion dollars to Arab countries, to employ
them in the fields of economic development, as part of Beijing’s
efforts to build a competing influence for the influence of the major countries in the Middle East and Africa.
China, then - and in the context of its competition with the
United States - is deepening its presence in the Arab region, and is
working to expand its economic activities there, by providing less
expensive services, to attract more deals, and to open markets to
Chinese goods and investments.
During the second term of former US President Barack Obama, the US retreat from its role in the region provided an opportunity for Russia, China and other countries to register an effective multidimensional presence; Economic, political and military.
The United States focuses on promoting its regional interests in
the GCC system through joint efforts in combating terrorism, maritime piracy, and countering Iranian influence and threats in the region.
Washington believes that China is one of its most important
long-term strategic competitors, and the two countries’ relations
face recurring crises and accumulate many problems.
And Beijing may be facing the challenge of leading a broad international coalition to confront American influence if the United
States and Russia continue to build stronger relations after meeting with US President Donald Trump and his Russian counterpart, Vladimir Putin, on the sidelines of the Helsinki summit, and
Russia’s withdrawal from the confrontation that China has been
hiding behind for all. Decades as a power supporting Russia in the
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face of Western influence in general, and that of the United States
in particular.
China is interested in the joint files with the United States in finding
mechanisms to save the Iranian nuclear deal, spread security, stability
and peace on the Korean Peninsula, and develop approaches to balance
its relations with both the United States and Russia after developments
of remarkable development in the relationship between the two countries in a closer relationship. Both of them are with China.
However, despite the great Chinese efforts to enhance its presence and partnership with the Arab region, it is not clear in the
near future that Chinese influence in the region will overwhelm
the American influence.
The allied Arab countries, including the Gulf bloc, still need an
umbrella of American security protection from external dangers
and threats, and this constitutes a decisive factor in the course of
relations with the United States.
Figure 24
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There are Chinese, Arab and Gulf participants in terms of
commercial partnership in the fields of energy and economic
development.
An important partnership that places China in the position of
a possible alternative to the United States, at least in the field of
economic cooperation.
In addition, the Chinese military presence in Djibouti to combat maritime piracy; Last year, Beijing established its first military
base outside its territory, in this member state of the Arab League.
An oil-led partnership
China is the second largest trading partner of Arab countries, which, in its role, supplies Beijing with most of its oil and
natural gas needs.
The volume of intra-Arab-Chinese trade reached more than
190 billion dollars in 2017 within a somewhat balanced mechanism of imports and exports between the Chinese and Arab sides.
Iran, along with the Arab countries in the Gulf, is considered for
China a major source of energy access, and an available area for
Chinese investments, whose economy is witnessing an escalating
growth, enabling it to confidently set its feet in the economic activities of all Arab countries and the Gulf States.
China still needs to supply oil and gas from the Arab Gulf states in huge quantities that cover about 60 percent of its needs, and
last April reached about 9.6 million barrels per day, while the United States’ ability to achieve self-sufficiency in its need for energy
supplies has increased.
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The United States urged countries around the world to stop buying Iranian oil. As of next November 4, 2019 without exception
for any country; But Washington expects that Beijing will not abide by the sanctions imposed on Tehran after they come into effect.
The “Belt and Road” initiative30
The “Belt and Road” initiative is another axis of the Arab-Chinese partnership (Figure 24).
China is adopting an ambitious plan within the “Belt and Road”
initiative, whose total allocations amount to one trillion dollars.
The initiative aims to revive the ancient “Silk Road” through a
global network of ports, road and railways in dozens of countries
covered by the initiative on the basis of geographical location,
which includes some Arab countries located in the heart of the
ancient “Silk Road”, to link the countries of Central Asia and East
Africa, And the Indian Ocean in the Mediterranean Sea.
Since 2014, 9 Arab countries have joined the “Belt and Road”
initiative. 7 Arab countries have joined, since 2016, the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) as founding members.
This bank was established by Beijing as a multilateral financial
institution, aiming to provide financing for infrastructure projects
in the Asian region, and some consider it a competitor to the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, which are dominated by the United States.

30
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Chinese openness to the Arab region
Since assuming the presidency of China in 2013, President Xi
Jinping has made great efforts in opening up to the Middle East,
Africa, and the Arab region in particular; to build foundations of
Chinese influence in various economic, military and political fields.
These efforts included visits to Arab countries, and important
meetings with Arab officials, which witnessed the conclusion of
important partnerships and agreements.
The UAE was a stop for the Chinese president, on July 19.
During the visit, which is the first for a Chinese president in
29 years, Abu Dhabi and Beijing announced their agreement to
establish a comprehensive strategic partnership in eight axes, including political and military.
The discussions between the two countries also stressed the importance of enhancing cooperation and exchanging information
and experiences in combating terrorism and countering nuclear
proliferation. In addition to further strengthening cooperation
and mutual investment in the fields of renewable energy, water,
oil and gas.
It is the first trading partner of the UAE with about $ 53.3 billion annually from non-oil trade. The two countries plan to build
the largest Chinese center in the Middle East, based in the UAE,
whose oil exports to China in 2017 amounted to more than $ 4
billion. Kuwait is also an important milestone for the growth of
Arab-Chinese relations. China is Kuwait’s main trading partner,
with a volume of trade exchange between the two countries that
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exceeded $ 12 billion in 2017. About 40 Chinese companies operate in Kuwait in the oil, construction and infrastructure sectors.
Kuwait is the first Arab country to invest $ 10 billion in the Chinese sovereign fund since 2005; It is also one of the first countries
to sign the “Belt and Road” initiative with China.
During his visit to China from 7 to 10 July, the Emir of Kuwait,
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, held talks with the Chinese President to strengthen economic ties and establish a strategic
partnership between the two countries.
5.2 Chinas major roles in the Middle East31
The Middle East was - and remains - home too many major
powers and empires competing for influence, due to its strategic importance and the enormous resources it contains. Since
the twentieth century, the region was the arena of the Cold War
between America and the Soviet Union, as it was reconfigured
according to their respective spheres of influence, and with the
collapse of the latter, the United States became the dominant
one, as the superpower in the international system, and with
this role declining in the last decade, the region returned to
the arena. To compete again with the return of Russia, the legitimate heir to the Soviet Union, and the emergence of a new
player seeking to extend his influence and engage in the region,
which is China by expanding its increasing economic and political hegemony.
In light of this, a report was issued by the European Council on
Foreign Relations on October 21, 2019 entitled “The Great China Game in the Middle East”, prepared by “Camille Lons, Jona31
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Gulf Center for Strategic Studies, Tuesday 10 December 2019.

thon Fulton, and Digang Son, Nasser Al-Tamimi”, with the aim
of analyzing aspects of presence. The growing growth of China in
the Middle East, and the importance of this for the countries of
the region in light of its transformation into an economic partner
and the role of the “Belt and Road” initiative in this partnership.
Many observers agree that China’s incursion into the region
is the most important. Although it had a presence in the Middle East since the beginning of the establishment of the Silk Road
since the second century BC, it spent most of the modern history absent from the region, but the current decade has witnessed its return again as a result of economic growth and military
and political expansion, which helped it extend its influence and
strengthen Its position in the region for many years through its
tremendous resources and the political will of country leaders in
the Middle East.
However, the Chinese incursion into the Middle East is important because it differs from other interventions for several reasons,
including:
First: It is considered mainly an economic intervention, and
this is evident from the size of the activity it carries out, as it established economic partnerships with 13 countries in the region in
the past decade. And the volume of its investments amounted to
about $ 177 billion, of which $ 70 billion went to the Gulf countries, in various sectors such as energy, real estate, manufacturing
and infrastructure, which made it the largest foreign investor in
the region.
Second: Its keenness to avoid repeating the mistakes of previous international interventions, from imposing a strong military
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and political reality in the region, to maintain securing broader
goals such as establishing democracy and eliminating socialist
intellectual threats, or establishing socialism and eliminating the
Western project, especially in the period of the Cold War and beyond, which is What makes China’s experience unique, compared
to the many great powers and empires that have exerted influence
in the region throughout history, is that it promotes neutral engagement with all countries - including those that conflict with their
policies - on the basis of mutual benefit agreements.
Third: The importance of Chinese intervention increases with
the withdrawal of the United States from the Middle East, and US
President Donald Trump adopts the isolationist “America First”
vision, which led to a state of void resulting from the lack of the
leadership of an international party, which prompted Beijing to
act more comfortably as a force economic superpower, as well as
working more in line with traditional external regional actors.
According to the authors of the report, China’s motives behind
this intervention can be summed up in two goals: The first is to secure the arrival of a sustainable flow of oil and natural gas, which
is essential in advancing the Chinese industry, and thus achieving
economic growth. The second is the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
of the Chinese president, Xi Jinping. It is an ambitious global development strategy that seeks to establish a sea route for the trade
of Chinese goods and services to travel from Asia, through Africa
and Oceania, to Europe.
As for the first goal, the Middle East has emerged as a desirable market for Chinese incursion thanks to its abundant resources
and its geographical proximity to it, as the region today represents
more than 40% of its oil imports, and 7 of the 15 largest oil-expor108

ting countries to China are from the Middle East. Saudi Arabia
is the second largest supplier with exports totaling $ 29.7 billion
of oil in 2018, followed by Iraq with exports amounting to $ 22.4
billion, while Oman provided $ 17.3 billion, Iran $ 15.3 billion,
Kuwait $ 11.93 billion, the UAE $ 6.73 billion, and Libya $ 4.73
billion Dollars.
As for the second goal, the “Belt and Road Initiative, China is
making great efforts to secure sea and land routes for the countries of the Middle East that are expected to be within the scope
of the initiative in order to be safe, stable and prosperous, such
as Iran, the Sultanate of Oman, Saudi Arabia, the Emirates and
Egypt. Chinese companies have invested heavily to boost regional
economies since the plan was unveiled in 2013, and China has
largely focused on the infrastructure of these countries, and has
invested billions of dollars in developing ports such as the Omani
port of Duqm and Port Said in Egypt, as well as roads, railways
and airports. For example, it has invested in the high-speed rail
line that connects Jeddah with Makkah and Madinah in Saudi
Arabia. John Alterman, from the Center for Strategic and International Studies, says: “China’s strategy in the Middle East is not a
single regional strategy as much as it is a portfolio of investments
according to the national interest of each country.” He also concludes that “the roles it plays in the region are narrowly focused
on Economic relations, driven by the dual desire to secure energy
imports, and to pave the way for establishing land and sea routes
in the Belt and Road Initiative since 2013.
However, Beijing’s security presence in the Middle East has
been limited for decades, as it has been limited only to initiatives that directly protect its economic interests, which are very
difficult.
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5.3 Regional impact
Of course, China is clearly pursuing its own Interest in increased cooperation with the states of the region. Nevertheless, Beijing has the BRI (and thus the MSRI) designed as a «win-win»
initiative, which should also benefit its partners. Many countries
in the region are on the BRI is interested in some because they
need high quality infrastructure Cases even a reconstruction completely closed are silent about the question of the financing
of such projects. Given the Chinese investment and the growth of
the young population Opportunity to intensify trade with China,
also seen as an opportunity create much-needed jobs.
The Maritime Silk Road32 is however not just for the less affluent
Countries of the region of interest, rather also for the resource-rich
countries. These hope that increased cooperation with China will
boost their oil exports becomes, especially after the decline the
demand from the USA. These countries also see Chinese investments as a way of their economies to diversify in the longer term,
entirely in the Consistent with the development plans many Gulf
states that have a reduction the dependence on oil.
Even if the entire region is raising its hopes, the economic ones
will be Profits from the Maritime Silk Road presumably be unevenly distributed. The biggest beneficiaries so far have been the rich
Gulf states, especially Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Saudi Arabia is today China’s most important trading partner in the near East. China,
on the other hand, is that largest trading partner of the kingdom.
32
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Most of the trading volume makes export from the Saudi perspective of oil and petrochemical products as well as the import of
machinery and Consumer goods. In addition, the kingdom is the
preferred target of Chinese investments in the region, which has
so far been focus largely on the energy sector. Chinese companies
typically invest in petrochemical plants, as well as in construction
and maintenance of nuclear power plants and research reactors.
This will help Saudi Arabia in the face of rising domestic Energy
consumption and depleted fossil reserves to find alternative energy sources. The hope is that additional investments like the joint
Venture to create an industrial park in the economic project «Jazan Economic City», will contribute to the diversification of the
Saudi economy, together with infrastructures for improving the
framework for Economy and tourism.
After Saudi Arabia, the UAE are for become China’s second largest trading partner. The trade mainly includes Emirati oil and natural gas exports on the one hand and imports of Chinese textiles,
light industrial products and machines on the other hand.
Its strategic location and the excellent infrastructure make the
UAE closed an attractive hub for the Chinese export economy. The
Emirates have used this successfully for their own development
goals. During the year, the UAE and China have agreements worth around 3.4 billion US dollar signed to Dubai’s role as a regional
logistics hub for strengthen Chinese goods. This also includes the
expansion of the Jebel Ali deep-water port. The port too Khalifa
in Abu Dhabi is likely to benefit from the intensified cooperation
within the framework benefit from the Maritime Silk Road.
As expected, Egypt is also seeing higher investments from China. At several of those under President Abdel Fattah Al- Sisi star111

ted flagship projects in Egypt, China plays a key role. The Construction of a new administrative capital for example, is partly due
to a Industrial and Commercial Loan Bank of China amounting
to 3 billion US dollars funded. In addition, China is investing in
the rehabilitation of the Suez Canal and Port Said as well as in
industrial areas in the country. Whether all of these projects will
actually serve the development goals of Egypt remains to be seen:
at some of them are clearly prestige projects whose job creation
potential is doubtful.
Some of these projects could turn out to be Prove bad planning; eventually amounts to the Egyptian national debt ratio already to around 80 percent of GDP. In addition to investing in Egypt
is driving Beijing is advancing the expansion of the transport infrastructure in Israel in order to create a route from the Red Sea to
the Mediterranean by bypassing the Suez Canal.
China is therefore building a high-speed rail line from Eilat on
the Gulf of Aqaba to Ashdod on the Mediterranean coast and invested in the Expansion of the port there. It’s planned also the construction of a new port in Haifa, north of Tel Aviv. China hopes
from these ports made goods into Greek to be able to transport
Piraeus, its China Ocean Shipping port Company is operated. These projects should prove beneficial to Israel, but possibly to Egypt
as negative if the Suez Canal should lose importance.
A country that has not yet benefited from the Maritime Silk
Road to the extent hoped for has benefited is Iran. China had
hoped to significantly increase trade with Iran, especially in the
area of oil imports Increase so this plan was made by the Withdrawal of the US from the nuclear deal and the imposition of
sanctions and secondary sanctions nullified. Given that the USA a
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far more important one for China Trading partners is as Iran, China has so far tried to comply with US sanctions. This led to oil imports from Iran falling. Besides Chinese companies have one Most
of their business activities set in the country. Given this development, the importance of Saudi Arabia for China’s energy supply
continues unabated. “Win-win” situations seem to be emerging so
only for those who are already enough Surrender to countries in
the region, specifically Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Israel.
It is entirely possible that countries are using more precarious
economic conditions, such as Egypt, will not achieve the expected
benefits. The balance sheet is even more modest probably fail for
poorer countries that for the security of the energy supply and
shipping are less important.
On the one hand, the Chinese (own) Interest in stability in the
region that lead to the benefits of maritime Silk Road not only benefit the wealthy few, and the regional ones Contribute to development and stability. On the other hand, there could be an unstable
investment climate, especially in countries like Syria and Libya,
in which the end of the civil wars is not yet in sight, are limiting
China’s willingness to get involved. The great advantages of the
maritime industry Silk Road could therefore only some to be reserved for a few.
5.4 Iran is seen as a prime example of Chinas long-term
geopolitical ambitions
The “New Silk Road” is intended to reduce dependence on international sea routes.
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The earlier caravan routes across the Eurasian steppes were revived thanks to China’s million-dollar investments in the “New
Silk Road”. The basic idea of the project is the integration of trade
and transport infrastructure across the supercontinent. Another
geopolitical advantage for China is that the “New Silk Road” reduces its dependence on international sea routes. Beijing is less at
risk of falling victim to blockades by hostile sea powers such as the
USA on straits such as those of Malacca or Hormuz.
The “pearl necklace” strategy underlines that China is also pursuing ambitions on the high seas. Several naval bases were built
between Hainan and Djibouti to secure the sea routes that are indispensable for trade. At the same time, however, China is aware
of its inferiority to America’s superiority on the seas.
The “New Silk Road”, and especially the part that runs through
Iran, is the focus of the “Belt and Road Initiative” (BRI). The name
of this economic corridor between China and Europe refers to the
historical age when China was considered a world trade center.
The BRI runs through Central Asia and the Strait of Malacca, in
the case of Pakistan it also connects land and sea routes.
Originally the focus of the BRI, first known as “One Belt One
Road” (OBOR), was on promoting networking opportunities and
coordinating development initiatives between the Eurasian states.
The practical implementation, however, remained flexible and
was continuously geared towards Chinese interests in terms of
scope and content.
In addition to the development of energy and transport infrastructure of all kinds, the BRI increasingly included other areas
such as agriculture, construction, tourism, industrial production,
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financial integration or cultural, scientific and technological exchange. This also includes the “Digital Silk Road”, which includes
telecommunications, cloud storage, data processing and, above
all, security and detection systems.
5.5 Chahbahar port is an alternative to Gwadar base in
Pakistan
Afghanistan borders China, but large-scale transportation of
goods is difficult, while the fastest route to the Indian Ocean is
via Pakistan. The border conflicts that both China and Pakistan
are waging with India also affect the strategic balance, particularly
with regard to the Kashmir issue. In short, Iran is an essential part
of the “Belt and Road Initiative” and, as part of the “Pearl Necklace” strategy, offers the port of Chahbahar an alternative to the
Gwadar base in Pakistan.
From China’s perspective, investments along the trade routes
reduce transport costs and create new sales markets, while investments in the energy sector secure the oil supply. At the same time,
investments in infrastructure, implemented by Chinese companies, offer a solution for excess capacity and difficulties in adapting to new market conditions.
These firms generally have considerable public funding. The
financial component also plays a role as it is intended to increase
the value of the Chinese Yuan in international transactions. Last
but not least, the BRI also has a direct influence on the economic
development of China’s western and southern provinces, which
have so far lagged behind the richer eastern provinces.
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China is also investing in digital telecommunications and IT
infrastructures. In terms of cloud infrastructure and information
technology, Chinese mobile providers will soon be able to compete with traditional market sizes, mostly American companies. A
Chinese cloud could provide a means for data storage and processing for all companies involved.
It would make perfect sense for Chinese companies to use this
new digital infrastructure in connection with the BRI. It is also in
the Chinese interest if companies that operate in one of the participating BRI countries use Chinese networks and IT applications
such as 5G or cloud services.
5.6 Financial integration between Iran and China
India’s withdrawal from Chahbahar, forced by US sanctions,
left a power vacuum that is an ideal opportunity for China to expand its influence in the region. Securing supplies of oil that is
not controlled by the United States gives Beijing another major
advantage in the energy sector.
In the digital sector, Iran’s economy represents an ideal market
for the use of 5G and cloud computing. In addition, Iran could benefit from Chinese e-commerce technologies and online payment
systems given its limited access to international payment systems.
With Iran’s financial integration, China could come a big step closer to its dream of making the Yuan a reserve currency.
But the integration of Iran into China’s alternative financial system also means a direct attack on Washington’s hegemonic power
over the world financial system: It is quite possible that states like
Russia, which are tired of the use of financial instruments and tra116

de sanctions as political weapons, will join such an alternative in
the future.
Iran’s Foreign Minister Javad Zarif traveled to Beijing in August to negotiate the new partnership’s timetable. The foundation
of the agreement would be an exponential increase in Chinese
production funds in key sectors of the Iranian economy in exchange for cheap oil supplies.
The agreement would also have a security and a military component, including training of troops, cooperation in the fight
against terrorism, armaments and intelligence. In this regard, Iran
is already affiliated with the Shanghai Cooperation Organization
(SCO) as an observer.
5.7 The Discount on the Iranian oil Price
Over a period of 25 years, there is to be cooperation in matters of trade, the military, transport infrastructure, telecommunications and finance. In the short term, the deal will focus on
the energy sector. Iran is said to give China extremely generous
discounts in return for investments.
According to calculations by some experts, the discount on the
oil price could amount to a total of 30 percent. In turn, China
would invest US $ 280 billion over five years in Iran’s oil and gas
industry, which currently lacks refining capacity, and the petrochemical sector.
In addition to the favorable economic conditions, a partnership would also have important military and security implications
from a geopolitical perspective. The connection of the Iranian
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infrastructure network with Iraq gives China direct access. Last
year, Baghdad and Beijing signed a treaty from China of US $ 10
billion to support Iraq’s infrastructure development. Incorporation of Iraq into the new BRI corridor would considerably expand
the influence of the partnership agreement.
From today’s perspective, the true nature of the agreement, its
current status and actual content are far from clear. However, if
the leaked information is confirmed, China is facing a paradigm
shift with geopolitical consequences.
5.8 Chinese Land and Maritime Silk Initiative from an
Iranian perspective
Iran sees the Silk Road initiative as an opportunity to solve many
of its problems. If it is able to be a major international corridor on
this road, it will impede the efforts to impose economic sanctions
on it, and it will enhance its regional influence politically.
When Chinese President Xi Jinping launched the initiative to
revive the Silk Road in 2013 during his visit to Kyrgyzstan, the
Kyrgyz president could not hide his joy with this project. But the
most welcome was in Iran. Whereas, the new Iranian government
regained the country’s old dream of establishing the Silk Road and
for Iran to be its heart. The Chinese project aims to invest hundreds of billions of dollars, build iron and water transportation
routes, in addition to extending gas, oil, energy and fiber-optic
pipelines, most of which pass through Iran and reach the China
Sea in the east with Europe and Africa in the west.
The Iranians were able to persuade the Chinese to sign a joint
trade cooperation agreement to turn Iran into a “transit” center
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for Chinese goods pending the activation of the Silk Road. During
the Chinese President’s visit to Tehran, 17 economic cooperation
agreements worth more than $ 40 billion were signed.
The project includes two corridors: a “sea road” and a “land
road”. The sea route starts from the port of Xinjiang in northern
China and extends to Europe and Africa via the Red Sea and its
banks on one side. Another line connects to Iran’s southern ports,
and then the goods are shipped by train or truck to Europe or the
Mediterranean.
As for the land route, it starts from the “Xi’an” region in southern China, then enters Kazakhstan through the city of “Urumqi”, and extends through Central Asia to enter Iran from the “ferns” region before branching in western Iran into three branches:
The first: It enters Turkey and then Europe through Istanbul,
in order to branch into two parts in Germany: the first heading to
the port of Notre Dame in the Netherlands and the second to the
port of Venice in Italy.
The second: He enters Azerbaijan via the Iranian Astara region,
then heads towards Moscow, and then to Finland in northern Europe.
The third: It heads to Iraq and then Syria, where it branches
out to reach the Mediterranean Sea through the ports of Latakia
and Beirut.
It should be noted that the road will be operated by express trains and a network of roads for the use of trucks, noting that there
is a plan for another route that crosses Afghanistan from China
and enters Iran and connects to the rest of the roads in Iran.
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Iran’s dream to be the heart of the Silk Road
The Iranian project for the Silk Road, which was circulated during the end of the eighties and early nineties of the last century, can
be summarized by the following network of transportation lines:
A railway and transportation route that starts from China and
passes through the countries of Central Asia and branches in Iran
into two roads: one crosses Turkey and enters Europe through Istanbul, and the other crosses Iraq, Syria and Lebanon to reach the
Mediterranean Sea.
A railway line starts from “Chabahar Port”, and another line
from “Bandar Abbas” port in southern Iran. The two lines connect
to other lines ending in Europe and the Mediterranean.
Expansion of transportation lines between the southern ports
in Iran towards Turkey.
The development of two railways and a transport line from the
port of “Arvand Road” in the Khuzestan region and the port of
Bushehr, one of which crosses Iraq, Syria and Lebanon to reach
the Mediterranean Sea, and the second connects with the previous lines to cross Turkey to enter Europe, as well as the creation
of gas and oil pipelines for Central Asian countries, crossing Iran
and Turkey, to reach Europe.
In the beginning, these projects aimed to link China, the Indian
subcontinent and East Asia with Europe and Africa, but after the
collapse of the Soviet Union, these projects were affected by the
independence of Central Asian countries, and it was impossible to
try to link them economically with Iran. After that, Iran focused
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on developing its relations with China, India and Russia, seeking
to become a transit point for the goods of these countries towards
Europe and Africa and vice versa. On this basis, Tehran has embarked on developing some projects that were not previously proposed, most notably the project that connects the Caspian Sea to
the warm waters of southern Iran. This project has been a dream
for the Russian tsars for hundreds of years, and the Ahmadinejad government announced in 2012 the beginning of its work to
connect the Caspian Sea to the Sea of Oman through the eastern
deserts in Iran, in a way that allows navigation in that channel.
5.9 China and Israel
Investments and exchanges between the two in various aspects
Faced with the decline of the US giant, and with the signs that
the greatest power of tomorrow will have Asian features; Israel
looks to China with interest and eagerness to penetrate and strengthen its relations with it in various economic, commercial, scientific, academic and cultural aspects.
One foresees a story about the Jews in China: The migration
of Jews to China and their presence in this country date back to
the 8th century; At the beginning of their migration from neighboring countries, they lived in closed communities, but their
assimilation into Chinese society occurred quickly, mainly because their numbers were much smaller compared to other religious
and ethnic minorities; the presence of the Jews in China was induced by its merchants and merchants who arrived at the ports of
Hong Kong, Shanghai and Kharbin through the railway line that
passed through Siberia in the middle of the 19th century. And at
the beginning of the 20th century, the number of Jews in China
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increased, when this country was a safe haven from Russian massacres and the Bolshevik revolution, in light of Chinese President
Sun Yat Sen’s sympathy with political Zionism because of their
close relations with American Protestant missionaries at the time,
their number reaching up to the middle of the 20th century, for a
hundred years intermittently, to 40,000,
But this number began to decline in the 1950s, due to the reverse migration of Jews to Israel that occurred after the announcement of its establishment, so there are currently about 2,500 Jews
in China, which led to the establishment of cultural and academic
alliances with China.
The Course and Development of Bilateral Relations: The influence of Jews has increased since China’s diplomatic recognition
of Israel in 1992, playing a larger role in Israel-China relations
despite the wrath of the United States.
Israel recognized China on 01/09/1950, ahead of the Arabs,
but China did not exchange such recognition with Israel and was
hesitant to establish relations with this state until Chinese policy towards Arabs was changed from the Bandung Conference of
1955 to the take the initiative to favor Arab positions as a result
of the Arab-Israeli conflict, which caused a temporary dissonance
between the two parties, a situation that ended with the openness
policy adopted by China since the late 1970s, but relations they focused on the military side in light of China’s desire to learn about
Western technology in Israel.
Bilateral relations between the two countries witnessed a number of secret arms deals, including warplanes, Israeli tanks, rockets
and cannons worth billions of dollars, but exposing the matter to
the United States in the
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The 1980s caused Israel to curtail its agreements with China,
which is why Beijing found in the Arab-Israeli negotiations, in the
early 1990s, an opportunity to initiate diplomatic relations with
Israel in January 1992 and led to the establishment of relations
economic, commercial, cultural and scientific between the two sides, while Washington increased pressure on Israel to move away
from China helping to prevent Israel from selling advanced aircraft to China in 2000.
In 2005, the United States signaled to cut communications between the defense ministries of the United States and Israel, leading to an agreement between Israel and the United States with
the suspension of Israeli exports to China, but diplomatic and military relations They continued through political visits at the highest level, including Prime Minister Ehud Olmert’s visit in 2007
and visits by Chinese military personnel, thus increasing cooperation between the two countries under the eye of the United States.
The Dragon in Tel Aviv: The presence of Chinese companies
in Israel increased after Israel announced changes in its economic policy under the so-called Belt and Road Initiative, allowing
the entry of sensitive Chinese industries, through agreements,
Among them, an agreement signed in 2015 to manage the port of
Haifa, starting in 2021 for a period of 21 years, with the intention
in 2020 to build the largest water desalination plant in the region
near Tel Aviv with a Chinese company. China has continued its
efforts to acquire Israeli banks and insurance companies, in addition to leasing one million square dunums in the Negev region to
grow wheat and avocado.
On the other hand, the growing social and cultural influence in
China appeared with the entry of Israeli institutions into the Chi123

nese market due to its high value thanks to high technology and
value-added services, which led to the establishment of cultural,
academic and cultural alliances. educational programs, thereby
increasing Israel’s effectiveness in re-evaluating Jewish work in
China through the opening of several Israeli academic programs
in Beijing, and the establishment of centers for Israeli-Jewish-Hebrew studies in Chinese academic institutions such as Tanjing
University. Hai and Shandong University; Tel Aviv University in
2014 established a research and education center with Shengway
University, and in 2015 Technion University became Israel’s pioneer in the field of Engineering and the second independent education-level institution in China, whether the Israeli Fuangdong
Technion Institute was also established; In 2016, Ben-Gurrión
University opened a joint center for business management and
innovation with Giblin University, while the University of Haifa
built a biomedical and neurobiology laboratory and invested 25
million dollars to produce 10,000 tests of daily diagnostics to detect coronavirus
The United States and its opposition to the Silk Road
through Iran
The United States did not hide its annoyance at the initiatives
to revive the Silk Road through Iran, and offered in return its own
project, which includes crossing around Iran through three routes:
The first passes through the Gulf, then Iraq and Turkey towards
Europe.
The second passes through the African shores on the banks of
the Red Sea and then Egypt before reaching the Mediterranean.
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The third passes through the shores of the Arab Gulf countries
and from there to Iraq, Turkey, and then Europe.
As for gas and oil pipelines in Central Asian countries, the US
project proposes to extend them across the bottom of the Caspian
Sea and Azerbaijan. It also proposes connecting the Central Asian
countries by sea through Afghanistan, India and Pakistan instead
of Iran. In 2011, Hillary Clinton presented the general lines of the
American project for the new Silk Road.
Washington’s vision for the Silk Road differs from the Chinese
initiative and aims to get Iran out of the Chinese initiative. Therefore, it is in Iran’s interest to accelerate the implementation of the
proposed projects and link the countries concerned to each other
to impose Iran’s position as the best route for the transit of goods,
especially given the security conditions that countries such as
Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Somalia and East African countries are witnessing. Passing through these countries is not safe at
the moment, which gives Iran priority to impose itself as the best
possible pathway for this initiative and to truly become the heart
of the new Silk Road. And if transportation networks across Iran
are activated, it will be difficult to change them in the future.
In this context, Iran expects that its transportation networks
will be independently linked to Afghanistan and Pakistan on the
one hand, and Iraq, Syria and Lebanon on the other hand. Thus,
Iran will turn into a vital artery for transporting goods across all
these countries, and its geopolitical position will become much
more important than it is today, in addition to the high incomes
that it will reap from trade exchange and transit fees for goods.
Moreover, the activation of this road would create more than two
million job opportunities in Iran. If the proposed canal project
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connects northern and southern Iran, many of the dry and poor
areas of the country will turn into tourist and commercial areas.
As for the countries that have objections to the Chinese initiative, in addition to the United States of America, there are other
opponents, and each of them has his own reasons:
The Russians do not want to lose their position as the main
source of energy and natural gas to Europe. On this basis, any
project that would divert supplies to Europe outside Russian territory would not be welcome. As for India, it is trying to achieve a
measure of balance in its competition with China in the industrial
fields, thus, activating the Silk Road without granting its goods
adequate facilities to reach their destinations at competitive prices, and without taking their interests and energy needs into consideration when extending energy pipelines to China, would expand the gap of economic competition between the two countries.
Therefore, India is seeking to conclude bilateral agreements with
Iran that would enable it to obtain special concessions in trade
through new transportation routes. For its part, Turkey is trying
to become the heart of the Silk Road, and thus compete with Iran
for this position, especially as it enjoys an advantage in terms of
political relations. While Iran enjoys the preference in terms of
geographical location, especially if the security situation in Syria,
Iraq, Afghanistan, Yemen and Somalia continues as they are.
As for the Arab countries, especially the Gulf ones, they do not
seem enthusiastic about Iran’s obtaining this international geostrategic position, given the tension in relations and political differences that exist between Iran and those countries, especially the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It is in its interest that the project passes through its shores, either through Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Syria,
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and the Mediterranean Sea, or passes from Saudi Arabia to the
shores of the Red Sea and then from there via the Suez Canal to
the Mediterranean. On the other hand, the passage through Iraq
to Turkey and Europe, but this path requires ensuring security
and stability in the countries concerned. In the Arab world, the
implementation of this project would weaken the location of the
Suez Canal and reduce its financial returns, and thus harm the
Egyptian economy, of which the revenues of the Suez Canal are
one of the main ribs.
It can be said that this project for Iran is a feasible dream that
will solve many of Iran’s economic problems, in addition to turning it into a major international corridor that cannot be dispensed with in the future. On the other hand, this means that it is
difficult to impose economic sanctions on them. Politically, this
site will enable it to strengthen its relations with it and with all
countries linked to the Silk Road, which means strengthening its
regional influence in its political and economic levels.
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Chapter VI
China’s investments in the telecommunications and energy sectors and China’s
Currency Swap33,34 Agreements
After huge investments (Table 2) in transport infrastructure from railways to ports and airports to navigation satellites - China’s focus is now shifting to the telecommunications and energy
sectors. Think tanks are already discussing various scenarios in
which China is increasingly investing in countries that need financial support in the infrastructure sector.
A subsequent development is the establishment of industrial
areas near transport hubs. Industrial and technological clusters
are to be created there, which will cooperate closely with Chinese
companies and the export and import platforms.
In 2018, China started the “Digital Silk Road” project as an
extension of the BRI. The plan includes mobile communications,
5G, quantum computing, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence,
big data, block chain, cloud computing and satellite navigation.
The offer for interested states includes the construction of digital
infrastructure and the development of Internet security systems
in Chinese style, which are intended to protect national cybers33
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pace from foreign interference. The ultimate goal of the Chinese
vision is an international cyberspace community.
In summary, the goals of the digital Silk Road are:
(1) To open up new markets for Chinese technology,
(2) To expand databases to improve China’s technological development,
(3) To create a digital infrastructure to enable the expansion
of the BRI and
(4) To spread positive opinions about China’s actions in recipient countries.
Because of the size of its market alone, China would increasingly draw the economies of smaller countries into its sphere
of influence. According to the Chinese view, this would succeed
through market dynamics, not through coercion or intimidation.
Either way, China would gain power with the “Digital Silk Road”
and at the same time generate income without confrontation.
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Table 2:

Source: https://www.aei.org/china-global-investment-tracker/

6.1 China’s Currency Swap Agreements
China has concluded currency swap agreements with 20 BRI
countries since 2019 and is therefore also in favor of the Cross-Border Interbank Payment System (CIPS). CIPS is a system that China developed as an alternative to the US-controlled SWIFT payment system. In 2019, CIPS already had over 40 member states
of the BRI countries and, according to its own information, had
carried out transactions in 96 countries.
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Chapter VII
Trade dispute between USA and China
The trade conflict between the US and China has been running
for about three years. In the 2016 election campaign, the future
US President Donald Trump had already expressed criticism of
what he saw as the excessive trade deficit of the United States with
the People’s Republic. At the beginning of 2018, the now-elected
Trump began to rail increasingly violently against the alleged imbalance and to impose punitive tariffs on various imports from
China. Beijing, for its part, responded with similar measures
Indeed, US imports from China far exceed exports leaving the
United States for the Far East. In 2018, for example, imports from
China to the US were valued at $ 539.5 billion, while exports in
the opposite direction were valued at $ 120.3 billion. This results
in a US trade deficit with China amounting to a staggering 419.2
billion dollars - a record that has not yet been reached.
For comparison: the American deficit against the European Union
was just under $ 170 billion in 2018, also an all-time high. However,
recent data reported by Bloomberg shows that the U.S. trade deficit
appeared to have fallen in 2019 for the first time in a long time.
The exchange of goods between the US and China is not the
only topic that US President Trump is grappling with. Other controversial issues include copyright and intellectual property violations, as well as high government subsidies, with which China
gives its domestic companies an undue competitive advantage in
world markets in the eyes of Washington.
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What the two countries initially agreed on, according to US
information, describes Robert Lighthizer, trade representative
of the US government, in a fact sheet that he published online.
Accordingly, the deal covers the areas of intellectual property,
technology transfer, agriculture, financial services, currencies
and trade expansion. In return for Chinese commitments, according to the paper, the US government wants to “significantly
change” the punitive tariffs already levied. This involves tariffs
on Chinese goods with a total value of at least 360 billion dollars,
which, according to the media, could be halved after the partial
agreement is signed
The chapter on technology transfer, for example, deals with
the common practice in China that foreign companies wishing
to be active in the People’s Republic are forced to reveal their
trade secrets. For the first time, China has agreed to an agreement to end this longstanding practice, according to the US fact
sheet. The paper also contains good news for US farmers. Trade barriers are to be dismantled and US exports of food such
as soybeans or chicken, as well as other agricultural and fishery
products, are to be “dramatically increased”, according to the US
government, the result: higher sales for the US agriculture and
fishing industries, greater economic activity in these areas and,
last but not least, more jobs.
In addition, there is a greater opening of the Chinese financial
markets, which should improve the competitive opportunities for
US financial companies in the People’s Republic, as well as more
transparency in monetary policy, which should prevent exchange
rate manipulation, for example. In the past, US President Trump
had repeatedly criticized Beijing for being too supportive of the
domestic economy by deliberately keeping the rate of the Chinese
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currency, the Yuan, low. The White House does not want to raise
this accusation of currency manipulation in the future, as it became known on Tuesday.
According to Lighthizer’s paper, China should increase its imports from the USA by initially 200 billion dollars compared to
2017 levels and then at a similar pace.
According to Statista, goods with a total value of around 130
billion dollars left the United States for the People’s Republic in
2017. According to the US government, this settlement extends to
a wide range of US products and services, from manufacturing to
agriculture to the energy market.
According to media reports, US agriculture will account for
30 to 40 billion dollars of the total. China also wants to increase
its spending on US industrial goods by $ 80 billion alone, it was
reported earlier this week. In addition, there are additional energy
supplies worth more than 50 billion dollars and US services of
around 35 billion dollars.
The punitive tariffs of up to 25 percent imposed on China by
the United States have been declared illegal by the World Trade
Organization. Beijing welcomes this decision.
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Chapter VIII
Trade dispute between Russia and
China (Table 3)
The past two decades have been a period of steady rapprochement between Russia and China. This process is in the mid-2010s
- given the »Crimean crisis«, the worsening of the Relations between Russia and the West and the start of the Chinese integration
project “Belt and Road Initiative «(BRI), in which Russia saw a
good opportunity to cope with its geopolitical and economic tasks
- has become more intensive. Moscow’s stance on Beijing’s initiative remains positive, even if Russia has not received the flow of
Chinese investments that it expected in the past six years since the
BRI began. However, if you consider that the quality requirements
for the investments were originally quite strict and the goals of
“participation” the Chinese initiative in the field of geopolitics and
building a multipolar world, Moscow’s policy towards the BRI can
be described as effective.
The joint declaration on cooperation between Russia and China
via a “link” of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) and the “Silk
Road Economic Belt”, which was signed in May 2015 Vladimir
Putin’s participation in two Silk Road forums in 2017 and 2019 in
Beijing as well as one Variety of scientific papers and analyzes this
Chinese initiative.
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Table 3
Trade relations between Russia and China
China’s share of Total export Russia (%)
2000
2001
2002
5,0902 5,6034 6,4081

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
6,1783 5,5645 5,4039 5,2253 4,3054 4,5187 5,5233

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
4, 9823 6, 7104 6, 8158 6,7566 7,5155 8,2391

2016
2017
9,8151 10,4481

2018
12,5

China’s share of total imports Russia (%)
2000
2001
2002
2,8009 3,9328 5,1998

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
5,7697 6,2807 7,3597 9,3692 12,22

2008
2009
13,0195 13,3819

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016 2017
2018
17,0201 15,6941 16,3722 16,8833 17,7405 19,2575 20,8974 21,1966 21,9

Russia’s share of Total export Russia (%)
2000
2001
2002
0,8962 1,0186 1,0813
2010
2011
1,8768 2,0493

2003 2004
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
1,376 1,5334 1,7339 1,634 2,3384 2,3119 1,4575

2012 2013
2,1504 2,245

2014
2015
2,2916 1,5288

2016 2017
1,7801 1,8923

Russia’s share of total imports Russia (%)
2000
2001
2002
2,5633 3,2678 2,8481
2010
1,8563

2011
2,3152

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
2008
2,3568 2,1609 2,4077 2,218 2,0592 2,1043

2012
2013
2014
2015
2,4276 2,0343 2,1229 1,9802

2009
2,1165

2016 2017
2,0316 2,2448
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Chapter IX
USA-Russia-China: Global Triangular
Interdependencies35,36
These developments may like the move by US President Donald Trump declare that they want to buy Greenland. Because the
increased visibility of the PRC as an economic player and investor
in the countries bordering the Arctic is called dangerous gain in
power and perceived as a possible challenge to US interests. Like
the Chinese Silk Road interactions with Central and Eastern Europe as well as in sub regions of Southern Europe have shown that
financial dependencies also lead to a change in voting behavior
with a view to joint statements of positions by European Union
towards the PRC. Straight those states whose economies benefit
from Chinese investments or which through cooperation with
Beijing their room to negotiate with Brussels intend to expand,
abstain from critical statements or sanctions against the People’s
Republic of China.
In addition, Beijing has made strategic investments Access to
major transport ports in Europe (and in addition) and its maritime transport networks successfully diversified. With view on Arctic region, this could mean that majorities in the Arctic Council
will shift. The attitude of the USA compared to the central issue of
climate change for many member states of the Arctic Council, this
35
Prof. Dr. Dr. Nele Noesselt holds the chair for political science with a
focus on China / East Asia at the University of Duisburg-Essen.
36
Ivan Zuenko (Far East Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Vladivostok). https://laender-analysen.de/site/assets/files/108765/russlandanalysen374.pdf#page=9.
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should still be the case additionally benefit. It cannot be ruled out
either that further bilateral agreements to implement the Chinese Arctic Silk Road with the neighboring countries will be closed
and implemented. Through this Beijing could not only gain strategic market access, but also preferred access to local ports and
secure transport networks.
The proximity of the Russian naval bases to Arctic region intensifies threat perceptions in Washington. In 2019, the US annulled
the INF treaty - they accused Moscow of withdrawing the treaty
to have repeatedly disregarded. The INF contract of In 1987/88
the signatory states waived on the construction and deployment
of ground-based, nuclear armed medium-range missiles with a
Range of 500 to 5,500 kilometers required.
In August 2019, both contracting parties, the USA and Russia,
finally declared the end of the agreement. New arms races could
be consequence, especially against the background of you worsening conflicts of interest in the Arctic region, with a view to the
successful continuation of its “New Silk Road”, the PR China is
on a stable basis and a peaceful regional and global environment.
Thus it is explained that they are Moscow and Washington urged
not to abandon the INF agreement.
Especially against the background of the negative headlines on
the “New Silk Road” and the threat posed by Washington from
Beijing The liberal value system is the political leadership In Beijing, more than ever, strive to achieve a positive foreign policy
image as a peace-loving, responsible great power. In October 2013
took place a working session was held under the direction of Xi
Jinping, on which the concept of the »New Neighborhood Policy« (zhoubian waijiao) was discussed as the basic formula of the
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»New Silk Road«. Relationships with other great powers are conceptually revised been.
The formula of a “new type of relationship between the great
powers” reflects the Chinese Interpretation and design claims.
Equal interaction relationships are required and the right to have
a say in the reform and recalibration of the international institutional order. In particular, relations with Washington and Moscow have been recalibrated since 2013.
At the 19th party congress (2017), not only the »Xi Jinping
Ideas on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics in the New Era
”enshrined in the party statutes. The special importance of the
“New Silk Road” for the implementation of the national, regional and global objectives of the People’s Republic of China. The
formula of “resurgence” (to a Central position that China with
the defeat in the Opium wars) is replaced by that of Xi Jinping set
concepts of the “Chinese Dream” and the “community of fate” as a
contribution to building a better world order in the service of “all
of humanity”. Whether these global design demands are compatible with those of Russia remains to be seen.
In the course of the Arctic Council’s negotiation rounds, Beijing relies on dialogue and presents its positions as common interests of the world community.
China responded to Pompeo’s statement at the meeting of the
Arctic Council 2019 reacted directly. Beijing justified the active
Chinese participation in the regulation and coordination of the
Arctic last with reference to the effects of the Arctic visible climate
change on the global system (and China), flagging the resolution
of Arctic development issues as a concern of the world commu138

nity. The “New Silk Road” as well as the Part of the (planned)
»Arctic Silk Road« presented as climate-friendly projects. Institutions, to fund the Silk Road from Beijing to have been brought
to life, commit themselves, at least on paper, to high socio-ecological standards. For example, the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank (AIIB), which with the motto »lean, green, clean «operated.
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Chapter X
Possible competing programs of other
powers37
• “New Silk Road” initiative (NSRI) of the USA (since 2011)
• Indo-Japanese “Road of Freedom” (“Freedom Road “)
(since 2017)
• “International N-S Transport Corridor (INSTC), from India,
Iran and Russia initiated (2002), after repeal the Iran sanctions
reactivated
• TRACECA (Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia),
supported by EU since 1993
• The European countries only took note of the BRI but did
not react to it. This could prove short-sighted as it makes China-funded countries dependent. The EU states should therefore
approach the Chinese project with their own concepts. In September 2018, the European Commission presented a strategy to
strengthen the links between Europe and Asia (“Asia Connectivity Strategy”). The projects described in it - travel, energy, digital
world, mobility of people - are not very ambitious the strategy
does not offer the Asian countries enough support in expanding
their infrastructure and is not adequately financed. Japan has now
37
European Commission (Hg.), Connecting Europe and Asia – Building
Blocks for an EU Strategy, Brüssel, 19.9.2018. https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/
files/joint_communication_-_connecting_europe_and_asia_-_building_blocks_for_an_eu_strategy_2018-09-19.pdf
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responded by offering funds to Asian countries that can be used to
finance infrastructure investments on terms that are considerably
cheaper than those prescribed by China. Europe should follow the
example of Tokyo and provide low-interest loans for expanding
roads, ports and airports.
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Chapter XI
Transport costs (total investment
requirement: approx. USD 800
billion –1500 billion)38
Some financial institutions supporting the New Silk Road
• Silk Road Fund, USD 55 billion
• Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB, USD 100
billion)
• New development bank (BRICS, USD 25 billion)
• China’s political banks:
- Chinese EXIM Bank (USD 100 billion)
- Chinese Development Bank (USD 120 billion)
- China Agricultural Development Bank (USD 20
Billion)
• Special regional sub-initiatives
- “16 + 1 format” (EUR 10 billion)
- China-Russia Renminbi Investment Fund (USD 10
Billion)
• China’s international currency reserves
- Potentially usable up to around USD 500 billion for NSStr
project finance

38
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Chapter XII
Polar Silk Road: China Unveils Huge
Plans for Arctic Region39,40,41
In a white paper released on Friday, January 26, 2018 (Figure
25) the Chinese leadership said they intend to play an “important
role in developing the shipping lane network,” noting that “due to
global warming, Arctic shipping lanes are likely to become major
transportation routes for international trade “.
It also said that China will encourage companies to set up infrastructure projects and conduct commercial test drives to pave
the way for Arctic shipping routes that would lead to the formation of a “Polar Silk Road”.

39

www.globallookpress.com

40
https://de.rt.com/asien/64373-polar-seidenstrasse-china-enthullt-riesige-plane-zur-polar-region/
41
https://www.focus.de/wissen/mensch/neue-seidenstrasse-in-die-arktis-das-ist-chinas-plan-um-polare-supermacht-zu-werden_id_12575121.html
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Figure 25

China’s Deputy Foreign Minister Kong Xuanyou presented the White Paper
on China’s Arctic Policy at a press conference in Beijing on January 26, 2018.

The land territories in the Arctic cover an area of approximately eight million square kilometers and are divided among Russia, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Canada and the
United States. The Arctic Ocean covers more than twelve million
square kilometers, where coastal and other countries share maritime rights and interests under international law.
Although China is a non-Arctic state, it is increasingly active
in the region. The country has had observer membership in the
Arctic Council since 2013. The country is also heavily involved in
the Russian Yamal project, which should secure an estimated supply of four million tons of liquefied gas per year for Beijing. According to the White Paper, China will also monitor the development of oil, gas, and mineral and other non-fossil fuel production,
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as well as fisheries and tourism in the region. In the document,
Beijing vows to “work with the Arctic states while respecting the
traditions and cultures of the Arctic people, including indigenous
peoples, and preserving the natural environment”.
China is not a neighbor of the Arctic. However, in a white paper
on its Arctic strategy that appeared in 2018, the People’s Republic
describes itself as a “state close to the Arctic”. The situation there
“goes beyond the neighboring states or regions and is of great importance for the interests of other states outside the region and for
the global community as a whole,” it says.
In other words: China wants to get involved in the Arctic in the
future. “A spider is expanding its web - another move in President
Xi’s global chess game,” writes the Internet portal “High North
News”. “It signals that China is aiming for the rank of polar superpower in a long-term plan to take over where President Trump
leaves a vacuum.” On the one hand, this is due to the country’s
growing hunger for energy. In Greenland and Siberia, large reserves of oil, gas, coal and other raw materials are suspected in which
the Middle Kingdom wants to participate. On the other hand, there is the Northeast Passage, which leads from the North Pacific
over the Bering Strait along the Russian North Sea coast into the
Northeast Atlantic.
Due to global warming, which is melting the sea ice faster and
faster, this shipping route is becoming increasingly navigable. It
could be completely ice-free in the summer months by 2050. It
significantly shortens transports between East Asia and Europe
compared to the traditional route via Southeast Asia and the Suez
Canal and is therefore important for the global economy. That is
why Beijing is developing the “Polar Silk Road” as the third arm of
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its “New Silk Road”, including the Northeast Passage, these ties in
with the old trade routes that once connected China with the west
and include northern land and southern sea routes.
This makes the Arctic a new focal point. The Arctic is likely to
become a geopolitical focal point at which conflicts - including
military ones - could ignite. In fact, neighboring states represent
their interests and underline them through research and military presence. The EU is also interested in the north through its
local member Denmark. China, on the other hand, sees itself as
a “master builder in the Arctic”, writes Raimund Krämer, editor-in-chief of the “Welttrends” series. The first glance in the far
north suggests confrontation. “After a second look, however, we
ask ourselves how important the presumed raw materials really
are for the neighboring countries and whether the absence of ice
in summer actually brings inexpensive routes for international
shipping,” says Krämer.
It should be noted that there are signs of war and a battle on
the Arctic region that China is trying to control, confirming that
it is a semi-polar country, and that it has giant projects, and this is
what Russia also says, and while Russia confirms that it is carrying
out construction work in Siberia, China is doing gold exploration
and other minerals in the arctic region. Faced with this Chinese-Russian expansion in this region, both Canada and the United
States are concerned to the extent that the United States is now
undergoing a return to the previous plan that was in effect during
the days of the Soviet Union, and this means that we may be facing the gates of a real cold war this time, with both sides China
and Russia, The United States and Canada are in addition to the
countries of the European Union, meaning that we are in front of
reshaping the world, but this time it is not just about commercial
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losses, but there is a kind of military and strategic harassment between the two parties. In this regard, the United States and Canada maintain the installation of satellites, defense weapons and radar systems in the Arctic to monitor Chinese and Russian military
deployments in the region. It is worth noting that US President
Joe Biden addressed this issue with the Canadian Prime Minister
and stressed with him the importance of modernizing the joint
system between the two countries to confront the Chinese-Russian presence in the region, and he also stressed the importance of
carrying out US-Canadian defense updates in this Arctic to confront Russia and China.
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Chapter XIII
Challenges and risks for the New Silk
Road (NSStr)42
• “Trap”: weak governance, bureaucracy, political instability in
partner countries
• Abundant B&R financial inflows could even contribute to corruption
• Chinese Project dominance (financial and logistical) and
possibly limited consideration of local conditions
• Possible local resistance to chines Investments
• China is often ready to take greater risks than multilateral
ones Development banks
• B&R financing offers may not be sufficient competitive tenders
• Chinese B&R loans may be transferred to relatively small
countries Press “debt trap”
• Possible risks from heightened geopolitical tensions

42
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Chapter XIV
Debt relationship between China
and Malaysia
However, critical voices about the BRI have been increasing
since mid-2017. It is increasingly being characterized as an imperial project43. Malaysia’s Prime Minister, Mahathir Mohamad,
did not shy away from branding the infrastructure projects financed by China as a “new version of colonialism” during a state visit
to Beijing in August 2018.90 he initially canceled several projects
planned by China in his country, including a high-speed rail link
(East Coast Rail Link) for $ 23 billion44. Equally noteworthy was
Mahathir’s announcement that Chinese property buyers would
no longer be granted residence visas in the future. In doing so,
he withdrew the clientele from the “Forest City” project, a new
housing estate designed for 700,000 inhabitants on the Malaysian
west coast.
As a rule, Malaysia’s citizens cannot afford such apartments45.
The project was designed by Country Garden, one of the largest
Chinese real estate developers. According to Mahathir, it is a settlement project, not an investment46. Especially in Malaysia, where
43
Hugo Cox, »Anti-China Sentiment Dents Kuala Lumpur’s Property Appeal«, in: Financial Times, 13.12.2018, https://www.ft.com/content/
a9d29414-f965-11e8-a154-2b65ddf314e9 (eingesehen am 14.2.2019).
44
Hannah Beech, »Second Thoughts on a Chinese Spending Spree«, in:
The New York Times, 21.8.2018, S. 1.
45
Presseerklärung des Büros des malaysischen Premierministers vom
15.4.2019, https://www.pmo.gov.my/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Press-Statement-by-PM-on-ECRL_15April2019.pdf (eingesehen am 26.6.2019).
46

Tom Mitchell/Alice Woodhouse, »Malaysia Renegotiated China-bac-
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the relationship between Malays and the Chinese minority is complex, such an undertaking appears presumptuous. In the meantime, however, the prime minister has weakened his criticism of the
Chinese projects after Malaysia had been promised more favorable contract terms. The Kuala Lumpur government was faced with
the option of renegotiating or paying a contractual fine of almost
22 billion Malaysian ringgit about 4.6 billion euros, Mahathir managed to cut the cost of the entire project from 66.7 billion to 44
billion ringgit. Malaysia’s government signed the new contracts
when the difference between the contractual penalty and the new
project costs was only 22.2 billion ringgit (about 4.7 billion euros).
Malaysia was also able to implement further improvements; For
example, the proportion of the construction work to be carried
out by Malaysian companies was increased from 30 to 40 percent.
The case of the Malaysian rail project casts a very bad light on
China’s conduct of negotiations. Prime Minister Mahathir was
able to reduce the costs by a third - the Chinese government had
concluded an obviously overpriced contract with his predecessor Najib Razak. Najib is in jail today on suspicion of bribery. A
search of his private home in June 2018 seized over $ 270 million
worth of luxury goods, including 1,400 necklaces, 567 handbags,
423 watches, 2,200 rings, 1,600 brooches and 14 tiaras.95 Whether the Chinese company China Communications Construction
Company (Angela), which received the contract to build the railway line and bribed the then premier, has not yet been proven.
However, the original contract was signed between the Chinese
and Malaysian governments, and Beijing is in any case responsible for the initially overpriced deal.
ked Rail Project to Avoid $ 5bn Fee«, in: Financial Times, 15.4.2019, https://
www.ft.com/content/660ce336-5f38-11e9-b285-3acd5d43599e(eingesehen am
26.6.2019).
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Chapter XV
Investments and types of investments
The World Trade Organization (WHO) emphasizes that:
“Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) occurs when an investor based in one country (home country) acquires an asset in another
country (the host country) with the interest to manage that asset. The management dimension is what distinguishes FDI from
portfolio investment in foreign stocks, bonds and other financial
instruments” 47
Definition: An investment is understood to mean the use of
financial resources in the hope of higher overall future returns or
future savings.
15.1 Types of investment
a) Classification according to the sponsor of the investment
• Company • Public sector • Private households.
b) Classification according to the “investment object” criterion
• Real investments - material investments - intangible investments • Financial investments.
c) Classification according to the occasion • Construction investments • Current investments - replacement investments - Major repairs and overhauls • Complementary investments - expansion investments – change Capital - securing investment.
47
WTO, 1996, Annual Report Vol. 1; Trade and Foreign Direct Investment, WTO, Genf.
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d) Classification according to operational functional areas •
Procurement stock (deposit) - purchase • Manufacturing
- production – Research and Development • Distribution marketing - distribution • Management – administration –
staff - finance.
15.2 Motives for foreign direct investors are:
1. Sales-oriented, to be close to customers especially close to
huge markets (Brazil, China, India… etc.).
2. Resource-oriented, to be close to natural resources such as
oil and minerals.
3. Labor-oriented, to be close to low cost of labor. It means
low cost of production.
4. Environment-oriented, fewer regulations. In many developing nations government regulations are much less severe
than those in developed nations.
15.3 Characteristics of Developing Countries,
which important for every Investment and Investor
1. Low standard of living
2. Low levels of productivity
3. Low levels of saving
4. High population growth
5. Primary sector dominance (agriculture)
6. Incomplete market
7. High unemployment
8. Low economic power on international stage
- Greenfield investment: Investment in new foreign enterprise
- Brownfield investment Acquisition – investment in existing firm
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Possible Advantage of FDI 48
1. Economic Development Stimulation
- Create a more conductive environment for investors and local industry
- Bring in external capital for a developing country
2. Increase in Employment
- Investors build new companies in the target country, creating
new jobs
- This increases the income and hence the buying power of local population
3. Increase in Tax Revenues
- Increase in economic activity, results in additional tax revenues
- Increased tax revenues mean better infrastructure
4. Development of Human Capital
- Human capital is the competence and knowledge of work force
- The attributes gained by training and sharing experience resulted due to influx of FDI, would increase the education
and overall human capital
- This asset belongs to the target country
5. National income increases with more jobs and higher wages
Possible disadvantage of FDI
1. Destruction of small Entrepreneurs and Cottage Industries
- It is feared that FDI will destroy small entrepreneurs
- As they cannot survive tough competition from large MNCs
- Some products of cottage and small-scale industries have disappeared Due to competition from MNCs
- MNCs bring own management teams
48

www.fusionlawschool.com – lecture on what is FDI
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- MNCs extract natural resources from host country
Too much power to MNCs
- MNCs use capital intensive production methods
2. Contribution to pollution
- FDI sometimes contribute to pollution
- In past, pollution-borne industries have been shifted to the
developing countries
- Increased pollution due to low regulations
3. Exchange Crisis
- During the year 2000, the Southeast Asian countries experienced currency crisis because of the presence of FDIs
- With inflation, exports dwindled resulting in heavy fall in the
value of domestic currency
- Resulting in FDIs withdrawing their capital leading to an exchange crisis
4. Political Corruption
- To capture the foreign market, Foreign Investors sometime
even attempt to corrupt the high officials or the political
bosses in various countries
5. Inflation in the Economy
- Foreign companies invest a lot of money on advertisement
and on consumer promotion, which leads to increase in
prices
- MNCs often repatriate profits
- MNCs purchase domestic firms
- Practice of transfer pricing
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Chapter XVI
Theoretical Model
Introductory analysis time series and panel data
“All models are wrong, but some are useful” is a famous quote often attributed to the British statistician George E. P. Box.
(President of the American Statistical Association in 1978 and of
the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in 1.979).
Many people in the field of statistics try to develop theoretical
models aiming to predict the behavior of a certain process, for
instance the selling trend of a product or the number of tourists
in a city. Thus, the idea of this quote is that every single model
will be wrong, meaning that it will never represent the exact real
behavior, having said that, even if a model cannot describe exactly
the reality it could be very helpful if it is close enough.
16.1 Introductory analysis of time series:
The starting term in the analysis of time series is the time
series49. Put simply, the time series represents an ordered set of
observations. Thus, the arrangement is made in relation to time,
usually at the same time intervals.
So, we are talking about monthly price movements, annual level
of production, quarterly exports, and daily temperature, among
others factors. However, quantitative analysis of developments in
financial markets requires the modeling of high frequency time
49

enović Z., Nojković A., 2012. Applied analysis of time series, pp. 11-13
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series whose data occur at irregular intervals over time (changes
in stock prices on stock exchanges, etc.).
Analysis of time series is statistical discipline, but its application is based on principles that differ from the usual assumptions
of the theory of statistical conclusion. Namely, the basic notion
in the theory of statistical conclusion is a simple random sample, which implies a set of an independent and equally distributed
random variables. In the analysis of time series, a set of random
variables is also considered, which, however, are assumed to be interdependent, and most often correlated. What is of interest in the
analysis of time series is precisely the examination of the nature
and degree of correlation of random variables over time.
Depending on how data is recorded, time series can be interrupted and continuous. As can be deduced from the division itself, intermittent time series are a series of observations occurring
at certain moments over time. Continuous time series are those
whose data we can find out at any time. This division is conditional, because from an uninterrupted time series we can form an
interrupt using the following two methods:
• Method of a systematic sample; the method of time aggregation. Depending on whether the statistical properties change
over time or not, the time series can be stationary or non-stationary. The time series is stationary if its movement is predictable over time, that is, it exhibits a similar pattern of behavior
over time. Otherwise, the time series is non-stationary.
Economic time series have at least one of the following
properties:
• The existence of a trend;
• The existence of a seasonal component;
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• The existence of a structural breakdown;
• Existence of unstable variance.
The basic goals of the time series analysis are:
• Description of the time series; • Explanation of the time series; • Prediction of the time series.
The purpose of describing the time series is to provide information on the basic properties of the time series. At this stage
of the analysis we get answers to the following questions:
• Is the time series stationary or not?
• Is there specificity in the movement of the time series or not?
• Is the time series normally distributed?
• Is it necessary to transform the time series?
The goal of explaining the time series is to select an econometric
model that describes its movement in a satisfactory way. The choice
and rating of the model depends on whether the analysis of time series is one-dimensional or multi-dimensional. In a one-dimensional analysis, the time series is modeled exclusively on the basis of its
own dynamics. A multidimensional analysis consists in the use of a
relevant set of time series that have the role of explanatory variables.
According to the selected criterion and the estimated model
from the second phase, the forecast of the future movement of the
time series is realized, which is of interest for the setting up and
realization of a credible economic policy. Also, based on the estimated model, different economic policy measures can be simulated. For example, how will the prices respond to the devaluation
of the currency of 7%. In the forecasting process, it is recommended to use a number of evaluated models and, of course, the use
of sound logic.
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In the analysis of time series, the tags are often used, which we
will now explain.
1. Xt - value of time series at time t. Index t can indicate month,
quarter, year, etc.
2. Xn (h) - predicted value of the period in advance based on the
first n data. This forecast is an estimate of the unknown level of the
time series in the period n + h, Xn + h.
3. in (h) = Xn + h - Xn (h) - forecast error
4. First-order delay operator L: LXt = Xt-1. Using this operator,
the level of the time series is moved for a period of time. A moment in a time that is past one period for the present moment is
called the first-order delay.
5. The first-order differential operator, Δ, is defined as follows:
ΔXt = Xt-Xt-1. The first difference or the first difference is used.
The use of this operator creates a difference in the level of the time
series in two successive periods or moments.
6. An operator of the order differential k, Δk, applied to Xt, gives the
following result: Δk Xt = Xt - Xt-k. The seasonal differential operator is often used. This operator is applied in the analysis of quarterly
and monthly data with a pronounced seasonal component.
The basic concepts of time series analysis are:
• Random process; • Time series; • stationary; • ergodicity.
16.2 Panel or longitudinal data:
Tests in Research
- Education Research
- Clinical Research
- Financial Research
- Health Research
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Panel or longitudinal data are a combination of comparative
data and time series - Observations of a given random variable in
a given time period for all observation units. For instance, a set of
observations on the consumption.
A data panel can be created by a researcher in two ways:
• Observation - primary data (based on periodic survey surveys)
or secondary (by pairing existing periodic statistical data)
• Experiment (example of experimental data panel formation –
Examination of the existence of a significant difference in the results of the exam from the aspect of the application of three methods of teaching statistics). Depending on the panel’s character,
two data structures can be identified:
• “Long” panel series - typically a small number of comparative
observations observed over a longer period of time, characteristic
of macroeconomic and financial analysis
• “Short” panel series - typically a large number of comparative
observations observed over a short period of time, characteristic
of microeconomic and sociological research. Benefits of using the
data panel in econometric analysis:
• Contain more information: have greater variability, less collinearity, give more degrees of freedom
• Enable analysis of individual effects
• Include information on the timing of events
• Provide control over problematic sequences of data structures
that result from non- experimental research.
A simple linear regression model
Let’s look at the model of the following form:
Yi = β0 + β Xi + εi, and = 1, 2 ..., n
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In which Y denotes the dependent variable, X is an independent
variable, and is an index, and n is the number of observations.
This model represents a simple linear regression model if a
random error εi meets the following assumptions:
1. E (εi) = 0, for each i;
2. E (εi) = V (εi) = σ2, for each i;j);¹3. E (μi μj) Š cov (μi μj) Š 0,
for each i and j (i 4. εi: N (0, σ2); 5. cov (Xi εj) = 0, for each i and j.
16.3 Multiple linear regression (MLR)
Multiple linear regression (MLR), also known simply as multiple regression, is a statistical technique that uses several explanatory variables to predict the outcome of a response variable. The
goal of multiple linear regressions (MLR) is to model the linear
relationship between the explanatory (independent) variables and
response (dependent) variable.
In essence, multiple regressions are the extension of ordinary
least squares (OLS) regression that involves more than one explanatory variable.
The Formula for Multiple Linear Regression Is
yi = β0 +β1 xi1 +β2 xi2 +...+βp xip + Є
Where, for i=n observations:
yi = dependent variable
xi = explanatory variables
β0 = y-intercept (constant term)
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βp =slope coefficients for each explanatory variable
Є = the model’s error term (also known as the residuals).
Explaining Multiple Linear Regression
The multiple regression models are based on the following assumptions:
There is a linear relationship between the dependent variables
and the independent variables.
The independent variables are not too highly correlated with
each other.
yi observations are selected independently and randomly from
the population.
Residuals should be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and
variance σ.
The coefficient of determination (R-squared) is a statistical metric
that is used to measure how much of the variation in outcome can be
explained by the variation in the independent variables. R2 always increases as more predictors are added to the MLR model even though
the predictors may not be related to the outcome variable.
R2 by itself can › t thus be used to identify which predictors
should be included in a model and which should be excluded. R2
can only be between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates that the outcome
cannot be predicted by any of the independent variables and 1 indicates that the outcome can be predicted without error from the
independent variables.
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When interpreting the results of a multiple regression, beta coefficients are valid while holding all other variables constant (“all
else equal”).
The output from a multiple regression can be displayed horizontally as an equation, or vertically in table form.
Multiple regressions are based on the assumption that there is a
linear relationship between both the dependent and independent
variables. It also assumes no major correlation between the independent variables.
• First, you need to be sure; the dependent variable has a linear relationship to the independent variable. How to check that?
Make sure that the XY scatterplot is linear.
What is scatterplot? This is a graphic tool that displays the relationship between two variables. Actually, one of the basics steps in
regression modeling is to plot your data on a scatter plot.
To make the things clear, let’s see an example:
The following table shows the monthly sales and advertising
costs for last year by a business software company.
These relationships are expressed mathematically in terms of
a correlation coefficient (known also as a correlation). Correlations are indicators of the strength of the relationship between the
independent and dependent variable. They can be in the range
from –1 to +1.
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A positive correlation means that if the independent variable
gets bigger, the dependent variable tends to get bigger. The larger
the absolute value of the correlation coefficient, the stronger the
linear relationship.
• The second condition you need, a simple linear regression to
be appropriate is: for each value of X, the likelihood distribution
of Y has the same standard deviation σ.
When this condition is fulfilled, the variability of the residuals
will be comparatively constant across all values of X. You can
check this with the help of residual plot.
The residual plot is a graph that represents the residuals on
the vertical axis and the independent variable on the horizontal
axis. If the points are randomly dispersed around the horizontal
axis, linear regression models are appropriate for the data. If not,
non-linear models are more appropriate.
Here is an example of a residual plot:

Source: http://www.intellspot.com/linear-regression-models/
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The following formula is a multiple linear regression model.
Y = Β0 + Β1X1 + Β2X2 + … ΒpXp
Where:
X, X1, Xp – the value of the independent variable,
Y – the value of the dependent variable.
Β0 – is a constant (shows the value of Y when the value of X=0)
Β1, Β2, Βp – the regression coefficient (shows how much Y changes for each unit change in X)
This model is linear because it is linear in the parameters Β0, Β1,
Β2 and … Βp
- Good Regression Model Features
All data are secondary and relate to China and vary in time. The
main source was the macroeconomic data of the IMF (International Monetary Fund) for the period 1990-2019.
Through the EViews9 tool, statistical data of China are processed that rely time series.
For a good Regression Model all six features50 need to fulfill:
1-Regressión line must be fitted to data strongly.
2-Most of the independent variables should be individually
significant to influence dependent variable.
3- Independent variables should be jointly significant influence or explain dependent variable.
4- No Serial or auto-correlation in the residual (u).
5- The variable of the residual (u) should be constant meaning
homoscedasticity.
6- The residual (u) should be normally distributed.
50
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Feature N° 1:
Regression line must be fitted to data strongly guideline:
> Value of R2 should be more the 60 %
> Higher the R2 value, better the data fitted.
Feature N° 2:
Most of the independent variable should be individually significant to influence dependent variable.
>T-test be performed > this matter can be checked using t test.
* If the P- Value of t statistic less than 5 percent (0, 05) we can
reject the null and accept alternative hypothesis.
* If we can reject the null hypothesis it means that particular
independent variable is significant to influence dependent variable in the populations
Feature N° 3:
Joint significance. Independent variables should be jointly significant to explain dependent variable.
>F- test would be performed >ANOVA (Analysis of variance)
Independent variables should be jointly significant to explain dependent variable Y. This can be checked using F-Statistic Test. If
the value of F statistic is less than 5%, we can reject the null hypothesis H0 and accept alternative hypothesis H1.
If we can reject null hypothesis. It means that all the independent variables (X1, X2 and X3) jointly can influence dependent
variable Y here.
Feature N° 4:
No serial or auto-correlation in the residual (u). Breusch-Godfrey (BG) serial correlation LM test: BG will be performed. Hypothesis setting.
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Null hypothesis Ho: no serial correlation (no correlation between residuals (ui and uj). Alternative hypothesis H1: serial correlation.
(Correlation between residuals (ui and uj))
Detection of serial correlation
*Many ways we can detect the existence of serial correlation in
the model.
*An approach of detecting serial correlation is Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation LM test: BG test
Hypothesis setting
Null hypothesis Ho: no serial correlation (no correlation between residuals (ui and uj). Alternative hypothesis H1: serial correlation
Correlation between residual (ui and uj)
Feature N° 5
The variance of the residual (u) is constant (Homoscedasticity)
>Breusch-Pegan-Godfrey Test would be performed.
*Heteroscedasticity is a term used to describe the situation
when the variance of the residuals from a model is not constant.
*When the variance of the residual is constant, we call it homoscedasticity.
Homoscedasticity is desirable.
*If residuals do not have constant variable, we call it heteroscedasticity, which is not desirable.
Hypothesis setting for heteroscedasticity.
-Null hypothesis Ho: homoscedasticity (the variance of residual (u) is constant).
-Alternative-hypothesis H1: Heteroscedasticity (the variance
of residual (u) is not constant.
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Feature N° 6
Residual (u) should be normally distributed Jarque- Bera statistics would be performed. Setting the Hypothesis.
*Null hypothesis H0: Normal distribution (the residual (u) followers’ normal distribution.
*Alternative hypothesis H1: Not normal distribution (the residual (u) follows not normal distribution).
Detecting residual normality:
*Histogram-Normality test (perform Jarque-Bera Statistic)
*If the P-Value of Jarque-Bera Statistics is less than 5 percent
(0,05) we can reject null and accept the alternative that is residuals
(u) are not normally distributed.
Our hypothetical model Variable: We have three variable Y, X1,
X2
Here Y is dependent and X1 and X2 are independent population regression model.
Y = b0 +b1+x1+b2 x2 + e
Probability (P-Value)51:
P-Value Informally10, a p-value is the probability under a
specified statistical model that a statistical summary of the data
(e.g., the sample mean difference between two compared groups)
would be equal to or more extreme than its observed value.
1. P-values can indicate how incompatible the data are with a
specified statistical model.
2. P-values do not measure the probability that the studied hypothesis is true, or the probability that the data were produced
by random chance alone.
51
Ronald L. Wasserstein & Nicole A. Lazar (2016) The ASA Statement
on p-Values: Context, Process, and Purpose, The American Statistician, 70:2,
129-133.
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3. Scientific conclusions and business or policy decisions should
not of evidence regarding a model or hypothesis. 6. By itself,
a p-value does not provide a good measure of evidence regarding a model or hypothesis.
4. Proper inference requires full reporting and transparency.
5. A p-value, or statistical significance, does not measure the size
of an effect or the importance of a result.
6. By itself, a p-value does not provide a good measure of evidence regarding a model or hypothesis.
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Review of literature
There are a number of empirical studies in relation to determinants that determine the performance of the financial institutions. Most were developed in developed countries, while a small number of them provide evidence from developed countries.
From the earliest studies that attempt to determine the main determinants of the performance and profitability of the financial
institutions are the studies of Shorta (1979)52 and Bourke (1989)53.
Since then, we have other researchers like Molyneux and Thorton
(1992)54, Demirguc and Huizinga (1999)55 Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007)56, whose studies were concerned with the research of
variables related to the profitability of the financial institutions.
Also, there are many numbers of empirical studies about the impact of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) on economic growth,
Gross Domestic Product, and causal relationship between foreign
direct investment and growth. For examples:
52
Short, B. (1979) The relationship between commercial bank profit rates and bank concentration in Canada, Western Europe and Japan, Journal of
Banking and Finance, vol. 3, No. 1 3, pp. 199-219.
53
Bourke, P. (1989) Concentration and other determinants of bank profitability in Europe, North America and Australia, Journal of Banking and Finance, vol. 13, pp. 65-79.
54
Moulyneux, P., Thornton, J. (1992). Determinacion de la rentabilidad del banco europeo; Una nota, Journal of Banking and Finance, vol. 16, pp.
1173-1178.
55
DemirgnucKunt, A., Huizinga, H. (1999). Determinantes del interes
de los bancos comerciales a partir de una metodologia semiparametrica, Finanzas Gerenciales, vol. 15, No. 1 3, pp. 260-275.
56
Pasiouras, F., Kosmidou, K. (2007). Factores que influyen en la rentabilidad de los bancos comerciales nacionales y extranjeros en la Union Europea, Research in International Business and Finance, vol. 21, No. 1 2, pp.
222-237.
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Kasim Asker Hasan, Tijana Kaličanin, Azra Hanić, Miloš Jovanović, Duško Knežević (2017)57 studied about the impact on Foreign Direct Investment and Gross Domestic Product in Montenegro using multiple linear regression analysis and they came to the
conclusion that there is positive influence on the economic growth
in Montenegro arising from the foreign direct investments. Coefficient of determination is 0, 19 so, having α < 0, 05 and concluded
that the model gives statistically significant contribution to prediction of GDP along with F value greater than 4. FDI as an independent variable has α = 0,006 which indicates that there is statistically significant influence of FDI inflows on GDP. Alirıza Sandalcilar
(2012)58, studied about the impact on Foreign Direct Investment
and Gross Domestic Product. The causality test resulted a strong
positive causality from FDI to GDP and a slightly less positive causality from GDP to FDI in ECO region. Gaurav (2011)59, made a
comparative Study of China and India to study the impact of FDI
on GDP, for the period of 1993-2009, and found that 1% increase
in FDI would result in 0.07% increase in GDP of China and 0.02%
increase in GDP of India. Lyroudi Katerina (2004)60, studied the
relationship between the foreign direct investment and economic
growth in transition economies from 1996 to 1998, and indicated
57
Agbo Joel Christopher (2012), Impact of Foreign Direct Investment
on Economic Growth In Nigeria, Journal of Contemporary Research In Business, September 2012, Vol 4, No 5.
58
Ali Rıza (2012), Foreign Direct Investment and Gross Domestic Product: An Application on ECO Region (1995-2011) International Journal of Business and Social Science Vol. 3 No. 22
59
Gaurav Agrawal (2011), Impact of FDI on GDP: A Comparative Study
of China and India, International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 6,
No. 10; October 2011.
60
Lyroudi Katerina (2004), Foreign Direct Investment and Economic
GrowthIn Transition Economies, South Eastern Europe Journal of Economics
1 (2004) 97-110.
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that FDI does not exhibit any significant relationship with economic growth for the transition countries. Nuri Yavan (2010)61 studied the location choice of foreign direct investment (FDI) in Turkey over the period 1996–2003. Using FDI data at the provincial
level and negative binomial model, the empirical evidence and
confirms that agglomeration economies and information costs
are the most important determinants of FDI location in Turkey.
Ahmed Abdulrahman Khder Aga (2014)62 studied the Impact of
Foreign Direct.
But there are few numbers of empirical studies which researched the impact of great number independent variables
such as TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_
OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE on GDP as well as the effect of
BRI of China in GDP of other countries as FDI. Therefore this
research includes the influence of the inflow out flow of FDI
on China’s GDP with the focus of the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) since 2013.

61
Nuri Yavan (2010) European Planning Studies, Volume 18, 2010 - Issue 10 Published Online: 16 Sep 2010 https://www.tandfonline.com/author/
Yavan%2C+Nuri.
62
Ahmed Abdulrahman Khder Aga International Journal of Economics
and Finance; Vol. 6, No. 7; 2014 ISSN 1916-971X E-ISSN 1916-9728 Published
by Canadian Center of Science and Education.
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Conclusion
The People’s Republic of China is one of the largest economies
in the world and home to around one sixth of the world’s population. The huge country has rapidly developed into one of the leading technological nations, but at the same time it is largely rural. Many of the global challenges are becoming visible in China
as if under a magnifying glass. Despite the obvious importance
of China, it has so far been little represented as an object of economic and social science research; scientifically backed evidence
on many issues relating to the exchange with China is rare.
- Motives and goals of the B&R initiative: mostly economic and
geopolitical
• Improvement of transport links, reduction of Transportation
costs
• Redirection Chinese Surplus savings, unused Production capacities
• Diversification of investments, markets and suppliers
• Contribution to the internationalization of the Chinese Yuan
renminbi
• Alternative cooperation network (in view of the exclusion China’s “Trans-Pacific Partnership”)
• Instrument for strategic raw material supply and to defuse security issues (bottleneck Strait v. Malacca)
• Strengthening Chinese soft power
• New version of colonialism
• China is trying to export the economic model that has not worked so far (based on ever increasing debt). The instrument for
exporting one’s own debts is the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
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- The literature review has enumerated the predominant role
of foreign direct investment in the growth of gross domestic
production of the nation’s especially the developing nations. In
this connection.
- The present study has empirically analyzed and found the existence of the linear relationship between the dependent (GDP)
and independent variables (TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_
SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE) having
addressed the issues of OLS assumptions except serial correlation. Though it an important issue, it is not creating a serious
issue in cross section data where as it is the serious issue in
time serious analysis.
- Hence, it is concluded that there is a positive relationship between foreign direct investment and TOTAL_INVESTMENT,
EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE and a
negative relationship between foreign direct investment and
IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING, during the study period from 1990 to 2019. The results
obtained in this study can be important Provide the basis for
analyzing the success of economic policies.
- By insight into the practical part and the result of statistical
analyses of data with Eviews9 program carried out the results
bellow.
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GDP (current US$) = 2.52 TOTAL_INVESTMENT - 2.58 IMPORT_
GOODS_SERVICES + 2.28 EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES + 1.48
FDI_INFLOWS + 2.22. FDI_OUTFLOWS - 2.03 GROSS_DOMESTIC_
SAVING + 1.33 DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE

The above results were obtained from data analysis. It shows
that coefficient of Determination Adj– R2 = 0.935764 which
means the independent variable TOTAL_INVESTMENT,IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
XPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE are explaining the GDP in Iran by 0.93.57 %. The P – value of F-Statistic
is 0.000 indicates the model is fit for the overall population. It is
ensured that the independent variables TOTAL_INVESTMENT,IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, XPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_
PRIVATE are significantly influencing the dependent variable
GDP with p-values of 0.0203, 0.0153, 0.0289, 0.0579 and 0.0579
smaller than 5%. Hence the null hypothesis H0 is rejected. BUT
the independent variables FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS
are not significantly influencing the dependent variable GDP with
p-value of 0.6088 and 0.7826 larger than 5%.
The P – Value of Breusch – Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test
is 0.0116. It is smaller than 5% and the null hypothesis H01 is
not rejected, which means the data series is suffering from serial
correlation.
The P – Value of Obs *R- Squared: Heteroskedasticity: Breusch – Godfrey Test 0.1980 is understood that the heteroskedasticity is not found since the p-value is larger than 5% and null
hypothesis H02 is not rejected. The P – Value of Jarque-Bera
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– Normality Test 0.2862 is larger than 5%, hence the null hypothesis H03is not rejected which means that the residuals are not
normally distributed.
The eight variables (GDP_China, TOTAL_INVESTMENT,
IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE are not stationary (they have unit roots) at level and they became stationary
(they have no unit roots) after first and second difference. But
the Variables GDP_ China, TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_
GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and
DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE are cointegrated.
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PRACTICAL PART
“Anyone who tries to analyses a time series without plotting it
first is asking for trouble” Chatfield (2004)
“All models are wrong, but some are useful” is a famous quote often attributed to the British statistician George E. P. Box.
(President of the American Statistical Association in 1.978 and of
the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in 1.979).
Data & Methodology
In the present study the secondary data was used to analyses
the impact of Islamic banking on the gross domestic production
of Iran and Saudi Arabia during the study period 1990 to 2019.
The data has been retrieved from the IMF website. The analysis
was performed by using software econometric views (E-Views .9).
The hypotheses have been tested using simple linear and multiple
regressions addressing the issues of ordinary least square assumptions.
γ =α +b1χ1 + b2χ2 + b3χ3 +b4χ4 + b5χ5 + b6χ6 + Є
Where γ the dependent variable gross domestic production
(GDP) is, α is the intercept of γ. b1, b2,b3.b4,b5 and b6 is the slope
coefficient and χ1, χ2, χ3, , χ4, , χ5 and χ6, , are the independent
variables saving and total investment. The error term is denoted as
Є. The result of the regression analysis is presented below.
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Statistical Data Analyzes of China from 1990-2019
Test Results and Discussion for China
To interpret the results of simple linear regression, Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test, Heteroskedasticity:
Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey and Jarque-Bera-Normality Test, Stability Test and draw a conclusion.
The hypotheses have been tested using simple linear regression
addressing the issues of ordinary least square assumptions.
γ = α + b1c1 + b2c2 + b3c3 + b4c4 + b5c5 + b6c6 + b7c7 + Є
Where γ the dependent variable gross domestic production
(GDP_China) is, α is the intercept of γ. b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6 and
b7 are the slope coefficients and c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 and c7 are
the independents variables such as TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE. The error
term is denoted as Є. The result of the regression analysis is presented below.
Testable Hypothesis
H0 = the independents variables such as TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_
SERVICES, FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING and DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE
are not significantly influencing the dependent variable gross domestic production GDP.
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Ha = the independent variables are significantly influencing the
dependent variable gross domestic production.
H01 = No cross-section dependence (correlation) in residuals
Ha1 = Cross-section dependence (correlation) in residuals
H02 = No heteroskedasticity is found in residuals
Ha2 = Heteroskedasticity is found in residuals
H03 = Residual are normally distributed
Ha3 = Residual are not normally distributed
H04 = All variables have unit roots
Ha4 = All variables have not unit roots
H05 = All variables are Cointegrated
Ha5 = All variables are not Cointegrated
It means that in all cases above, if we fail to reject null hypothesis that is better
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Years

GDP

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

360857912566
383373318083.6
426915712711.1
444731282436.8
564324670005.9
734547898220.5
863746717503.8
961603952951.8
1029043097554.1
1093997267271.1
1211346869605.2
1339395718865.3
1470550015081.6
1660287965662.7
1955347004963.3
2285965892360.5
2752131773355.2
3550342737010.8
4594307032660.8
5101703073086
6087163874512.2
7551500124203.4
8532229986993.7
9570406235659.6
10475682920594.5
11061553079876.4
11233276536737.2
12310409370892.8
13894817549374.2
14342903006431.3

TOTAL_
IMPORT_ EXPORT_ FDI_IN- F D I _ G RO S S _ D OMASI N V E S T- G O O D S _ GO ODS_ FLOWS O U T - DOMAS- TIC_CREMENT
SERVICES SERVICES
FLOWS TIC_SA- DIT_TO_
VING
PRIVA

33.984
35.25
39.15
43.401
40.238
39.022
37.685
35.656
34.97
34.287
33.735
35.694
36.270
39.7
41.973
40.273
39.881
40.421
42.425
45.469
46.968
47.029
46.186
46.136
45.612
43.033
42.655
43.172
44.1450
44.040

10.7
11.5
14.5
19.4
17.2
16.3
15.9
15
14.1
15.4
18.5
18.2
20.1
24.8
28.4
28.4
28.4
26.8
25
20.4
23.5
24.2
22.8
22.1
21.4
18.1
17.3
17.9
18.3
17.3

13.6
14.5
15.7
16.7
18.5
18
17.9
19.5
18.3
18.2
20.9
20.3
22.6
27
31.1
33.8
36
35.4
32.6
24.7
27.2
26.6
25.5
24.6
23.5
21.4
19.6
19.7
19.1
18.4

1
1.1
2.6
6.2
6
4.90
4.7
4.7
4.40
3.7
3.5
3.5
3.6
3.5
3.5
4.59
4.5
4.40
3.7
2.6
4
3.7
2.8
3
2.6
2.2
1.6
1.3
1.7
1.1

0.2
0.2
0.9
1
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.6
0.9
0.5
1.2
0.9
1
0.6
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.6
1.9
1.1
1
0.7

36.4
38.1
40.3
41. 7
41.8
40.9
40
40.4
39.5
37.4
36.4
38.1
39
42
44.8
45.6
47.4
49
50.2
49.9
51.1
49.8
48.9
48.3
47.5
46
45
45.1
44.9
44.3

84
86.3
84.4
95
84.4
83.1
88.5
96.5
105.1
110.3
111
109.9
117.3
125.5
118.6
111.8
109.1
105.8
102
124.4
126.6
123.1
128.9
134.3
140.2
152.6
156.2
154.9
157.8
164.7
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The Regression Equations:
GDP (current US$) = 2.52 TOTAL_INVESTMENT - 2.58 IMPORT_
GOODS_SERVICES + 2.28 EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES + 1.48
FDI_INFLOWS + 2.22. FDI_OUTFLOWS - 2.03 GROSS_DOMASTIC_
SAVING + 1.33 DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE
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Results and Discussion
1.

Method: Least Squares

Dependent Variable: GDP
Method: Least Squares
Date: 01/17/21 Time: 20:48
Sample: 1990 2019
Included observations: 30
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

TOTAL_INVESTMENT
IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES

2.52E+12
-2.58E+12

1.01E+12
9.80E+11

2.502233
-2.631140

0.0203
0.0153

EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES
FDI_INFLOWS
FDI_OUTFLOWS
GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING
DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA
C

2.28E+12
1.48E+11
2.22E+11
-2.03E+12
1.33E+11
-2.60E+13

9.76E+11
2.86E+11
7.93E+11
1.02E+12
1.61E+10
2.99E+12

2.338240
0.519248
0.279371
-2.000486
8.246179
-8.693176

0.0289
0.6088
0.7826
0.0579
0.0000
0.0000

R-squared

0.951269

4.59E+12

Adjusted R-squared

0.935764

S.E. of regression

1.18E+12

Sum squared resid

3.04E+25

Log likelihood

-871.6943

F-statistic

61.35117

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent
var
Akaike info
criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn
criter.
Durbin-Watson
stat

Prob (F-statistic)

0.000000

4.64E+12
58.64629
59.01994
58.76582
1.596681
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IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES = 0.0153
P – Value of EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES = 0.0289
P – Value of FDI_INFLOWS = 0.6088
P – Value of FDI_OUTFLOWS = 0.7826
P – Value of GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING = 0.0579
P – Value of DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA = 0.0000
P – Value of Obs *R- Squared: Breusch – Godfrey Serial
Correlation LM Test= 0.0116
P – Value of Obs *R- Squared: Heteroskedasticity: Breusch –
Godfrey Test= 0.1980
P – Value of Jarque-Bera – Normality Test = 0.2862
The above results were obtained from data analysis. It shows
that coefficient of Determination Adj– R2 = 0.935764 which
means the independent variable TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE are explaining the GDP in Iran by 0.93.57 %. The P – value of F-Statistic
is 0.000 indicates the model is fit for the overall population. It is
ensured that the independent variables TOTAL_INVESTMENT,
IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_
PRIVATE are significantly influencing the dependent variable
GDP with p-values of 0.0203, 0.0153, 0.0289, 0.0579 and 0.0579
smaller than 5%. Hence the null hypothesis H0 is rejected. BUT
the independent variables FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS
are not significantly influencing the dependent variable GDP with
p-value of 0.6088 and 0.7826 larger than 5%.
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The P – Value of Breusch – Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test
is 0.0116. It is smaller than 5% and the null hypothesis H01 is
not rejected, which means the data series is suffering from serial
correlation.
The P – Value of Obs *R- Squared: Heteroskedasticity: Breusch
– Godfrey Test 0.1980 is understood that the heteroskedasticity is
not found since the p-value is larger than 5% and null hypothesis
H02 is not rejected. The P – Value of Jarque-Bera – Normality Test
0.2862 is larger than 5%, hence the null hypothesis H03is not rejected which means that the residuals are not normally distributed.
The eight variables (GDP_China, TOTAL_INVESTMENT,
IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE are not stationary (they have unit roots) at level and they became stationary
(they have no unit roots) after first and second difference. But
the Variables GDP_China, TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_
GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and
DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE are cointegrated.
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2. Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
				
		

F-statistic
4.231832 Prob. F(2,20)
Obs*R-squared
8.920494 Prob. Chi-Square(2)
				
Test Equation:		
Dependent Variable: RESID
Method: Least Squares
Date: 01/17/21 Time: 20:55
Sample: 1990 2019		
Included observations: 30
Presample missing value lagged residuals set to zero.
				

0.0293
0.0116

Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

TOTAL_INVESTMENT
IMPORT_GOODS_
SERVICES
EXPORT_GOODS_
SERVICES
FDI_INFLOWS
FDI_OUTFLOWS
GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING
DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA
C
RESID(-1)
RESID(-2)

-9.68E+10

9.67E+11

-0.100169

0.9212

1.65E+10

9.70E+11

0.016990

0.9866

-6.10E+10

9.50E+11

-0.064263

0.9494

7.84E+10
1.33E+11
1.03E+11

2.68E+11
6.99E+11
9.70E+11

0.292688
0.190184
0.106664

0.7728
0.8511
0.9161

4.17E+09

1.46E+10

0.285109

0.7785

-4.11E+11
0.297227
-0.602100

2.66E+12
0.223093
0.230398

-0.154612
1.332301
-2.613298

0.8787
0.1977
0.0166

R-squared
0.297350
Mean dependent var -0.022885
Adjusted R-squared -0.018843
S.D. dependent var
1.02E+12
S.E. of regression
1.03E+12
Akaike info criterion 58.42672
Sum squared resid
2.14E+25
Schwarz criterion
58.89379
Log likelihood
-866.4009
Hannan-Quinn criter. 58.57614
F-statistic
0.940407
Durbin-Watson stat 2.252287
Prob(F-statistic)
0.513300
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2.1 Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test: REMOVING
of Serial Correlation with one and two period LAG of GDP is
not possible.
		

F-statistic
3.404395
Prob. F(2,18)
0.0557
Obs*R-squared
7.959071
Prob. Chi-Square(2)
0.0187
								
Test Equation:		
Dependent Variable: RESID
Method: Least Squares
Date: 01/17/21 Time: 21:29
Sample: 1991 2019		
Included observations: 29
Presample missing value lagged residuals set to zero.
							
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

LAGGDP

-0.044947

0.046492

-0.966770

0.3465

TOTAL_INVESTMENT

2.61E+11

2.33E+11

1.120221

0.2773

IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES

-2.31E+11

2.26E+11

-1.021283

0.3207

EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES

2.28E+11

2.19E+11

1.044245

0.3102

FDI_INFLOWS

1.28E+10

5.11E+10

0.250757

0.8048

FDI_OUTFLOWS

1.08E+11

1.42E+11

0.757654

0.4585

GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING

-2.54E+11

2.25E+11

-1.129959

0.2733

DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_
PRIVA

5.68E+09

6.50E+09

0.874495

0.3934

C

-7.38E+11

1.13E+12

-0.653553

0.5217

RESID(-1)

-0.655451

0.265459

-2.469126

0.0238

RESID(-2)

-0.498539

0.286185

-1.742015

0.0986

R-squared

0.274451

Mean dependent var

-0.001433

Adjusted R-squared

-0.128632

S.D. dependent var

1.83E+11

S.E. of regression

1.94E+11

Akaike info criterion

55.10648

Sum squared resid

6.81E+23

Schwarz criterion

55.62511

Log likelihood

-788.0440

Hannan-Quinn criter.

55.26891

F-statistic

0.680879

Durbin-Watson stat

1.688579

Prob(F-statistic)

0.728746
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3. Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
No Heteroskedasticity, while p > 5%
				
F-statistic 1.533160
Prob. F(7,22)
0.2080
				
Obs*R-squared
9.836319
Prob. Chi-Square(7)
0.1980

Scaled explained SS 7.700458
Prob. Chi-Square(7)
0.3597
								
Test Equation:		
Dependent Variable: RESID^2
Method: Least Squares
Date: 01/17/21 Time: 20:54
Sample: 1990 2019		
Included observations: 30		
				
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
TOTAL_INVESTMENT
IMPORT_GOODS_
SERVICES
EXPORT_GOODS_
SERVICES
FDI_INFLOWS
FDI_OUTFLOWS
GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING
DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA

-6.49E+24
-3.14E+24

4.21E+24
1.42E+24

-1.541898
-2.217653

0.1374
0.0372

2.96E+24

1.38E+24

2.145638

0.0432

-3.03E+24

1.37E+24

-2.204386

0.0383

-6.31E+23
-1.41E+24
3.36E+24

4.03E+23
1.12E+24
1.43E+24

-1.567441
-1.264867
2.348697

0.1313
0.2192
0.0282

1.64E+22

2.27E+22

0.724409

0.4764

R-squared
0.327877
Mean dependent var
Adjusted R-squared 0.114020
S.D. dependent var
				
S.E. of regression
1.65E+24
Akaike info criterion
				 Schwarz criterion
Sum squared resid 6.03E+49
Log likelihood
-1710.891
Hannan-Quinn criter.
F-statistic
1.533160
Durbin-Watson stat
Prob(F-statistic)
0.208003
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1.01E+24
1.76E+24
114.5927
114.9664
114.7122
2.042959

4.

Jarque-Bera Test

9

Series: Residuals
Sample 1990 2019
Observations 30

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-3.0e+12

-2.0e+12

-1.0e+12

5000000

1.0e+12

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

-0.022885
-3.49e+10
2.13e+12
-2.87e+12
1.02e+12
-0.541037
3.911462

Jarque-Bera
Probability

2.502061
0.286210

2.0e+12

Result p=0.4603. Residuals are normal distributed.
5.1 Graphical investigation GDP
Graphical investigation shows all variables (GDP_ China, TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_
GOODS_SERVICES,
FDI_INFLOWS,
FDI_OUTFLOWS,
GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_
PRIVATE) are not stationary and have unit root at level
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FDI_INFLOWS
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FDI_OUTFLOWS
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0.0
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5.2: Graphical investigation
Graphical investigation shows all variables (GDP_ China, TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_
GOODS_SERVICES,
FDI_INFLOWS,
FDI_OUTFLOWS,
GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_
PRIVATE) are stationary at 1st and 2nd deference and have no
unit root.
LAGDGDP
1.6E+12
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DEXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES
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DDOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIV
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CORRELOGRAM investigation

CORRELOGRAM investigation shows the variables (GDP_
China, TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,
EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE) are not stationary and have unit root at level
and became stationary at first and second difference
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Correlogram of GDP
Date: 01/17/21 Time: 21:09		

Sample: 1990 2019				
Included observations: 30			
						
						
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation
AC
PAC
						
						
. |******|
. |******|
1
0.899 0.899
. |******|
. *| . |
2
0.788 -0.106
. |***** |
. | . |
3
0.688 -0.002
. |**** |
. | . |
4
0.591 -0.051
. |*** |
. *| . |
5
0.483 -0.115
. |*** |
. *| . |
6
0.373 -0.079
. |**. |
. *| . |
7
0.265 -0.069
. |* . |
. | . |
8
0.164 -0.059
. | . |
. | . |
9
0.069 -0.047
. | . |
. | . |
10
-0.009 0.001
. *| . |
. | . |
11
-0.078 -0.036
. *| . |
. | . |
12
-0.143 -0.061
. *| . |
. | . |
13
-0.196 -0.011
.**| . |
. | . |
14
-0.238 -0.035
.**| . |
. | . |
15
-0.273 -0.043
.**| . |
. | . |
16
-0.303 -0.044
					

Q-Stat

Prob

26.766
48.074
64.924
77.823
86.787
92.347
95.288
96.455
96.672
96.676
96.982
98.078
100.24
103.63
108.40
114.69

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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Correlogram of D (lag GDP, 2)
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 12:08			
Sample: 1990 2019					
Included observations: 27			
						
						
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation
AC
PAC
Q-Stat
						
						
. | . |
. | . |
1
-0.035 -0.035 0.0363
***| . |
***| . |
2
-0.353 -0.355 3.9411
. |* . |
. |* . |
3
0.117 0.100 4.3843
. | . |
. *| . |
4
0.005 -0.131 4.3853
***| . |
.**| . |
5
-0.346 -0.317 8.6451
. | . |
. | . |
6
0.024 -0.055 8.6659
. |**. |
. |* . |
7
0.302 0.102 12.240
.**| . |
.**| . |
8
-0.228 -0.251 14.389
. *| . |
. *| . |
9
-0.135 -0.081 15.187
. |* . |
. *| . |
10
0.112 -0.202 15.764
. | . |
. | . |
11
0.073 0.034 16.028
. | . |
. | . |
12
-0.008 0.068 16.031
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Prob
0.849
0.139
0.223
0.356
0.124
0.193
0.093
0.072
0.086
0.107
0.140
0.190

Correlogram of TOTAL_INVESTMENT
						
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 12:13			
Sample: 1990 2019					
Included observations: 29			
						
						
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation
AC
PAC
Q-Stat
						
						
. |*** |
. |*** |
1
0.364 0.364 4.2621
. | . |
. *| . |
2
-0.039 -0.198 4.3130
. *| . |
. | . |
3
-0.125 -0.043 4.8555
.**| . |
.**| . |
4
-0.270 -0.249 7.4730
. *| . |
. | . |
5
-0.151 0.034 8.3278
. *| . |
. *| . |
6
-0.144 -0.199 9.1437
. *| . |
. *| . |
7
-0.188 -0.142 10.592
. | . |
. | . |
8
-0.004 0.024 10.592
. | . |
. *| . |
9
-0.046 -0.193 10.688
. |* . |
. |* . |
10
0.089 0.125 11.059
. |* . |
. *| . |
11
0.096 -0.157 11.515
. *| . |
.**| . |
12
-0.174 -0.246 13.108

Prob
0.039
0.116
0.183
0.113
0.139
0.166
0.157
0.226
0.298
0.353
0.401
0.361
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Correlogram of DIMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 12:10			
Sample: 1990 2019					
Included observations: 29			
						
						
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation
AC
PAC
Q-Stat
						
						
. |**. |
. |**. |
1
0.276 0.276 2.4373
. | . |
. *| . |
2
-0.030 -0.115 2.4671
. | . |
. |* . |
3
0.040 0.088 2.5213
. | . |
. | . |
4
-0.010 -0.057 2.5252
.**| . |
.**| . |
5
-0.338 -0.343 6.7983
. *| . |
. |* . |
6
-0.079 0.146 7.0440
. |* . |
. |* . |
7
0.198 0.169 8.6485
. | . |
. *| . |
8
-0.009 -0.126 8.6523
.**| . |
.**| . |
9
-0.235 -0.223 11.145
. |* . |
. |**. |
10
0.144 0.217 12.127
. |* . |
. |* . |
11
0.202 0.144 14.165
. | . |
. | . |
12
-0.038 -0.018 14.241
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Prob
0.118
0.291
0.471
0.640
0.236
0.317
0.279
0.372
0.266
0.277
0.224
0.286

Correlogram of DEXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES
						

Date: 01/18/21 Time: 12:12			
Sample: 1990 2019					
Included observations: 29			
						
						
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation
AC
PAC
Q-Stat
						
						
. |**. |
. |**. |
1
0.328 0.328 3.4525
. |* . |
. |* . |
2
0.187 0.089 4.6139
. |* . |
. | . |
3
0.126 0.046 5.1632
. | . |
. *| . |
4
-0.053 -0.135 5.2635
. *| . |
. *| . |
5
-0.185 -0.175 6.5505
. | . |
. |* . |
6
-0.040 0.092 6.6118
. | . |
. |* . |
7
0.052 0.129 6.7232
. | . |
. | . |
8
-0.003 -0.029 6.7235
. *| . |
.**| . |
9
-0.151 -0.253 7.7451
. | . |
. |* . |
10
0.052 0.125 7.8737
. | . |
. | . |
11
-0.007 0.053 7.8761
. *| . |
. *| . |
12
-0.151 -0.130 9.0751
						
						

Prob
0.063
0.100
0.160
0.261
0.256
0.358
0.458
0.567
0.560
0.641
0.724
0.697
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Correlogram of DFDI_INFLOWS
						

Date: 01/18/21 Time: 11:58			
Sample: 1990 2019					
Included observations: 29			
						
						
Autocorrelation
Partial Correlation AC
PAC
Q-Stat
						
						
. |* . |
. |* . |
1 0.190
0.190
1.1624
.**| . |
.**| . |
2 -0.214 -0.259 2.6825
. | . |
. |* . |
3 -0.020 0.090
2.6957
. | . |
. *| . |
4 -0.011 -0.094 2.7004
. | . |
. |* . |
5 0.054
0.106
2.8091
. *| . |
.**| . |
6 -0.182 -0.280 4.1080
. *| . |
. |* . |
7 -0.099 0.083
4.5088
. |* . |
. | . |
8 0.079
-0.057 4.7774
. | . |
. | . |
9 -0.019 -0.004 4.7943
. | . |
. | . |
10 -0.032 -0.053 4.8428
. | . |
. | . |
11 -0.042 -0.009 4.9295
. |* . |
. |* . |
12 0.160
0.166
6.2790
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Prob
0.281
0.262
0.441
0.609
0.729
0.662
0.720
0.781
0.852
0.901
0.935
0.901

Correlogram of DFDI_OUTFLOWS
						

Date: 01/18/21 Time: 12:04			
Sample: 1990 2019					
Included observations: 29			
						
						
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation
AC
PAC
Q-Stat
						
						
. *| . |
. *| . |
1
-0.196 -0.196 1.2303
. | . |
. | . |
2
0.062 0.024 1.3568
.**| . |
.**| . |
3
-0.328 -0.324 5.0797
. | . |
. *| . |
4
-0.030 -0.176 5.1132
. *| . |
. *| . |
5
-0.095 -0.155 5.4503
. | . |
. *| . |
6
0.032 -0.163 5.4911
. | . |
. *| . |
7
0.039 -0.091 5.5539
. |* . |
. |* . |
8
0.175 0.084 6.8624
. | . |
. | . |
9
-0.046 -0.052 6.9566
. | . |
. | . |
10
0.003 -0.030 6.9569
. | . |
. | . |
11
-0.063 0.027 7.1578
. *| . |
. *| . |
12
-0.151 -0.191 8.3671
						
						

Prob
0.267
0.507
0.166
0.276
0.363
0.483
0.593
0.552
0.642
0.730
0.786
0.756
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Correlogram of DGROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING
		

Date: 01/18/21 Time: 12:15			
Sample: 1990 2019					
Included observations: 29			
						
						
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation
AC
PAC
Q-Stat
						
						
. |**** |
. |**** |
1
0.590 0.590 11.159
. |**. |
. | . |
2
0.338 -0.015 14.961
. |**. |
. | . |
3
0.213 0.030 16.533
. | . |
. *| . |
4
0.039 -0.147 16.587
. *| . |
.**| . |
5
-0.189 -0.248 17.930
.**| . |
. | . |
6
-0.244 -0.024 20.256
***| . |
.**| . |
7
-0.392 -0.281 26.531
****| . |
.**| . |
8
-0.544 -0.279 39.194
.**| . |
. |**. |
9
-0.303 0.299 43.329
. *| . |
. | . |
10
-0.159 -0.028 44.527
. *| . |
. | . |
11
-0.111 -0.017 45.142
. | . |
. | . |
12
-0.027 -0.057 45.180
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Prob
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Correlogram of DDOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVATE
				

Date: 01/18/21 Time: 12:20			
Sample: 1990 2019					
Included observations: 29			
						
						
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation
AC
PAC
Q-Stat
						
						
. | . |
. | . |
1
0.026 0.026 0.0223
.**| . |
.**| . |
2
-0.215 -0.216 1.5612
. | . |
. | . |
3
0.007 0.021 1.5629
. *| . |
. *| . |
4
-0.097 -0.152 1.9014
. *| . |
. *| . |
5
-0.107 -0.099 2.3310
. |**. |
. |**. |
6
0.264 0.232 5.0605
. | . |
. *| . |
7
-0.009 -0.083 5.0638
***| . |
***| . |
8
-0.438 -0.387 13.290
. *| . |
.**| . |
9
-0.170 -0.231 14.586
. |* . |
. | . |
10
0.144 0.049 15.561
. | . |
. | . |
11
0.026 0.002 15.595
. |* . |
. | . |
12
0.145 0.026 16.710
						
						

Prob
0.881
0.458
0.668
0.754
0.802
0.536
0.652
0.102
0.103
0.113
0.157
0.161

					
7. Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root Test
Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root Test investigation shows
all variables (GDP_China, TOTAL_INVESTMENT, IMPORT_
GOODS_SERVICES, EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES, FDI_INFLOWS, FDI_OUTFLOWS, GROSS_DOMESTIC_SAVING and
DOMESTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA) are stationary at 1st and
2nd deference and have no unit root.
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Null Hypothesis: GDP has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant		
Lag Length: 3 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)
				
				
			
t-Statistic
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -0.063275
Test critical values: 1% level		
-3.711457
5% level		
-2.981038
10% level		
-2.629906
				
				
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(GDP)
Method: Least Squares
Date: 01/17/21 Time: 21:10
Sample (adjusted): 1994 2019
Included observations: 26 after adjustments
				
				
Variable
Coefficient Std. Error t- Statistic
				
GDP(-1)
-0.001678 0.026523
-0.063275
D(GDP(-1))
0.683876 0.233512
2.928653
D(GDP(-2))
-0.595072 0.278335
-2.137975
D(GDP(-3))
0.772609 0.248619
3.107605
C
1.38E+11 9.53E+10
1.448680
				
				
R-squared
0.630772 Mean dependent var
Adjusted R-squared 0.560442 S.D. dependent var
S.E. of regression 3.07E+11 Akaike info criterion
Sum squared resid 1.98E+24 Schwarz criterion
Log likelihood
-721.7918 Hannan-Quinn criter.
F-statistic
8.968844 Durbin-Watson stat
Prob(F-statistic)
0.000218			
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Prob.*
0.9437

Prob.
0.9501
0.0080
0.0444
0.0053
0.1622
5.35E+11
4.63E+11
55.90706
56.14900
55.97673
1.848631

Null Hypothesis: D(GDP,2) has a unit root
Exogenous: None		
Lag Length: 1 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)
				
				
			
t-Statistic
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -7.512993
Test critical values: 1% level		
-2.656915
5% level		
-1.954414
10% level		
-1.609329
				
				
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
				

Prob.*
0.0000

				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(GDP,3)
Method: Least Squares
Date: 01/17/21 Time: 21:11
Sample (adjusted): 1994 2019
Included observations: 26 after adjustments
				
				
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
Prob.
				
				
D(GDP(-1),2)
-2.057703
0.273886
-7.512993 0.0000
D(GDP(-1),3)
0.817799
0.197749
4.135540
0.0004
				
				
R-squared
0.713383 Mean dependent var
-4.27E+10
Adjusted R-squared 0.701440 S.D. dependent var
5.51E+11
S.E. of regression 3.01E+11 Akaike info criterion
55.77335
Sum squared resid 2.18E+24 Schwarz criterion
55.87013
Log likelihood
-723.0535 Hannan-Quinn criter.
55.80122
Durbin-Watson stat 1.810188			
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Null Hypothesis: D(TOTAL_INVESTMENT) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant		
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)
				
				
			
t-Statistic
Prob.*
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -3.490311
0.0159
Test critical values: 1% level		
-3.689194
5% level		
-2.971853
10% level		
-2.625121
				
				
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(TOTAL_INVESTMENT,2)
Method: Least Squares		
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 11:12
Sample (adjusted): 1992 2019
Included observations: 28 after adjustments
				
				
Variable
Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic
Prob.
				
				
D(TOTAL_INVESTMENT(-1))-0.634729 0.181855 -3.490311
0.0017
C
0.181410 0.347901 0.521443
0.6065
				
				
R-squared
0.319056 Mean dependent var
-0.048929
Adjusted R-squared 0.292866 S.D. dependent var
2.149441
S.E. of regression 1.807493 Akaike info criterion
4.090507
Sum squared resid 84.94277 Schwarz criterion
4.185665
Log likelihood
-55.26710 Hannan-Quinn criter.
4.119598
F-statistic
12.18227 Durbin-Watson stat
1.796236
Prob(F-statistic) 0.001738			
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Null Hypothesis: D(IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant		
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)
				
				
			
t-Statistic
Prob.*
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -3.811630
0.0075
Test critical values: 1% level		
-3.689194
5% level		
-2.971853
10% level		
-2.625121
				
				
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,2)
Method: Least Squares		
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 11:18
Sample (adjusted): 1992 2019
Included observations: 28 after adjustments
				
				
Variable
Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
				
				
D(IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES(-1)) -0.721255 0.189225 -3.811630 0.0008
C
0.131483
0.427898 0.307278 0.7611
				
				
R-squared
0.358476 Mean dependent var
-0.064286
Adjusted R-squared 0.333803 S.D. dependent var
2.754016
S.E. of regression 2.247853 Akaike info criterion
4.526577
Sum squared resid 131.3739 Schwarz criterion
4.621735
Log likelihood
-61.37208 Hannan-Quinn criter.
4.555668
F-statistic
14.52852 Durbin-Watson stat
1.894623
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000763			
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Null Hypothesis: D(EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant		
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)
				
				
			
t-Statistic
Prob.*
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
-3.617710
0.0118
Test critical values: 1% level		
-3.689194
5% level		
-2.971853
10% level		
-2.625121
				
				
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES,2)
Method: Least Squares		
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 11:45
Sample (adjusted): 1992 2019
Included observations: 28 after adjustments
				
				
Variable
Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
				
				
D(EXPORT_GOODS_SERVICES(-1)) -0.670343
0.185295 -3.617710 0.0013
C
0.074532
0.443589 0.168019 0.8679
				
				
R-squared
0.334831 Mean dependent var
-0.057143
Adjusted R-squared 0.309248 S.D. dependent var
2.814701
S.E. of regression 2.339340 Akaike info criterion
4.606364
Sum squared resid 142.2853 Schwarz criterion
4.701521
Log likelihood
-62.48910 Hannan-Quinn criter.
4.635455
F-statistic
13.08782 Durbin-Watson stat
2.061484
Prob(F-statistic)
0.001256			
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Null Hypothesis: D(GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING,2) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant		
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)
				
				
			
t-Statistic
Prob.*
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -6.289489
0.0000
Test critical values: 1% level		
-3.699871
5% level		
-2.976263
10% level		
-2.627420
				
				
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING,3)
Method: Least Squares		
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 11:27
Sample (adjusted): 1993 2019
Included observations: 27 after adjustments
				
				
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
				
				
D(GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING(-1),2) -1.222418
0.194359 -6.289489 0.0000
C
-0.119355
0.237363 -0.502838 0.6195
				
				
R-squared
0.612749 Mean dependent var
-0.033333
Adjusted R-squared 0.597259 S.D. dependent var
1.940262
S.E. of regression 1.231326 Akaike info criterion
3.325248
Sum squared resid 37.90410 Schwarz criterion
3.421235
Log likelihood
-42.89084 Hannan-Quinn criter.
3.353790
F-statistic
39.55767 Durbin-Watson stat
2.056960
Prob(F-statistic)
0.000001			
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Null Hypothesis: D(DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant		
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)
				
				
			
t-Statistic
Prob.*
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -4.930964
0.0005
Test critical values: 1% level		
-3.689194
5% level		
-2.971853
10% level		
-2.625121
				
				
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
				
				
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA,2)
Method: Least Squares		
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 11:28
Sample (adjusted): 1992 2019
Included observations: 28 after adjustments
				
				
Variable
Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
				
				
D(DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA(-1)) -0.973224 0.197370 -4.930964 0.0000
C
2.729427 1.431501 1.906689 0.0677
				
				
R-squared
0.483249 Mean dependent var
0.164286
Adjusted R-squared 0.463374 S.D. dependent var
9.633399
S.E. of regression 7.056921 Akaike info criterion
6.814644
Sum squared resid 1294.803 Schwarz criterion
6.909801
Log likelihood
-93.40501 Hannan-Quinn criter.
6.843734
F-statistic
24.31441 Durbin-Watson stat
1.962162
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000040			
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8. Johansen Cointegration Test.
H05 is not rejected (All variables are Cointegrated)
Long run association according Johansen cointegration
test-Pedroni Residual Cointegration Test). We can run restricted VAR (VECM –Model)
Date: 01/18/21 Time: 13:23			
Sample (adjusted): 1992 2019			
Included observations: 28 after adjustments		
Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend		
Series: GDP TOTAL_INVESTMENT IMPORT_GOODS_SERVICES EXPORT_
GOODS_SERVICES FDI_INFLOWS FDI_OUTFLOWS GROSS_DOMASTIC_SAVING DOMASTIC_CREDIT_TO_PRIVA
Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 1		
					
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)		
					
					
Hypothesized		
Trace
0.05		
No. of CE(s)
Eigenvalue
Statistic
Critical Value
Prob.**
								
None *
0.970013
328.0082
159.5297
0.0000
At most 1 *
0.943537
229.8125
125.6154
0.0000
At most 2 *
0.855033
149.3358
95.75366
0.0000
At most 3 *
0.789740
95.26089
69.81889
0.0001
At most 4 *
0.669500
51.59741
47.85613
0.0214
At most 5
0.398216
20.59725
29.79707
0.3832
At most 6
0.203523
6.377263
15.49471
0.6509
At most 7
0.000203
0.005678
3.841466
0.9392
					
					
Trace test indicates 5 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values		
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Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)
Hypothesized		
Max-Eigen
0.05		
No. of CE(s)
Eigenvalue
Statistic
Critical Value
					
None *
0.970013
98.19569
52.36261
At most 1 *
0.943537
80.47673
46.23142
At most 2 *
0.855033
54.07491
40.07757
At most 3 *
0.789740
43.66349
33.87687
At most 4 *
0.669500
31.00016
27.58434
At most 5
0.398216
14.21999
21.13162
At most 6
0.203523
6.371585
14.26460
At most 7
0.000203
0.005678
3.841466
					
					
Max-eigenvalue test indicates 5 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values		
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Prob.**
0.0000
0.0000
0.0007
0.0025
0.0175
0.3473
0.5660
0.9392

Appendix N° I Contrast of
Experiences in the Debut of the
Third Millennium
“A vendre ce que… le temps ni la science n´ont
pas á reconnaitre”
A. Rimbaud (1873/1998)
Les Illuminations/solde (p. 154)

The balance sheets of the first two decades of the XXI century
for the economies of The North Atlantic Washington-London axis
(that had abandoned the direct metallic backing of fiat currency:
by agreeing to the Breton Woods or Gold Standard system, which
concludes in 1972, replacing it with the “dollar as good as gold” or
“dollar as good as dollar” arrangement) show negligible international reserves for the United States and minimal for England (15% of
assets); while the European Union enters the new century with an
average of 34% of total assets; to descend to 8%; while emerging
countries accumulate an average of 70% and those in the Middle
East more than 90%.
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Table No. 4

Note also (Table No. 4) that the largest asset of the most industrialized countries is that of support for credit activity (Situation
A) and that its liability, in terms of monetary issuance, also reaches the highest average.
By contrast, countries with incipient industrialization minimally support the issuance of credit; being the largest component of
liabilities related to government operations (government and central bank deposits and securities) to “slow down” excesses of the
monetary base.
In a few words, the balance sheets of the central banks of the latter countries are formed according to the prototypes (B) and (C).
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So far, it should be noted that, among the countries in the sample, the ones that support credit the most, according to the balance sheets of the Central Banks for 2018, as experience closer
to the prosecution of the paradigm that associates development
with industrialization are China and the United Arab Emirates.
Indeed, according to Kasim Asker Hasan (2020) the United Arab
Emirates has a macro-financial plan, which makes references to
the main security holders; all this within a medium-term development strategy (the current one covers the period 2018-2020)
and a process of conjuncture supervision, guided by the IMF’s
macro-prudential financial criteria and those related to the standards known as Basel II. Concluding that the UAE, in general, is
following an orthodox and conservative strategy, as is China with
its long-term plan to 2050.
Hence, from the contrast of behaviors we can infer, as a convenient policy to move towards the improvement of the circumstances of the real economy, to take advantage of contemporary theoretical criteria or New View; allowing domestic banking to carry
out operations with the international currency, taking care of the
fit of the bank balance sheet; that is, establishing pari passu, with
the granting of credits, the creation of reserves that would guard
at their own risk, without handing them over to the central bank...
unless it undertook to serve as a guarantor of last resort in foreign
exchange... risk that central banks should not assume.
Of course, the pragmatic requirement to avoid defaults is that
private banks to supervise and control the administration of the resources lent. That is, to follow the rules of what we have called
Third Generation Banking (Kasim Asker Hasan: 2018)63.
63
See Kasim Asker Hasan (2020: "The Middle East in the International Monetary Context") Postgraduate in Research and Development Management. UCV.
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Here it is worth noting, in relation to the countries of the Middle East, that persisting in the placement of their monetary surpluses in foreign exchange, in the transnational banking of the West
simply complicates the defense of their geopolitical interests... and
that London, by encouraging such conduct, unashamedly admits
the epithet of: Perfidious Albion.
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Appendix N° II Stumbling in China
The year 2015 can be identified as an important turning point
for China in relation to its external accounts; since then, China
has exported more capital than it imports.
The gigantic foreign exchange reserves of around US$4 billion,
which by then had grown melted by one fifth in a year. This was
due, among other things, to drastic wage increases in the country.
From 2005 to 2015, wages grew by an average of 14.6% per year.
Along with the Yuan’s slight appreciation of the US dollar, Chinese
wages in US dollars have quadrupled; this results in considerable
prosperity for workers, with the cost of reducing the competitiveness of Chinese companies.
We must point out that, for many years, capital flight was not
a problem for the Chinese government. From 1994 to 2014, the
People’s Republic had current account surpluses and private foreign capital flowed into the country. The central bank bought foreign currencies against the yuan and amassed foreign exchange
reserves. Reserves grew steadily and reached an all-time high in
2014 at the aforementioned $4,000 billion.
These resources supported the Chinese government’s efforts to
strengthen the role of its own national currency in international
financial markets and try to cope with the dollar in the medium
term... without the risk of having wildly fluctuating exchange
rates; as this could be seen as a sign of economic instability and
weakness in China, in addition to damaging the credibility of President Xi’s economic policy.
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Therefore, it should come as no surprise how much China’s
current account surpluses have shrunk. In 2015, the peak of
US$304 billion corresponded to 2.8% of economic output, below the record highs recorded in 2007 and 2008, when China’s
current account surplus was US$353 billion and US$420 billion,
respectively.
Thus, the preliminary figures for 2018: with a surplus of 0.3%
of GDP: the Chinese economy, unlike the German economy, is
achieving moderate increases in trade in goods and services. Hence, while this reduces criticism of China’s surpluses, it makes it
clear that large capital exports would only be possible at the expense of its own foreign exchange reserves; since exports of private or even government capital on a significant scale would lead to
current account deficits. Therefore, the Chinese government can
only finance the Silk Road and Strip Revival Initiative if it allows
only a small amount of private capital export.
Let us emphasize that for a surprisingly long time, Beijing managed to maintain the exchange rate and was able to gradually
liberalize the country’s capital movements. But now, the communist party’s own citizens have been thwarting the Communist Party’s plans. Before you buy another apartment in China, you want
to invest abroad. Profitable investment opportunities in the country itself are scarce, as real estate is overrated. The only thing left
for the owners of the capital is the illegal export of capital.
In 2015, it was noticed that there was a gap of around $500
billion between transfers made by Chinese banks for imports and
import statistics. From this contrast, it turned out that $2.2 billion
flowed abroad, while customs only recorded imports valued at
$1.7 billion. Thus, since 2015 the Chinese government has viewed
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private equity exports as a threat. In twenty months, from June
2014 to February 2016, foreign exchange reserves sank drastically,
from $4 billion to $3.2 billion.
As a result, capital exports have been limited to $50,000 per
person per year since 2015 and the central bank has tightened restrictions on capital movement to stabilize the situation. The challenges for the central bank have changed dramatically.
Let us emphasize that, if Chinese investors are reducing their
investments in China in favor of overseas investments, this could
be the harbinger of a financial crisis; since when residents want to
keep their capital safe abroad, it must be assumed that they do not
have much confidence in their domestic economy.
Let’s conclude by saying that, the possible instability of the
Chinese financial system, of course, not only worries financial
analysts. Politicians should know that, a crisis in China would
lead to new tensions in world harmony.
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Appendix N° III Western Europe:
the weak entente
“Weak power is power which lacks the tools necessary for it to act
in its sphere of authority. Limited power is power whose sphere
of authority is limited. Power must be limited, but it must not be
weak.”
T. Padoa Schioppa. 2009

By 1900, according to J.M. Roberts (2009 Volume III, p. 242)
the Western peoples of Europe and the people who with such
ancestry lived outside that continent, dominated the world; and
thus, for the first time, a particular civilization was imposed as a
leader throughout the planet, thanks to the growth in wealth and
population and the appropriation of goods and territories in other
parts of the world, during the previous three centuries.
64

But when focusing on the political-economic dynamics in Western Europe, between the end of the XIX century and the Second
World War it should be noted that the most significant changes
are due to the booms of nationalist movements; combined with
demands by workers for greater participation in economic surpluses and in political decisions; elements that were synthesized
in the formation of national states, that replaced the multi-ethnic
empires, incessantly fighting each other for territories supplying
raw materials and markets for industrial goods... which required
new monetary rules (Genoa 1922) based on the US dollar and
then the creation of the Euro.
64
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Aut. Cit., Universal History, RBA Edipresse, S.L.; Spain.

The economic process under the euro and without England was
considered favorable, in principle, to all signatories, by reducing
the single interest rate; but this also involved free mobilization of
capital in search of the best profitability.
In the period 2002-2007, differences in the economic base of
different countries were noted. Those with less industrial capacity
to export to neighbors saw grow their trade deficits; as it happened
in Spain, Italy, Portugal and Greece (the MED Club) forcing the
respective treasuries to engage in conjunctural strategies to try to
correct the misadventures of the real economy, bearing in mind,
as a desirable limit, the restriction of not exceeding 60% of GDP
of public debt; this is to force them to follow a pro-cyclical policy.
Thus, the indebtedness in relation to the product grew randomly
according to the countries.
Therefore,
1) Its fiscal actions are anarchic, and the budgetary constraints on deficit spending that Germany wants to induce are
met with resistance; while at the same time different wage
policies hinder desirable coordination... making for fragile banking systems in the MED Club countries.
2) Its international policy actions are incorporated into the
NATO; that is, to the interests of the United States, which
is sometimes perceived as an imposition that stimulates
internal political dissensions in some States, based on cultural inequalities, and
3) London’s geo-political tropism towards Washington is stirring up geo-political tensions in the E.U.
Let’s say then; as a conclusive synthesis, that the depressive
world economic situation diminishes the potential for autonomy
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and explains the political surprises in national spaces... and the
disappointments about the achievement of the common flags
initially wielded: free movement of labor force and investments;
which has allowed magnifying the challenges to be overcome by
the central euros.
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Appendix N° IV New Russia and the
Ghost of Lenin
... Rescue Russia from the Chaos of 1990... It does not mean
the end of the market, but the rescue of power... Military.
D. Priestland (2012:243)

As a result of the Yalta-Potsdam Agreements (1944-45) the
USSR was able to impose its political ideology on the countries
of Eastern Europe at the end of The Second World War; the “People’s Democracies”, which emerged from the dismemberment of
the Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman Empires, were reconstituted
as “People’s Democracies”; in the face of which the United States
and the “defensive” North Atlantic Agreements (NATO) lead to
the political-economic confrontations known as the “Cold War”
(1947-1989).
In 1985, the Soviet premier: Gorbachev decides to accept the
United States’ proposals for military and political détente, pending the completion of economic and political reforms in the
USSR; whose failure, together with the military disaster in Afghanistan (1988) discredited the prevailing communist regime and
facilitated the political implosion of the USSR in December 1991.
The supplanting of the economic regime centralized economy
by the economy decentralized, although the authoritarian practices are preserved, under the successive leadership of Medvedev
and Putin, maintains the New Russian Federation as a strong
contender in the race for planetary hegemony against the United
States, its European allies and the Chinese neo-capitalist compe225

titor, supported by the investments of the Western transnational
companies.
Let us point out that, from the geopolitical angle, Russia practices pipeline diplomacy as the world’s leading exporter of natural
gas, providing one-third of imports from the European Union;
which includes specific cooperation policies with Germany, which
avoid dealing with tensions in some countries, such as Ukraine.
Despite the good results in foreign trade, the indicators, in
the last two decades, show a depressive situation; noting that the
perseverance in deficit fiscal practices and the growing fiscal indebtedness has had an impact on the devaluation of its monetary
sign...for which reason they have not had an impact on the substantive improvement in the well-being of the population...a sufficient cause of internal political tensions.
From there V. Putin’s initial popularity; 80%, is threatened, and
the initial success of centralism or “zarist” ambitions deteriorates... Thus, the most pessimistic believe in the ghosts of the Bolshevik revolution65; that in 2017 commemorated its first centenary.

65
It is convenient remember that, Putin attributes the root of the disputes between Russia, Ukraine, Georgia and Belarus to the organization of the
USSR on the basis of "Ethnic Republics" with aspirations of self-determination
(a principle admitted by Lenin). This was the basis for the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk in 1917, which was to be the beginning of the separation of Ukraine and the
return of the western border to that which existed before the Great Ones: Peter
(Pedro) and Catherine (Catalina).
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Appendix N° V Latin America
Perennial Coloniality?
“... You’ll not be pardoned for these hours; these hours that
erode away our days; these days that gnaw away our years”
Luis de Góngora

In the dissimilar evolution of the world destinies of Latin America and Anglo-Saxon America, from the circumstance of European colonies, had an influence:
a) The socio-political order, with practices of local self-government (contrary to the imposed hierarchies) precursor of
the modern “open societies” used in the British colonies of
North America, in contrast to the authoritarian and religious institutions, with a vision of the XV and XVI centuries, that ruled in Latin America.
b) The practice that the dissemination of knowledge was driven from school, as the first civic responsibility in the North; whereas, in the south, such dissemination remained within the religious institutionalism; and
c) Latin America’s almost absolute dependence on foreign manufactured goods; including the absence of its own ships for
trade66 to serve a population scattered over a huge territory,
66
This is true for the Atlantic trade, as Cooke, R. and L. Sánchez (1999)
argue that in the Pacific there were small shipyards in the XVI century for the maintenance of about 40 ships. The main one, located in Panama, called El Realejo, built
galleons until 1590 for the trade of the Philippines. Nautical construction would
eventually be shifted to Manila as the cheapest labor costs result. See: Auts. Cits.
"The Maritime Societies of the Pre-Columbian Period, Internal Networks and Ex-
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given the monopoly on manufacturing production and trade
that the Spanish crown imposed on its colonies during the
XVI and XVII centuries and which ultimately favored the
smuggling trade from England during the XVIII century.
The said contrasts with the productive manufacturing experience for domestic consumption accumulated by the thirteen
North American colonies in the absence of precious mineral resources to support the “mercantilist vision” and the absence of limits to free trade among them67, to meet the needs associated with
an explosive population growth68 in a more homogeneous geographical space instead of the more abrupt Latin American territory.
Thus, Latin America could only export mining and agricultural goods for luxury consumption; with precarious added value
(slave-feudal production) subjected to irritating taxes on such
production (alcabala, etc.) to amortize the expenses of the colonial administration. And although the activity (gold-silver miner)69 brought noticeable surpluses, a high percentage was issued
to Spain and through its trade with England, the Netherlands and
ternal Contact of Istmo Panameño. Tropical Research Institute - Balboa-Panama.
67
The English stimulated the production of iron in North America for
the manufacture of work tools and shipbuilding (with the exploitation of wood,
which was scarce in the British Isles) as well as for carriage roads and bridges, in
contrast to the Spanish, who limited themselves to the use of horseshoe paths,
simple trails "opened" by pack animals.
68
The population of the thirteen colonies grew from 250,000 in 1700 to
over 5 million in 1815 by free immigration of Europeans, see The Penguin Atlas
of Modern History (1972:84).
69
Estimated volumes of silver exports are: XVi century: 17 thousand
TM; XVII century: between 12mil and 1 thousand TM; I'm still XVIII: 21 thousand TM. Portuguese Remittances from Asia reached 6500 MT in the XVI century. Mining exports represent + 95% of the total and among the agricultural
exports 40% in tobacco.
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France, to the rest of Europe. Hence, investment in physical infrastructure was reduced: only that required for the protection of
the ports and the scarce artisanal production. Consequently:
1°) The weight of the productive fragility made that, after the
political independence, achieved at the beginning of the
XIX century, the Latin American society continued within
a commercial-financial colonialism, by accepting “Treaties
of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation”, from 1825, driven,
throughout the XIX century, by England, through the banking tutelage, to replace the arms trade established in the war
period and the preceding smuggling70 and, seconded by the
American diplomacy to ensure the use of maritime transport
provided by the American fleet that supplied wheat to the
Caribbean area and the North of South America71.
From the economic base described above, from the beginning
of the XX century, the United States will begin to supplant
England as the “metropolitan economic” center of Latin
America; without common cultural traits: the civis hispanoamericanus could build a political counterweight. In short,
in the long run, “The United States would be the heirs to the
70
Smuggling and the corso policy as an authorization to fight enemy
ships and share the benefits derived from boarding replaced during the war
period the collection of tariffs. Latin American rebels will use these practices
with the ships of the countries competing with the regular Spanish trade. On
average, the collection for the rebels was 12.5% of the loot.
71
It should be noted that, the inclination of the provenances towards
trade with England is based on the disgust of the liberators towards France,
since that country is part of the "Holy Alliance" which aimed to return to Spain
its colonial empire. England was not part of that project, so the Minister of
Foreign Affairs Canning said in October 1826 that politics against the "Holy
Alliance" allowed him to slip between the new republics: We slip in between
and we link once more America with Europe”. See H. Rheinheyner (1986:26)
TOPO Todtmann. Editorial Caracas.
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lucrative business of an Independence,” as Lola Vetencourt
calls it”72 And
2°) Since the South American countries were located within
the area of political economic influence of the United States
at the end of the World War, their economic development
closely followed the general economic trend of the United
States, being the main importer of subcontinent’s primary
exports. Hence, by 1960, South America’s average per capita national income was 41% of that of the industrialized
countries in North America and Europe; whereas by 2015
they accounted for 38%. That is, a reduction of 3%, while
the Asia-Oceania and Africa averages rose by 8% and 13%
respectively.
Hence, the challenges to be overcome are:
1- Change authoritarian/populist political regimes that see redistribution of wealth as the solution to poverty;
2- To reduce imbalances in foreign trade as land transport infrastructure has not yet been built to facilitate intra-regional trade for the production of industrial and agricultural
goods; this has also influenced on low reproductive investment, including in scientific-technological field.
3- To the political tensions that have shaken the subcontinent
in the last 15 years; so it is not surprising how high risk
and interest rate premiums governments pay for foreign
exchange credits 10.5% on average; and the increasing deterioration of exchange rates; without political circumstances, fiscal and wage regimes, stimulate the growth of exports of manufactured goods... to solve, democratically, the
problem of poverty.
72
Aut. Cit. (1981) "The British Empire in the Venezuelan Economy"
(1830-1876). Edit. UCV, Caracas.
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In synthesis, the South American states have remained in the
relative position of “dependent countries” in the international hierarchy, due to the great weaknesses they present in the economic
sphere from the year 2000, they remedy those found in history
books since the XIX century.
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Abbreviations
ACIA ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement
ADB Asian Development Bank
APEC Asian-Pacific Economic Cooperation
BIT Bilateral Investment Treaty
BIZ Bank for International Settlements
BRI Belt and Rad Initiative
CCCC China Communications Construction Company
CFIUS Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States
ECB European Central Bank
EPA Economic Partnership Agreement
EU European Union
FDI Foreign Direct Investment
FED Federal Reserves of the United States
FET Fair and equitable treatment
FTA Free trade agreement
FTZ Free trade zone
GDP Gross Domestic Product
IIA International investment agreement
ILO International Labor Organization
IMF International Monetary Fond
MNC Multinational Cooperation
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
OFDI Outward foreign investment
ROA Return on Asset
ROE Return on Equity
ROI Return on Investment
SEZ Special economic zone
TIFA Trade and Investment Framework Agreement
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UNCITRAL United Nations Commission on International Trade Law
WFE World Federation of Exchanges
WMT Wealth Management Products
WTO World Trade Organization
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